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Andrew A. August (SBN 112851)
Kevin F. Rooney (SBN 184096)
PINNACLE LAIN GROUP, LLP
425 Califomia Street, Suite 1800 EbPC p SED
San Francisco, California 94104 GOUNTY .

Telephone: (415)3.94-570Q JUN . i 1/7cina
Facsimile: (415) 394-5003 cn -fl coU79
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Matthew C. Kilgore, '.nputyWilliam Bruce Fuller and Kevin Wilhelmy.

VS.

Plaintiffs,

CASE NO. 11608386980

CLASS ACTION

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

MATTHEW C. KILGORE, individually
and on behalf of all others similarly situated;
WILLIAM BRUCE FULLER, individually.
and on behalf of all others similarly situated;
KEVIN WILHELMY, individually and on
behalf of all others similarly situated;

1. UNFAIR COMPETITION (Bus. &
Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.

2. AIDING AND ABETTING FRAUD
3. R.I.C.O. (18 USC 1962)

KEYBANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
a national banking association organized
under the laws of the United States of
America and successor in interest to
KeyBank USA, N.A.; KEY EDUCATION
RESOURCES, a division of KEYEANK,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION; GREAT
LAKES EDUCATIONAL LOAN
SERVICES, INC., a Wisconsin corporation;
STUDENT LOAN XPRESS, a Delavvare
corporation; AMERICAN EDUCATION
SERVICES, form of entity wilmown, and
Does 1-25,

Defendants.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This class action seeks to remedy an ongoing scheme of unconscionable, predatory

lending practices perpetrated by the Defendants who, purporting to hide behind the shield of

Pink. 1.../ Glow . id*
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Ohio's staunchly pro-banlc/anti-consumer laws, team up with operators of private, unlicensed and

unregulated sham vocational schools and dupe prospective students into accepting loans from

Defendants, the funds of which are paid directly to the school long before the education is

completed thereby fueling the schools' enrollment Ponzi schemes. When the schools shutter their

doors because the scheme collapses, the students are left with no education, no accreditation and

no employment prospects but still obligated to repay the loans.

2. This pattern of unfair, unlawful and deceptive conduct has been the subject of very

recent congressional investigation and extensive journalistic reporting (See collective Exhibit A

hereto). Because the laws of Ohio exempt Ohio-domiciled banks from that state's consumer

protection laws, the defendants, in complicity with the sham schools, have prayed on

unsuspecting, socio-economically vulnerable California resident students with legally repugnant

adhesive loan documents containing Ohio choice of law, forum selection, and anti-class action

arbitration clauses. Using these perceived impenetrable "shields", defendants have repeatedly

and intentionally flaunted both federal and California constuner protection laws.

3. As to defendant KeyBank, National Association, successor in interest to

KeyBank USA, N.A. ("KeyBank") in particular, for years it has engaged in this pervasive pattern

and practice of fraudulent conduct in California and elsewhere with numerous vocational schools.

Because KeyBank perpetrated its fraud through the use of the U.S. rnail and wire carriers in this

instance, its actions constitute racketeering activity and violates the Racketeer Influenced and

Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1961 et seq.
4. This particular action is brought by and on behalf of only those California

residents who 1) enrolled in Silver State Helicopters vocational school ("SSIT"), 2) either

borrowed their SSH tuition from one of the defendant lenders or co-Signed on behalf of such a

borrower, 3) executed a "Master Student Loan Promissory Note" or "Application/Master

Promissory Note" (or similarly titled agreement — the "Note" or "Notes") that failed to contain

certain notices required by the Federal Trade Commission's consumer protection regulations, 4)

failed to complete their educational program prior to 5511 filing bankruptcy, and 5) remain

Obligated on their Note in a principal amount less than $75,000.
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5. The sole remedy Plaintiffs seek on behalf of themselves and the proposed classes

is an injunction prohibiting defendants from contacting credit agencies regarding the Notes and

prohibiting them from taking any action to enforce the Notes. The injunctive relief sought by this

action is based on the Defendants' 1) knowing and intentional violation of 16 CYR. 4332 (the

so-called "FTC Holder Rule" or "Holder Rule Notice") which constitutes a predicate violation

under California's Unfair Competition Law (California Business and Professions Code Seeder(

17200, et seq.), and 2) aiding and abetting SSH's Ponzi scheme as described below.

6: As the materials in Exhibit A reflect, in recent years there has been a proliferation

of unlicensed and unaccredited trade schools that do not participate in the federal student aid

programs and therefore are largely unregulated. Their growth has been fueled by unscrupulous

lenders that have willingly and irresponsibly "partnered" with these shah) operations to provide

expensiye private loans to the high-risk students these schools tend to attract. The lenders have

then tamed around and, like siibprime mortgage lenders, securitized the loans, shifting the risk of

the loans onto unsuspecting investors. Defendants have been major players in these schemes that

have ensnared hundreds. f not thousands of California students in the past several years. In this

particular case, Defendants partnered with SSE' as the latter's "preferred" lenders and followed

the usual script from which they have reaped millions of dollara. As with previous failed

vocational school "partners" of Defendants, SSH was unregulated and unaccredited and, when its

Ponzi scheme collapsed, SSH filed bankruptcy leaving its students with nothing but Defendants'

threats to enforce the loans.

7: By 2005, SSH had become the largest private helicopter flight academy and one

of the fastest growing companies in any industry in the United States from 2002 to 2005, it

grew at an astounding 2,786 percent. Tuition for the school — which promised commercial

helicopter pilot certification within 18 months of enrollment — Was nearly $70,000 per student

The school targeted second career, limited income individuals who, but for the Defendants' loan,

lacked the personal financial wherewithal to pay the tuition. Thus; the Defendants] willingness

to loan money without question, qualification or restriction was the fundamental catalyst for

SSH's exponential growth.
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8. As described in greater detail below, the Defendants worked intimately with SSH

employees to solicit its loans in California during the course of SSH's "application" process. By

providing SSH with the loan proceeds in the manner they did, the Defendants, in violation of

federal consumer protection regulations and state consumer protection laws, aided and abetted

SSH in a Ponzi scheme that enabled its owner and CEO (Jerry Airola "Airola") and his

partners to siphon off millions of dollars for their own personal use. As a result, SKI was unable

to provide the equipment, instructors or maintenance necessary to enable the students to attain

their pilot ratings. SSH perpetrated its fraudulent scheme by, among other things,

misrepresenting through standardized and scripted marketing and advertising and/or uniformly.

concealing 1) anticipated tuition costs, 2) its capability to provide adequate equipment, proper

training and sufficient maintenance, 3) the time frame for receiving ratings, 4) its intended and

actual use of the loan proceeds, and 5) employment opporttmities. In reliance on these false and

deceptive representations and omissions, Plaintiffs and other members a the proposed class

entered into written Service Contract Agreements 1 pursuant to which SSH was obligated to

provide educational services.

9. SSH further induced its students to enroll in the school by pre-arranging with

Defendants to have them finance the student's tuition and remit all of the loan proceeds directly

to SSH (or to the student who was then obligated to immediately transmit the tuition to SKI

under threat of expulsion), well before any possible date of completion for the students'

education program. Because Defendants had previously partnered with other failed private

vocational schools, enforced the student loans even though the fully paid tor education Was not

delivered, and either sued or were sued by the students, Defendants knew exactly what they were

doing here: They took great pains - in violation of the FTC Holder Rule which is intended to

apply to consumer credit transactions such as the ones at issue — to ensure that their Notes and

SSII's Service Contract Agreements omitted the required Holder Rule Notice thereby enabling

Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that in 2003 and 2004 SSE! referred to
their agreements with students as Service Contracts and in 2005 and 2006 as Training
Agreements. Although the Service Contracts and Training Agreements am not identical, they do
contain the same material terms complained of here, and will hereinafter sometimes be
collectively referred to as Service Contracts. 
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the Defendants to argue that SSH's students have no rights under the Holder Rule to assert

defenses against them that the students could assert against SSH for failing to deliver the

bargained-for educational services. Defendants funding of the loans unlawfully, unfairly and

fraudulently facilitated SSH's violation of the Holder Rule by enabling SRI to 1) take or receive

consumer credit contracts without the Holder Rule Notice, and/or 2) accept as full or partial

tuition, the proceeds of purchase money loans (as that term is defined in the Holder Rule)

withoin including the required Holder Rule Notice in the consumer credit contracts made in

connection with the students' enrollments and loan.

10. Because the Defendants paid most, if not all, of the students' tuition to SSH

directly shortly after a student's registration and well before the students could possibly complete

their education and because Airola and SSH's senior executives were stealing the tuition

payments, SSH was dependent on recmiting ever-larger pools of new students to finance the

training of earlier ones. And that recruitment was, in turn, dependant on the Defendants'

deliberate and cal9ulated willingness to turn its eye from the bright red flags of SSH's Ponzi

scheme.

11. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that the Defendants'

willingness to fund SSH's fraudulent scheme was driven by the enormous profits the Defendants

were able to realize from the high interest rates on the Notes, from selling the Notes into the

secondary riaarket, and from servicing the Notes through its co-defendant subsidiaries. The

Defendants knew of or acted in reckless disregard for the fact that SSH's scheme would collapse,

but drafted its Note specifically to make it as difficult as possible for its borrowers to assert any

defense against the Defendants' loan collection efforts. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

thereon allege that the Defendants accomplished this by, among other things:

a. Circumventing the regulatory purpose of the FTC Holder Rule by knowingly

and intentionally omitting the required notice from the Note, requiring that

SSH do the same with its Service Contract- Agreements, thereby enabling the

Defendants to argue in Ohio courts that the Holder Rule does not apply

because it was not included in the Note or Service Contract Agreement;
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b, Facilitating SSH's lcnowing and intentional violation of the Holder Rule by

enabling SSH to take and/or receive consumer credit contracts and accept

purchase money loan proceeds without making the disclosure repined by the

Holder Rule;

c. Purporting to impose on California residents a patently unreasonable and

unjust Ohm choice of law provision in a clear adhesion contract-2 despite

Plaintiffs' lack of any constitutionally mandated contacts with Ohio, other

than a forum selection clause (and in Student Loan Express' case, even though

it is headquartered in California);

d. In KeyBank's case, purporting to impose on California residents an Ohio

forum selection provision in an adhesion contract, despite knowing the

students would effectively be barred from having their day in court because of

the time and expense of traveling to Ohio and having California resident

witnesses appear in Ohio;

e. In KeyBank's case, imposing an anti-class action arbitration clause that

violates California public policy, both substantively and procedurally;

f. In KeyBank's case, including an attorneys fee clause in the Notes that enables

only KeyBank to recover fees from the students if KeyBank sues M . enforce

the Note With no complimentary provision benefitting the student if he or she

is the prevailing party (theft is no reciprocity of fee allocation under Ohio law

as there is under California law).

12. Plaintiffs are inforrned.and believe and thereon allege that the Defendants have

engaged in this pattern and practice throughout the country with a variety of unregulated

vocational schools. This action seeks . to end that practice in.California:

2 Ohio law is decidedly anti-consumer and pro-lender. For example, lenders are exempt from
liability for fraudulent conduct under Ohio's consumer protection statutes whereas the California
Court's have long embraced such actions under the UCL and Consumer Legal Remedies Act
Ohio Mso prohibits the recovery of attorneys fees based on the private attorney general doctrine,
even where the plaintiffs have enforced important public policy considerations OD behalf of the
general public. Califomia Code of Civil Procedure 1021.5, of course, has long been a backbone of
California consumer protection. 
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EL •PARTIES and NON-PARTY AIDERS AND ABETTORS

A. Representative Plaintiffs

13. Plaintiff Matthew C. Kilgore ("Kilgore") is an individual over the age of 18 and

is, and at all relevant times was, a resident the State of California Kilgore brings this action

pursuant to Cal Bus. & Prof Code §§17203, 17204 and Cal Code Civ. Pro. §1021.5, on behalf

of himself and all members of the proposed class as defined in paragraph 25 below, In or about

November 2004, Kilgore entered into a Service Contract Agreement and KeyBank Note at

SSIT's facility in Oakland, California

' 14. Plaintiff William Bruce Fuller ("Fuller") is an individual over the age of 18 and

was, at all relevant times, a resident the State of California Fuller brings this action pursuant to

Cal. Bus. & Prof Code §§17203, 17204 and Cal. Code Civ. Pro. §1021.5, on behalf of himself

and all members of the proposed class as defined in paragraph 25 below. In or about October

2004, Fuller executed a Service Contract Agreement and KeyBank Note at SSH's facility in

Oakland, California Kilgore and Fuller shall sometimes be collectively referred to as

Kilgore/Fuller.

15. plaintiff Kevin Wilhelmy ("Wilhelm?) is an individual over the age of 18 and is,

and at all relevant times was, a resident the State of California Wilhelrny brings this action

pursuant to Cal Bus. & Prof Code §§17203, 17204 and Cal Code Civ. Pro. §1021.5, on behalf

of himself arid all members of the proposed class as defined in paragraph 25 below. In or about

September 2006, Wilhelmy executed a Training Agreement and Student Loan Xpress Note at

5514's facility in California

B. Defendants KeyBank, Key Education Resources and Great Lakes

16. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant times,

defendant KeyBank, National Association, successor in interest to KeyBank USA, NA., was and

is a national banking association organized under the laws of the United States of America

engaged in commerce throughout the United States, including the State of California Plaintiffs

are further informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank was and is in the business of

processing and/or making education loans to students in the State of Califomia.
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17. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that at all relevant times,

defendant Key Education Resources, a division of KeyBank, National Association, successor in

interest to KeyBank USA, NA, engaged in commerce throughout the United States, including

the State of California. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that Key Education

Resources knowingly and intentionally Participated in the acts complained of herein.

18. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that defendant Great Lakes

Educational Services, Inc. ("Great Lakes") is, and at all material times was, a Wisconsin

corporation authorized to do business, and in fact doing business in the State of California.

Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that Great Lakes knowingly and

intentionally participated in the acts complained of herein. Plaintiffs are further informed and

believe and thereon allege that Great Lakes was and is in the business of servicing KeyBank

loans for SSH students and in fact serviced loans to Kilgore/Fuller and members of the proposed

KeyBank class. Hereinafter, KeyBank, Key Education Resources and Great Lakes shall be

collectively referred to as "KeyBank."

C. Defendants Student Loan Xpress and American Education Services

19. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that defendant Student Loan

Xpress ("SLX") is, and at all material times was, a Delaware corporation with its principal place

of business in the State of California, authorized to do business, and in fact doing business in the

State of California. Plaintiffs are farther informed and believe and thereon allege that SLX was

and is in the business of processing and/or making education loans to students in the State of

California.

20. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that defendant Anierican

Education Services ("ABS") is, and at all material times was, a business entity form unknown

authorized to do business, and in fact doing business in the State of California. Plaintiffs are

informed and believe and thereon allege that AES knowingly and intentionally participated in the

acts complained of herein. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe and thereon allege that

AES was and is in the business of servicing SLX loans for SSH students and in fact serviced

loans to Wilhelmy and members of the proposed SLX/AES Class. Hereinafter, SLX and ABS
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shall be collectively referred to ' as "SLX/AES." KeyBank and SLX/AES shall sometimes be

collectively referred to as "Defendants."

D. Non-Party Aider and Abettor - SSH

21, Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege . that . Silver State

Helicopters, LLC ("SSH") is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of

Nevada, having its principal place of business at 500 E. Cheyenne Avenue, Clark County, North

Las Vegas, Nevada 89030-8030, and which did business within the State of California. Plaintiffs

are further informed , and believe and thereon allege that SSH and its owners, officers and

directors knowingly and intentionally sought and obtained the aid and assistance of Defendants

in perpetrating the fraudulent scheme alleged herein. On ot about February 4, 2008, SSH filed

bankruptcy in United States Bankruptcy Court, District of Nevada (Las Vegas — Bankruptcy

Petition No 08-10936). Because of the effect of the automatic stay under 11 . U.S.C. §362, SSH

•cannot properly be made — and is not — a party to this case. However, SSH and Defendants aided

and abetted each other in the unlavvfni, fraudulent and deceptive activities . alleged herein.

E. Doe Defendants

21, The true names and capacities (whether individual, corporate, or otherwise) of

Defendants Does 1 through 25, inclusive, are unknown to plaintiff Therefore, plaintiffs sue those

Defendants by such fictitious names pursuant to Code Civ. Proc. § 474. Plaintiffs further allege

that each fictitious Defendant is in some manner responsible for the acts and occurrences alleged

herein. Plaintiffs Will seek leave of this Court to amend this Complaint to state the true names

and capacities of said fictitiously named Defendants when the same have been ascertained.

Plaintiffs are further informed and believe and thereon allege that the fictitiously named

Defendants proximately caused their damages.

23. Defendants, and each of them, are sued both based upon their individual liability

under the UCL and as participants, aiders and abettors of SSH in the wrongful activities

complained of herein, and their liability arises from the fact that each has engaged in all or part of

the improper acts, plans, schemes, or transactions complained of herein.

24. Each of the Defendants named herein acted as the co-conspirator, agent, joint

5033.001/00060933 9 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
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venturer or alter ego of or for the other Defendants and SSH with respect to the acts, violations,

and common course of conduct alleged herein or is otherwise liable.

III CLASS ALLEGATIONS

25. This action is brought by Plaintiffs pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure

Section 382 on behalf of the tWo following proposed classes ("Proposed Classes"):

KevBank Proposed Class

Only California residents who 1) enrolled in SSH, 2) either borrowed their

SSH tuition from KeyBank or co-signed on behalf of such a borrower, 3)

executed a "Master Student Loan Promissory Note" (or similarly titled

agreement) that failed to contain the "Holder Rule Notice" required by 16

§ 4332, 4) failed to complete the,ir SSH educational program prior

to SSH filing bankruptcy, and 5) remain obligated to KeyBank on their

Note in a principal amount (i.e., exclusive of interest and costs) less than

$75,000.

SLX/AES Proposed Class

Only California residents who 1) enrolled in SSH, 2) either borrowed their

SSH tuition from SLX/AES (or their predecessors in interest) or co-signed

on behalf of such a borrower, 3) executed a "Application/Master

Promissory Note" (or similarly titled agreement) that failed to contain the

"Holder Rule Notice" required by 16 C.F.R. § 4332, 4) failed to complete

their SSH educational program prior to SSH filing bankruptcy, and 5)

remain obligated to SLX/AES on their Note in a principal amount (Le.,

exclusive of interest and costs) less than $75,000.

26. Plaintiffs and the Proposed Classes seek certification of claims against Defendants

for injunctive relief pursuant to the section 17204 of the UCL.

27. This action is brought as a class action and may properly be so maintained

pursuant to the provisions of California Code of Civil Procedure section 382. Plaintiffs reserve

the right to modify each Proposed Class definition and the class period pursuant to discovery that
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is conducted hereafter.

28. Numerosity of the Proposed Classes: Plaintiffs are informed and believe and

thereon allege that each Proposed Class, while being comprised of less than 100 individuals, is

nevertheless sufficiently numerous that their individual joinder is impractical. The precise

identities, numbers and addresses of members of each Proposed Class is unknown to the

Plaintiffs, but may and should be known with proper and full discovery of Defendants, third

parties, and their respective records.

29. Existence of Common Questions of Fact and Law. There is a well-defined C

commonality and community of interest in the questions of fact and law involved affecting the

members of each Proposed Class. The common questions of law and fact as to each Proposed

Class include, but are not limited to

Whether Defendants engaged in "commerce" in making the Loans to the

Proposed Class;

b) Whether Defendants and SSFI were affiliated with each other or had a

business arrangement in connection with SSH's solicitation of prospective students and offering

of tuition financing from Defendants;

c) Whether Defendants and SSH intentionally violated FTC regulations by

knowingly and intentionally omitting the required Holder Rule Notice from the Notes and

insisting SSH omit the language from the Service Contract Agreements thereby enabling

Defendants to argue in litigation with California residents that the Holder Rule is inapplicable to

it as a matter of law because the Notice is in neither the Service Contract Agreements nor the

Note;3

d) Whether California or Ohio Choice of Law rules apply;

e) Whether Defendants' fraudulent and deceptive acts in violation of 16

CFR 433 2 (i.e., by failing to include the required language in the Note ) constitute a predicate

3
• In numerous reported and unreported cases, KeyBank has argued the oxymoron that the

FTC's Holder Rule Notices requirement is "voluntary", such that if KeyBank or SSH chose to not
include the prescribed language in their respective documentation, the Rule cannot be applied to
Key13ank. This, of course, is completely contrary to the language and remedial purpose of the
Holder Rule. 
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unlavvful, unfair or deceptive act or practice under the UCL;

1) Whether the Defendants and SSH aided and abetted each other in carrying

out their conduct alleged herein.

30. Typicality: Plaintiffs claims are typical of the claims of the members of each

Proposed Class because 1) Plaintiffs satisfy each of the criteria of each Proposed Class; 2) all

other members of each Proposed Class have suffered or will suffer the identical harm as each

Proposed Class' plaintiff representative as a result of Defendants' violations of law as alleged

herein; 3) the sole remedy sought by Plaintiffs, injunctive relief, is also sought by each of the

other members of each Proposed Class and is directed towards Defendants' conduct perpetrated

on each Proposed Class as a whole.

31. Adequacy: Plaintiffs are adequate representatives of each Proposed ClaSs

because their interests do not conflict with the interests of the members of each Proposed Class

they seek to represent Plaintiffs have retained competent counsel for this class action and

Plaintiffs intend to prosecute this action vigorously. Plaintiffs and its counsel will fairly and

adequately protect the interests of the members of each Proposed Class.

32. Predominance and Superiority. This suit may also be maintained as a class

action under Code of Civil Procedure section 382 because questions of fact and law common to

each Proposed Class predominate over the questions affecting only individual members of the

classes and a class action is superior to other available means for the fair and efficient

adjudication of this dispute. The injury suffered by each individual class member may be

disproportionate to the burden and expense of individual prosecution of complex and extensive

litigation to proscribe Defendants' conduct and practices. Additionally, effective redress for

each and every class member against Defendants may be limited or even impossible where

serial, duplicitous, or concurrent litigation occurs on these disputes. Even if individual class

members could afford or justify the prosecution of their separate claims, the court system may

not be up to the task. Individualized litigation may lead to incongruous and conflicting

judgments against Defendants. To the contrary, a class action procedure involving all class

members, Defendants and the court present fewer management difficulties, and provide the
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3

benefit of a-single adjudication, economy of scale, and judicial efficiency and fairness.

33. Defendants have created and seek to enforce an unlawful, unfair and deceptive

contract through unfair and deceptive acts and practices in violation of both federal and

California State consumer protection law as set forth further herein. This action is therefore

appropriate and necessary under California Code of Civil Procedure section 1021.5 to enforce an

important public interest and to deter and enjoin future illegal activity by Defendants.

IV. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

SSH's Fraudulent Scheme

34, SRI lined its students, including Plaintiffs and members of each Proposed Class,

into its Ponzi scheme through the use of carefully orchestrated mass media advertising, CDs, and

"Career Opportunity Seminars" (the "Seminars") conducted throughout California. The Seminars

were advertised on radio and in print media and were designed to draw hundreds of prospective

students to each Seminar. At the Seminars, SSH executives and employees used prepared videos

and standardized marketing materials that promised prospective students a lucrative and exciting

career piloting commercial helicopters within 18 months, fully financed by Defendants. 5511

conducted the Seminars at their flight school locations (in Plaintiffs' cases, in Oakland) flanked

by helicopters and flight simulators which prospective students were invited to "touch and feel"

so they could experience the excitement of being a commercial helicopter pilot

35. During the Seminars, 5511 executives and employees used standardized

inforriercial-type sales pitches such as enticing Plaintiffs with sweeping promises of glorious

careers as helicopter pilots while also empathizing with their unhappiness with their current

careers. SSH went to great lengths to convince prospective students that there was a shortage of

helicopter pilots in the United States and the future demand would be great SSH provided

purported job. statistics for the helicopter pilot market showing that the number of pilots had

shrunk dramatically and that the "helicopter pilot shortage" was only going to worsen in the

coming years. 5511 also preached how attainable a career was for each Plaintiff, giving examples

such as how even a 63 year old woman SSH Student was hired as a pilot.

36. Because SKI knew that most of the prospective students had limited income and
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financial resources, SSH also knew that most of the attendees were unable to afford the nearly

$70,000 per student tuition. But in each of the Seminars SSH specifically and expressly

addressed this concern by explaining that those chosen to be students would be provided with low

interest loans through an arrangement SSH had established with Defendants. Plaintiffs are

informed and believe and thereon allege that Defendants created, reviewed, approved and/or ratified

SSEPs sales presentation as it related to Defendants' loan program.

37. 1 Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that during the 'intervievv"

process, SSH made the members of each Proposed Class believe they were among a select few

"Top Guns" chosen for admission to SSH. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe and thereon

allege, however, that in reality Mil accepted practically anyone who was willing to pay the

tuition fee, either on their own or with a loan from Defendants (and who could qualify for a loan

based upon a cursory credit check).

38. During the Seminars, SSH disseminated uniform enrollment materials, including

aPplication forrns, exemplar Service Cbntract Agkeements and loan information materials

provided to it by Defendants. Plaintiffs are informed and belieVe and thereon allege that

Defendants provided 551-I employees with Defendants' business cards to disseminate to interested

prospective students.

39. SSFI represented during the Seminars and in the Spr y* Contract Agreements that

the tuition would cover the cost of education to enable the student to obtain their Private Rating,

Commercial Rating, Certified Flight Instructor Rating, External Load, Instrument Rating, and

Turbine Transition (collectively "Promised Education"). The Service Contract Agreements

expressly required that all training be completed within l g months of the start of ciass.

Therefore, SSH expressly and impliedly represented to prospective students that there would be

adequate training equipment, sufficient instructors and 'maintenance personnel to enable a

reasonably diligent student to complete the Promised Education within the contractually required

timeframe.

40. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon allege that because SSH's

executives were stealing and misusing company funds — including the Proposed Classes' loan

5033.001/0006093T 14 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT•
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proceeds obtained from Defendants — for their own personal benefit and enjoyment, SSH knew it

did not have and never would have aufficient equipment, trainers or maintenance personnel to

meet its obligations under the Service Contract Agreements. Thus, although the Service Contract

Agreements provided that students were to complete their training within 18 months, when that

time period expired for each student, the sthdent was told to request an extension from

Defendants, give Defendants another estimated date of completion and/S,SH would provide the

signature of someone from SSH verifying that Plaintiffs Were still currently enrolled. This further

reinforced the appearance of a collaborative relationship between SSH and Defendants.

B. The F.T.0 Holder Rule

41. In1976, the Federal Trade-CommiSsion promulgated 16 CF.R part 433, intended to

address the problem of consumer liability to financial institutions that finance the purchase of

defective goods in consumer credit transactions. As explained in the FTC's Staff Guidelines on

Trade Regulation Rule Concerning PreServation of Consumers' Claims and Defenses, the purpose

of the regulation was to make it impossible "for a seller to arrange credit terms for buyers which

•separate the consumer's legal duty to pay from the seller's legal duty to keep his promises." The

Holder Rule provides:

In connection with any sale or lease of goods or services to consumers, in or
affecting cornmerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, it is an Unfair or deceptive act or practice within the meaning of section 5

• of that Act for a seller, directly or indirectly, to:

(a) Take or receive a consumer credit contract which fails to contain the following
provisionin at least ten point, boldface, type::
NOTICE
ANY HOLDER OF THIS CONSUMER CREDIT CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO•
ALL CLAIMS AND DEFENSES WHICH THE DEBTOR COULD ASSERT
AGAINST THE ISELLER OF GOODS OR SERVICES OBTAINED
PURSUANT HERETO OR WITH THE PROCEEDS HEREOF. RECOVERY
HEREUNDER BY THE DEBTOR SHALL NOT EXCEED AMOUNTS PAID
BY THE DEBTOR HEREUNDER.

or
(b) Accept, as full or partial payment for such sale or lease, the proceeds of any
purchase money loan (as purchase money loan is defined herein), unless any
consumer credit Contract made in connection With such piirphase money loan
contains the following provision in at least ten point, bold face, type:

5033.001/000r60933 15 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINTFINNAN'. La CANN., LIN
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NOTICE
ANY HOLDER OF THIS CONSUMER CREDIT CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO
ALL CLAIMS AND DEFENSES WHICH THE DEBTOR COULD ASSERT
AGAINST THE SELLER OF GOODS OR SERVICES OBTAINED WITH THE
PROCEEDS HEREOF. RECOVERY HEREUNDER BY THE DEBTOR
SHALL NOT EXCEED AMOUNTS PAID BY THE DEBTOR HEREUNDER.
[Emphasis Added]

42. The Notes and Service Contract Agreements are "Consumer Credit Contracts"

under Section 433.1(i) of the Holder Rule and the loans made by Defendants to Plaintiffs and the

Proposed Classes evidenced by the Notes are "Purchase Money Loans" under Section 433.1(d).

43. In enacting the Holder Rule, the FTC noted that loans pertaining to vocational

schools, in particular, were an arena where the rule was needed. In its Statement of Basis and

Purpose, the FTC declared that "the rule expressly applies to credit contracts arising from sales of

services, such as trade or vocational school agreements..." Guidelines on Trade Regulation Rule

concerning Preservation of Consumers' Claims and Defenses, 41 Fed. Reg. 20022, 20024. The

FTC has repeatedly stated that the Holder Rule applies to student loans.

C. KeyBank's Complicity in SSH's Fraudulent Scheme

44. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank was

581-I's preferred lender during 2003 and 2004.

45. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank not only

deliberately ignored the red flags of SSH's fraudulent scheme but actively participated in that

scheme by facilitating the loans, enabling SSH to violate the Holder Rule and insulating both

SSII and itself from liability by omitting and causing SSH to omit the Holder Rule Notice from

the relevant consumer credit transaction documents. KeyBank did so through an arrangement

with SSH perpetrated on Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBank Proposed Class that entailed using SSH

to solicit the prospective students, refer those students to KeyBank and process the students' loan

applications on behalf of KeyBank, all the while knowing that if SSH failed to deliver the

contracted for educational services, the students would nevertheless remain obligated to KeyBank

and would be unable to assert defenses against KeyBank that it had against SKI.

46. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that Keygank

specifically conspired with Airola and other SSH executives to insure that the students' entire tuition

was disbursed to SSH in short order.

47. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank and SSH

5033.001/00060933 16 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
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entered into a formal contract as defined in Section 433.1(f) or, alternatively, an informal

understanding, procedure, course of dealing, or arrangement (hereinafter, collectively "Business

Arrangement") that was designed to aid and assist SSH in signing up students who would then

finance their tuition through KeyBank. s Flight Academy Application contains the following

provision that indentified KeyBank as SSH's preferred lender

Finance Preference: There are student loans available to those who do not have the
means to pay for their education in full. These loans are available OAC to qualified
applicants. A full disclosure of the terms and conditions for student loans is available
at wwdcey.corn/aviation or 1-800-KEY-LEND [Key Education Resources, a
division of KeyBank]. By signing this application, you give Silver State
Helicopters permission to apply for a student loan on your. behalf [Emphasis
added]. Loan approval alone does not guarantee you enrollment in our Flight
Academy Program, nor does it obligate you to any debt if you do not attend the
Program. If you do not want a loan application processed on your behalf, please
initial here. You can often expedite the fmancing process by indicating your credit
situation.

Please Check One. (optional) Primary (Good Credit History) Secondary
• (May Not Qualify) Not gure

By adding a qualified co-signer to your loan application you may increase your
chances of being approved and/or lower the cost of your loan, If you wish to
add a co-signer, please provide the following information:

48. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that as pail of the

Business Arrangement, Key13ank reviewed, approved and/or ratified the Flight Academy

Application and agreed that SSH would act as its agent for processing prospective SSH student loan

applications including, but not limited to i) promoting KeyBthik as the preferred provider of tuition

loans, ii) disseminating KeyBank's credit applications and related documents and information to

prospective students, (iii) permitting SSH to apply for the loans on the prospective student's behalf,

(iv) receiving credit information from prospective students and transmitting that information to

KeyBank, and (v) overseeing execution and transmission to ICeyBank of the Notes.

49. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that SSH/KeyBank's

Business Arrangement was generally carried out by, among other means, the following:

a. During the Seminars, SSH would have an "enrollment person" solicit students to

apply for loans from KeyBank at the time they completed their Sal application;

b. Prospective students would complete their Sal application and loan application,

5033.001/00060933 17 SECOND AMENDED COMELA1NT
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1 both of which would be faxed by either the enrollment person or the prospective student to SSH's

2 corporate offices in Las Vegas, Nevada SSH would, after weeding out those applicants with

3 unacceptable credit, transmit the application(s) to Key13ank;

4 c. KeyBanlc would approve the loan, prepare the Note and transmit it to SSH

5 which upon receiving the Note would give it to the prospective student Kilgore/Fuller are further

- 6 informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank required and directed SSH to use only its

7 form of the Note and refused to accept any Note which contained the Holder Rule notice;

8 d. The prospective Student would sign note either at their local SSH California

9 facility or at home and return it to the local SSH office;

10 e. The local SSH office Would, after talcing or receiving the•Note, then send the

11 executed Note to SSH's corporate offices in Las Vegas which would then send it to KeyBatilc in

12 Ohio.

13 50. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that at the request of

14 KeyBank and on KeyBank's behalf, SSH employed "student finance managers" whose

•15 responsibility was to interact with Kilgore/Fuller and members of the KeyBank Proposed Class

16 regarding financing tuition through KeyBarik.

17 51. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that neither KeyBank nor

18 SSH informed any members of the KeyBank Proposed Class of the existence of, purpose for or

19 terms of the Holder Rule.

20 52. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that with respect to

21 themselves and each member of the KeyBank Proposed Class, KeyBank fully funded the entire

22 Loan amount to SSH before the students could possibly have completed or did actually complete

23 their education with SST{

24 53. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege SSH has only graduated

25 a small percentage of students from its California schools, none of which are members of the

26 KeyBank Proposed Class in this action.

27 54. On or about February 4, 2008, after receiving the entirety of Kilgore/Fuller's and

28 members of the Key13ank Proposed Class' tuition, directly or indirectly, from KeyBank, SSH

426 C91.1191.91.9 iiiii
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•ceased doing business and filed for bankruptcy. Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBank Proposed Class

have valid defenses against SSH rind against Key13ank, but KeyBank failed and refused arid

continues to fail and refuse to discharge Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBank Proposed Class'

obligations on the Notes.

KeyBank's Pattern and Practice of Partnering with Sham Vocational
Schools

55. Kilgore/Fuller have ascertained through investigation that the manner in which they

were referred from SSH to KeyBank is part of a patternof generating business engaged in by

KeyBanlc, arid that KeyBank has also disclaimed responsibility for the claims of other consumers

whose transactions were financed in the same manner and who have claims arising from their

enrofirrient at vocational schools.

KeyBanis involvement with 5511 and its treatment of the SSH students is pail of

a pattern and practice of fraudulent Conduct by KeyBank that it has engaged in for many years.

Using the U.S. mails and wires, KeyBank has been involved in a deliberate pattern and practice of

aiding and abetting fraudulent vocational schools that aggressively induce students into obtaining

loans with KeyBank. In fact, Kilgore/Fuller are informed andhelieve and thereon allege that

KeyBank has been involved in numerous nearly identical. scenarios with other failed vocational

schools throughout the country, including but not limited to Makarion Institute of Aeronautics in

Chino, California; TABS Express Flight school based in Florida; Sierra Academy of Aeronautics

in Oakland, California; Airman Flight School based in Norman, Oklahoma (which trained

terrorists involved with 9/11) ; and Excelsior Student Nurses based in Utah (collectively 'tailed

Vocational Schools").

57. In every instance, keyBank facilitated and enabled the Failed Vocational Schools

to solicit students: to enter into student loans with KeyBardc and take or receive consumer credit

Contracts . and/or accept payinent of Purchase money loans for tuition without including the Holder

Rule Notice in the consumer credit contract documentation. As with 5514, the Failed Vocational

•Schools closed their doors prior to providing the agreed upon services and/or filed for bankruptcy.

As is the case here, the students of the Failed Vocational Schools failed to receive the bargained-
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for consideration but Key13ank nonetheless demanded payment of the entire loan.

58. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank has

engaged in a pattern and practice of unfairly and deceptively issuing consumer credit contracts

that do not contain the Holder Rule Notice to students for loans used to finance the students'

education with KeyBanles partner vocational schools. Kilgore/Fuller are further informed and

believe and thereon allege that KeyBank unlawfully, unfairly and fraudulently facilitates its

partner vocational schools' violation of the Holder Rule by enabling the schools to 1) take or

receive consumer credit contracts without including the Holder Rule Notice, and/Or 2) accept as

full or partial tuition, the proceeds of purchase money loans (as that term is defined in the Holder

Rule) without including the required Holder RuleNotiee in the consumer credit contracts made in

conneetion with the students' enrollments and loan.

59. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank insures

that the partner vocational schools also omit the Holder Rule Notice from agreements with their

students. KeyBank has engaged in this pattern and practice of disbursing . funds to vocational

schools that are legally obligated to refrain from accepting the Rinds because of the absence of the

Holder Rule Notice. Despite this knowledge, KeyBank nonetheless distributes funds to the

vocational schools and/or the Students, thereby facilitating the schools' violation of federal law.

60. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that Key13anle has also

engaged in a pattern and practice of disbursing the students' entire tuition before the schools could

possibly provide the educational services to the student borrower and knowing that the school could

go out of business. Kilgore/Fuller are further infortned and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank

did this because once the student was obligated on the loan, KeyBank could package the loan and

sell it into the secondary market KeyBank knew that if it Contractually agreed to disburse the funds

in relation to the schools' providing educational services, or if it permitted the Holder Rule Notice to

be included in the consumer credit transaction documentation, KeyBank would be unable to sell the

loans into the secondary market and would necessarily be obligated to return those unused funds to

the students if the school closed prior to the students obtaining all of the promised education.

61. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and belieye and thereon allege that KeyBank has
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1 engaged in the same pattern and practice complained of with numerous other unregulated

vocational schools throughout the country.

ii KeyBank's Use of Mails and Interstate Wires

62. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that beginning in or about

September 2003 K4Bank used and continues to use the U.S, mail to send to and receive from

Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBank Proposed Class the Notes and other documentation and information

concerning the Notes and to communicate with Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBank Proposed Class

about their outstanding "obligations" on the Notes: . Kilgore/Fuller are further informed and believe

and thereon allege that KeyBandc used the U.S. mails and wires to establish its relationship with SSH

and to facilitate its communications with SKI' s employees who were directed by KeyBank to mail

and fax loan applications, enrollment applications, the Notes and other documents to KeyBänk for

processing. Kilgore/Fuller are further informed and believe and thereon allege that numerous

students within the KeyBank Proposed Class used the U.S. mails in communicating with KeyBank

through SSH.

63. Kilgore/Fuller Are infortned and believe and thereon allege that KeyBank funded

SSH with Kilgore/Fuller's and the KeyBank Proposed Class' tuition through the use of interstate

wires. Kilgore/Fuller are further informed and believe and thereon allege that KeyBanic invited

students in the KeyBank Proposed Class to make payments on their loans through the use of U.S.

mails and/or wireS.

• 64. Kilgore/Fuller are informed and believe and thereon allege that, based on normal

bank practices with respect to the origination of consumer credit transactions, KeyBank used

interstate wire transmissions with credit reporting agencies in order to select the consumers with

respect to which it engaged in the conduct complained of The use of wire Communications with

credit reporting agencies was material, if not essential, to the commission of the scheme complained

Of herein, because the object of the scheme was to get the consumer's money, and KeyBank

therefore had to determine if the consumer was creditworthy and able to pay money.

D. SLX/AES's Complicity in SSH's Fraudulent Scheme

65. Wilhehny is informed and believes and thereon alleges that SLX/AES was SSH's

503.001/00060933 21 SECOND AMENDED COMPLA1NE



preferred lender in California betWeen•2005 and 2006.

66. Wilhelmy is informed and believes and thereon alleges that SLX/AES not only

deliberately ignored the numerous red flags of SSH's fraudulent scheme but purposefully

facilitated that scheme by directly soliciting . SSH students to enter into loans with SLX/AES to

fund their SSH tuition. Wilhelmy is further informed and believes and thereon alleges that in

violation of federal consumer protection regulations and California consumer protection laws

SLX/AES intentionally, Unfairly and deceptively 'omitted the Holder Rule Notice from its loan

documents and directed SSH to do the same with its Service Contract Agreements.

67. Wilhelmy is further informed and believes and thereon alleges that SLX/AES.

funding of the SSH loans unlawfully, unfairly and fraudulently facilitated SSTI's violation of

federal and state consumer protection laws by enabling SSH to 1) take or receive consumer credit

contracts Without the Holder Rule Notice, and/or 2) accepting as full or partial tuition, the

proceeds of purchase money loans (as that term is defined in the Holder Rule) without including

the required Holder Rule Notice in the consumer Credit contracts made in connection with the

students' enrollments and loan.

68. Wilhelmy is informed and believes andthereon alleges that SLX/AES disbursed the

students' entire tuition before SSH could possibly provide the educational services to the student

borrower and knowing that SSH could go out of business. Wilhelmy is further informed and

believes and thereon alleges that .SOC/AES did this because once the student Was obligatecton the

loan, SLX/AES could package the loan and sell it into the secondary market SLX/AES knew that if

it contractually agreed to disburse the funds M relation to the schools' providing educational

services, or if it permitted the Holder Rule Notice to be included in the consumer credit transaction

documentation, SLX/AES would be unable to sell the loans into the secondary market and Would

necessarily be obligated to return those unused funds to the students if the school closed prior to

the students Obtaining all of the promised education.

69. Wilheltny is informed and believes and thereon alleges that SLX/AES aided and

assisted SKI in its fraudulent scheme by, among other things, having SLX/ABS employees,

known as Financial Aid Managers, attend the Seminars for the sole purpose of soliciting students

to enter into SLX/AES promissory notes at the Sal seminars The SLX/AES Financial Aid

Managers handed SLX/AES • loan documents to the students at the SSH seminars and personally

counseled students regarding the SLX/AES loans SLX/AES engaged in this activity knowing
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that if SSH failed to deliver the contracted for educational services, the students would

nevertheless remain obligated to SLX/AES and would be unable to assert defenses against

SLX/AES that it had against SSH.

70. Wilhelmy is informed and believes and thereon alleges that SLX/AES and SSH

entered into a formal contract as defined in Section 433.1(f) or, alternatively, an informal

understanding, procedure, course of dealing, or arrangement (hereinafter, collectively "Business

Arrangement") that provided SLX/AES exclusive access to the students at the SSH seminars in

order to entice the students to enter into SLX/AES "Application/Master Promissory Notes."

71. Wilhelmy is informed and believes and thereon alleges that SSH-SLX/AES'

Business Arrangement was generally carried out by, among other means, the following:

a. During the Seminars, SSH would grant SLX/AES Financial Aid Managers

exclusive access to solicit sMdents to apply for loans from SLX/AES to fund their SSH tuition at the

time they completed their SSH application;

b. Prospective students would complete their SSH application and SLX/AES

Application/Master Promissory Note at the SSH California facility with the joint assistance of both

SLX/AES employees and 5811 employees working in concert. The complete documents would then

be faxed by either an SSH employee or the prospective student to SSH's corporate offices in Las

Vegas, Nevada SSH would, after weeding out those applicants with unacceptable credit,

transmit the application(s) to SLX/AES;

c. SLX/AES would approve the loan, prepare the Note and transmit it to SSH

which, in turn, would give it to the prospective student Wilhelmy is further informed and believes

and thereon alleges that SLXJAES required and directed SSH to use only its form of the Note and

refused to accept any Note which contained the Holder Rule notice;

d. The prospective student would sign the note either at their local SSH

California facility or at home and return it to the local 5511 office;

e. The local SSH office would then send the executed Note to SSH's corporate

offices in Las Vegas which would then send it to SLX/AES.

72. Wilhelmy is informed and believes and thereon alleges that neither SLX/AES nor
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SSH infonned any members of the SLX/AES Proposed Class of the existence of,.pufpose for or

terms of the Holder Rule.

73. VVilhelrny is informed and believes and thereon alleges that with respect to his loan

and that of each member of the SLX/AES Proposed Class, SLX/AES fully funded the entire Loan

amount to SSI-I before the student could possibly have completed or did actually complete their

education with SSH.

74, Wilhelmy is further informed and believes and thereon alleges that SSH has only

graduated a small percentage of students from its California schools, none of which are members

of the SLX/AES Proposed Class in this action.

75. On or about February 4, 2008, after receiving the entirety of Wilhelmy's and

members of the SLX/AES Proposed Class' tuition, directly or indirectly, from SLX/AES, SSH

ceased doing business and filed for bankruptcy, Wilhelmy and the SLXJAES Proposed Class

have valid defenses against SSH and against SLX/AES but SLX/AES failed and refused and

continues to fail and refuse to discharge Wilhelmy's and the SLX/AES Proposed Class'

obligations on the Notes.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Violation of Unfair Competition Law (B&P Section 17200, et seq.)

(Against all Defendants and DOES 1 through 20)

76. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each and every allegation set forth

in paragraphs 1 through 75 above, as though they are set forth in full.

77. Defendants violated and continue to violate the UCL by engaging in and proposing

to engage in unfair competition by means of the following unlawful, unfair and fraudulent acts

and practices:

a. Knowingly and intentionally omitting from its Note the Holder Rule Notice

despite Defendants' knowledge that the Note was a Consumer credit contract

fora Purchase Money Loan as those terms are defined in Section 43.1 and

that their failure to include the required Notice in the Note is an unfair or

clecePtive act or practice under the FTC Holder Rule;

b. Knowingly and intentionally ensuring that SSH omitted from its Service
5033.001/00066933 SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT



1 • Contract Agreements the Holder Rule Notice despite Defendants' knowledge

2 • that failure to include such Notice was an unfair or deceptive act or practice

3 under FTC regulations;

4 c. As to KeyBank, knowingly, intentionally or recklessly authorizing and/or

5 appointing SSH to act as KeyBank's agent for soliciting loans to

Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBanlc Proposed Class for educational services

KeyBank knew or should known could not and would not be provided;

8 d. As to SLX/AES, having its employees participate in the Seminars and directly

9 solicit loans to Wilhelrny and the SLX/AES Proposed Class for educational

10 services SLX/AES lcnew or should known could not and would not be

11 provided;

12 Ratifying SSH's unlawful, unfair and fraudulent acts and practices by making

13 loans to Plaintiffs and the Proposed Classes;

14 f. Knowingly and intentionally making full or partial payment to SSH of the

proceeds of the Loans with the knowledge that SSH had the legal duty to

16 include the Holder Rule Notice in the Service Contract Agreements but failed

17 to do so.

18 8. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful

19 acceptance ffem Defendants and/or the Proposed Classes of the full or partial

20 proceeds of the Loans with the knowledge that Defendants' Notes did not

21 include the Holder Rule Notice.

22 h. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful

23 acceptance from Defendants and/or the Proposed Classes of the full or partial

24 proceeds of the Loans with the knowledge that the Service Contract

25 Agreements did not include the Holder Rule Notice.

26 Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful taking

27. and/or receiving from the Proposed Classes the Notes which failed to include

28 the Holder Rule Notice.
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1 j. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful taking

and/or receiving from the Proposed Classes the Service Contract Agreements

which failed to include the Holder Rule Notice.

k. Knowingly and intentionally disbursing the students' entire tuition before the

students could possibly have completed or did actually complete the required

training so as to maxiinize the value of the Notes for securitization purposes

and to maximize the students' liability.

78. Plaintiffs and each member of the Proposed Classes have suffered injury in fact

and have lost money or property as a result of thel Defendants' violations of the UCL as alleged

herein.

79. Plaintiffs are entitled under the UCL to a preliminary and permanent mandatory

and/or prohibitory injunction as prayed for herein.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment and relief against Defendants, and each of

them, as set forth below.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
Aiding and Abetting Fraud

(Against all Defendants and DOES 1 through 20)

80: Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each and every allegation set forth

in paragraphs 1 through 79 above, as though they are set forth in full.

81. Defendants aided and abetted SSH by knowingly, intentionally or recklessly

facilitating SSH's fraudulent scheme by providing unlawful, unfair and fraudulent loans to

Plaintiffs and the members of the Proposed Classes, the proceeds of which Defendants knew, or

should have known, SSH used to further its Ponzi scheme. Defendants further aided and abetted

SSH by, among other things:

a. Knowingly and intentionally Making full or partial payment to SSH of the

proceeds of the Loans with the lcnowledge that SSH had the legal duty to

include the Holder Rule Notice in the Service Contract Agreements but failed -

to do so;

b. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful

•
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acceptance from Defendants and/or the Proposed Classes of the full or partial

proceeds of the Loans with the knowledge that Defendants' Notes did not

include the Holder Rule Notice;

c. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful

acceptance from Defendants and/or the Proposed Classes of the full or partial

proceeds of the Loans with the knowledge that the Service Contract

Agreements did not include the Holder Rule Notice;

d. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSW s unlawful taking

and/or receiving from the Proposed Classes the Notes which failedAo include

the Holder Rule Notice;

e. Knowingly and intentionally facilitating and enabling SSH's unlawful taking

and/or receiving the Service Contract Agreements which failed to include the

Holder Rule Notice.

S2. As a direct and legal result of Defendants' aiding and abetting of SSH, SSH was

able to perpetrate its fraudulent scheme on Plaintiffs and the Proposed Classes. Plaintiffs are

informed and believe and thereon allege that but for Defendants' aid and assistance, SSH would

not have been able to successful perpetrate its fraud on Plaintiffs and the Proposed Classes.

83. As a proximate result of the conduct of Defendants in aiding and abetting SSII's

fraudulent scheme as alleged herein, Plaintiffs have suffered injury in fact and haVe lost money

and property and are entitled to injunctive relief as set forth below.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment and relief against Defendants, and each of

them, as set forth below.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
Violation of Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act ("RICO")

(Alleged by Kilgore/Fuller and the KeyBank Proposed Class
Against KeyBank and Does 21-25)

(18 U.S.C. 1962 §§ et seq.)

84. Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate by reference each and every allegation set forth

in paragraphs 1 through 83 above, as though they are set forth in full.

85. The corporate group of which KeyBank is a part is an enterprise within the
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meaning of 18 U.S.C. §).961(4). Its activities affect interstate commerce.

86. KeyBank devised and implemented the scheme described in paragraphs 44-64.

This scheme constitutes a scheme or artifice to defraud, within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1341

and 18 U.S.C. § 1343.

87. As described above, the mails and interstate wires were used for the purpose of

executing this scheme and artifice.

88. KeyBank conducted and participated in the conduct of the affairs of the enterprise

described above through the scheme described above, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c).

89. Kilgore/Fuller and each member of the Key13ank Proposed Class suffered

pecuniary injury as a result of these violations.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment and relief against Defendants, and each of

them, as follows:

PRAYER. FOR RELIEF

1. For an order and judgment preliminarily and permanently enjoining Defendants

and each of them from reporting to any credit agency any default by Plaintiffs or the Proposed

Classes under the Notes;

2. For •an order and judgment preliminarily and permanently enjoining Defendants

and each of them from enforcing the Notes against Plaintiffs and the Proposed Classes or taking

any action in furtherance of enforcement efforts;

3. For such other orders or judgments as the Court may consider necessary to

prevent the use or employment by Defendants of any practice which constitutes unfair

competition under the UCL;

///

///
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4. For attorneys' fees pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure §1021.5 and 18

U.S.C. 1964(c);

5. For statutory costs of suit herein; and

6. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

DATED: June 10, 2008 PINNACLE LAW GROUP LLP

By:  d
Andrew A. August, Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Helicopter School Closes, Leaving Students InLurch
BySTEVE FRIESS

LA VEGAS - AhelÌêopter flght training school run by a prominent Republican fund-raiser in Nevada has
declared bankruptcy, leaving students in 18 states responsible for hundreds of thousands of dollars in
uninsured student loans.

Now lawyers for several students say they plan to file lawsuits accusíng the executive, Jerry Airola, of
oPeratîng the flght school, Silver State Helicopters, which is based here, as a pyramid scheme that led to the
company's closing on Feb. 4.

The Closing also forced the layoffs of 750 employees at 33 locations, and the bankrptcy dedaràtion halted a
binding-arbitration Prüceeding meant to settle the complaints of 40 students who fied an earlier lawsuit

accusing the company of fraudulent business practices. Those students, along with dozens of others across
the nation, are working with lawyers in an effort to pursue refunds of at le.ast some of the tuition of about

.~Wo,ooo that Silver State charged each student.

Despite having enrolled thousands of students since its founding in 1999, the company had less than

$50,000 in assets against $10 milion in debt, according to its bankrptcy filing.

A spokesman for Eos Partners, the New York venture capital company that paid $30 milion last August to
secure a 60 percent interest in Silver State, attributed the closing to dwindling enrollment. "There weren't

enough students coming in with the funds to sustain the business," the spokesma.n, Michael Freitag, said.

Mr. Freitag said a sharp downturn inthestudent-Ioan market last fall curtailed the school's ability to secure
financing for new-students and caused the decline in enrollment.

The attorneys general in Oregon arid California are looking into the company's activities.

"We llavean interest in protecting students inth¡,se schools," said Gareth Lacy, a spokesman for the

California attorney general. ¡'With the scho.ol going bankrpt, we're not sure there is anything left."

A hearing to examine Silver State's holdings in Federal Bankrptcy Court here, set for Monday, was canceled.

Troy Swezey, 40, a parking valet on the Sttip, is one of many students who financed his tuition by taking out
private loåns arranged by Silver State. The program was especially attractive, Mr. Swezey said, because the

loans would not start coming due for two years, theoretically giving students time to get through the 18-

month program and land a job. Most flght-school programs are pay as you go; Silver State collected all the

money up front.

EXHIBIT A
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By STEVE FRIESS 

LAS VEGAS - Ahelicopter flight training school run by a prominent Republican fund-raiser in Nevada has 

declared bankruptcy,leaving students in 18 states responsible for hundreds of thousands of dollars in 

uninsured student loans. 

Now lawyers for several studen~s say they plan to file lawsuits accusIng the executive, Jerry Airola, of 

operating the flight school, Silver State Helicopters, which is based here, as a pyramid scheme that led to the 

company's closing on Feb. 4. 

The dosing also forced the layoffs of 750 employees at 33 locations, and the bankruptcy declaration halted a 
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accusing the company of fraudulent business practices. Those students, along with dozens of others across 

the nation, are working with lawyers in an effort to pursue refunds of at least some of the tuition of about 

$70,000 that Silver State charged each student. 

Despite having enrolled thousands of students since its founding in 1999, the company had less than 

$50,000 in assets against $10 million in debt, according to its bankrp.ptcy filing. 

A spokesman for Eos Partners, the New York venture capital company that paid $30 million last August to 

secure a 60 percent interest in Silver State, attributed the closing to dwindling enrollment. "There weren't 

enough students coming in with the funds to sustain the business," the spokesman, Michael Freitag, said. 

Mr. Freitag said a sharp downturn inthe student -loan market last fall curtailed the school's ability to secure 

financing for new-students and caused the decline in enrollment. 

The attorneys general in Oregon arid California are looking into the company's activities. 

"We have an interest in protecting students in these schools," said Gareth Lacy, a spokesman for the 

California attorney general. "With the school going bankrupt, we're not sure there is anything left." 

A hearing to examine Silver State's holdings in Federal Bankruptcy Court here, set for Monday, was canceled. 

Troy Swezey, 40, a parking valet on the Strip, is one of many students who financed his tuition by taking out 

private loans arranged by Silver State. The program was especially attractive, Mr. Swezey said, because the 

loans would not start coming due for two years, theoretically giving students time to get through the 18-

month program and land a job. Most flight-school programs are pay as you go; Silver State collected all the 

money up front. 
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Mr~ Swezey and other students complained that the school never had enough operable aircraft or available

flght instructors to allow them to complete the program within 18 months. Mr. Swezey said he enrolled in
May 2006 and was far from securing his commercial pilot's license.

"If you hire a painter to paint your house and you give him all the mçmey, why should he quit painting your
house in the middle just because he tan't get any other houses to paint?" asked Mr. Swezey, whose first loan

payment is due in May. He has calculated that the 10.5 percent interest on his 20-year loan means he owes
neatly $200,000.

Mr. Airola, who continued as chiefexecutive offcer and minority owner of the company after the Eos
investment, did not return calls for comment. Days before the bankrptcy declaration, he was a host at a

Nevada Republican Part fund-raiser here attended by President Bush.

Lawyers for the students said that what Mr. Freitag described was a classic pyramid scheme in which the
company was constantly on the hunt for new capital to pay its prior commitments. They note that in 2006,

Inc. magazine named it the 12th-fastest -growing private company in the United States.

"The students were afraid to speak out along the way because they didn't want to be thoWn out of the

. program, and they were afraid they'd lose all their money," said Peter C. L0"'' a lawyer in J onesboro, Ga.,
who is representing some of the Arizona students. )

J ody Pidruzny, who was a financial aid offcer and an enrollment offcer at the school's headquarters here,
said her fiancé completed the program in Washington State in 10 months.

"
"I was involved when it was a very, very small operation, and I know without a shadow of a doubt it was never
intended to be a pyramid scheme," Ms. Pidruzny said. "Our goal was to grow a commercial operation and use

the flght schools to employ oUr graduates in commercial operations. It never got off the ground."

Mr. Airola is not new to controversy in Las Vegas. In 2006, he spent $4 millon of his own money to run for

Clark County sheriff, but he lost in a landslide when it was revealed that his claims of having been a police

offcer in California were false.

Nonetheless, Mr. Airola remained a figure in the state's Republican establishment, servng on the transition

team of Gov. Jim Gibbons in late 2006. Last month, the governor appointed Mr. AArola to the Nevada

Economic Development Advisory Board. A spokeswoman for the Mr. Gibbons said the governor was not

rethinking that.

"The governor has no plans to ask Mr. Airola to step down, nor does he plan to return any contributions," the
spokeswoman, Melissa Subbotin, said Tuesday.

Meanwhile, Mr. Swezey, who said he cast about for a career for eight years after servng in the Army as a

Black Hawk helicopter engineer, is despondent.

"The one thing I missedmostabont the military was being in the air," he said. "i really wanted this career. I

don't know what I'll do now."
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Testimony of Deanne Loonin before the

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, EDUCATION, LAOR AND
PENSIONS

regarding

"Ensuring Access to College in a Turbulent Economy"

March 17, 2008

Mr. Chaian and Members of the Committee, the National Consumer Law Center

(NCLC) thanks you for invitig us to testify today on ensuring access to college. We offer.

our testiony here on behall of our low-income clients. The N?tional Consumer Law

Center is a nonprofit organization specialzing in consumer issues on behalfof low-income

people. We work with thousands of legal services, govemment and private attorneys, as well

as community groups and organizations, from all states that represent low-income and

elderly individuals on consumer issues.1 NCLC's Student Loan Borrower AssistattceProject

provides information about student loan rights and responsibilties for borrowers and

advocates. We also seek to increase public understanding of student lending issues and to

identify policy solutions to promote access to education, lessen student debt burdens and

make loan repayment more manageable. 
2

Introduction: The Sky Is Not Fallng

As a society, we face many challenges in improving access to higher education.
,

There is a very troubling gap itt access to higher education and college completion rates

i In addition, NCLC publishes and annually supplements practice treatises which deschbe the law current1y

appJicable to all types of consumer transactions, including Student Loan Law (3d ed. 2006 and Supp.).
2 See. the Project's web site at http://www.studentloanborrowerassistance,org.
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Introduction: The Sky Is Not Falling 
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based on economic class and race. Despite the widespread avaiabilty of student loans, low-

income familes are sti about 32% less likely t~ send their chidren to college than famies

with higher incomes. Further, students from low-income famies attend public fout-year

institutions at about half the rate of equally qualfied students from high-income fates.

We also face the challenge of expandig access during a tie of decreased f11ancial

support for public higher education institutions, Iídudig community colleges. These

problems are exacerbated by skyrocketing college costs and concerns about the preparation

levels ofhigh-rlsk students entering college.

These ate all serious concerns, sOme perhaps appropriately characterized as at a

"crisis" level. Access to federal student loans is very clearly not on this list. Despite the

current volatity in the credit markets, students and parents should have no problems

accessing the existing federal student loan programs. In contrast, there may be some

disruption in the availabilty of private student loans, particularly the highest cost loans.

Howevet, this is hatdly a crisis. Rather, a tighter market for private student loans, if it

occurs, should help pull aside the curtain and show the reality that in the long-run expensive

credit does not ptomote equal access to education. Private loans are not a solution to the

problem of rising costs.

To the extenUhere is a ctÏsis for students today, it is that heavy reliance on loans to

finance education means that many students come out of college buried in debt. These

problems ate exacerbated by draconian collection powers that allow the government to

pursue student loan borrowers to their graves and even seize Social Security payments.
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Access to Federal Student Loans is Secure

The overall econoIIc crisis has not, wi not and should not affect access to federal

loans. A few lenders have recently left the business, bùt there are sti oyer 2,000 lenders

participatig in the guaranteed loan programs. The few institutions that have experienced

probl~ms have beeò able to line up new lenders. Even the Pennsylvania Higher Education

Authority, in its press release announcing its exit from the federal guarànteed loan program,

stated that its decision should have mimal effect on students. Some banks, particularly

those that are not reliant on outside investors to raise capital, see an opportunity to move

more aggressively into federally backed student lending.

Even if more lenders start pullng out of the federal guaranteed loan programs, there

is adequate back-up to protect students. These safeggards include the federal Direct loan

program and lender as last resort provisions. If a borrower's current lender leaves the

. program, the borrower wil still be able to get virtually the same loans through the Direct

loan prográm or from other FFEL lenders. Borrowers may have to pay slightly more if

some of the current incentives are reduced or eliminated, but the additional costs should be

IInimal and in many cases offset by reductions in interest rates for subsidized loans.

Further, the recent expansion of PLUS loans to gradu~te and professional students makes

federal loans even more available to borrowers.

There is no reason to prop up lenders simply to preserve the status quo. The heavy

subsidies in the guaranteed loan program evolved in response to lenders' initialreluctarice to

participate iii the program when it was ffrst created. Times have changed. Federal
r

guaranteed loans have been and wm continue to be a profitable business. In addition, the

Direct loan program, created in the 1990's, helps ensure that borrowers have other choices.
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'The Department of Education has' shown every inclcation that it is monitoring the

situation and has wisely tried to alleviate panc. Congress should follow their lead. It is

destrctive to mislead students and their famies aboùt a crisis that does not exist.

'The Dangers of Private Student Loans

Private studeÍÍt loans are made by lenders to students and famies outside of the

federal student loan program. 'They are not si:bsidized or irsured by the federal government

and may be provided by hanks, non-profits, or other financial institutions. 'The borrowig

lits in the federal loan programs, the skyrocketig cost of higher education and aggressive

lender marketing have fueled the growth of private student loans. Although sti a smaller

percentage of overall student loans, the yearly growth of private loans is outpacing that of

federal loans. . Private loans now comprise about 24% of the nation's total education loan

volume.

Private student loans are almost always more expensive than the sttictly regulated

federal loans. 'This is especially true for borrowers with lower creclt scores or liited credit

histories. Private loans also do not have the samèrange of protections for borrowers that

governnient loans have. Further, borrowers are more likely to borrow un affordable amounts

since, unlike most federal loans, there are noloan limits for private loans.

A main reason for the increased supply of private student loans is the profitabilty of

this busiress. The private !oa1i market has been profitable pritarily because originators sell

the loans with the intention of packaging them for investors. The marke't for securitized

student loans jumped 76% in 2006, to $16.6 billon, from $9.4 billion in 2005. Student loan

asset-based securities (ABS) accounted for about nine percent of total U.S. ABS iss~~nce in .

2005.
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Lenders must sell a certain aInount of loans in order to generate sufficient pools of

loans to sell to investors. As a result, creditors make and sell loans to borrowers, but with

the specific goal.of sellng thetl to investors. Loan products are thusdeveloped for the

repackaging rather than to provide the most affordable and sustainable products for

borrowers.

Charging the highest rates and adjustig the rates to the mostvulnerable consumers

has been a recipe for disaster in the mortgage industr. Simar trends are emerging for

private student loans. In some cases, the student loans are so expensive that they are

destined to fail. In addition, many borrowers run into unexpected life ttaumas.suchas

disabilties or divorces that ruin their dreams of upward mobilty. Regardless, the student

loan debt that was supposed to be an investment in their futues is dragging them down.

We work with borrowers every day to help them address these problems. If you ask

our client John D. whether there is a crisis, he would not pòint to a lack of access to credit,

but rather the fact that the credit he did get is ruining his future plans. A few years ago, he

took out a federal loan and a high-cost private loan, to attend a local proprietary schooL.

John withdrew after one semester because the program the school promised he would be

able to take was not being offered. John is 23 years old and suffets from severe depression.

He has been unable to .recover and go back to school and now faces a lawsuit for collection

of hisptivate loans.

You will likely hear simHarsentimetits from the approximately 2;500 forme.r students

of Silver State Helicopters, a Nevada-based for-profit flght school that rècentlywent into

bankruptcy. Most of these students received private loans to cover costs and are stuck with

incomplete educations from a school that has closed, while also facing demands from

lenders insisting on repayment.
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Sitar¡y, Patrck K. was 22 years old in 2006, just a semester away from graduating

.from the University of Rhode lsland, when his life changed forever. He suffered å terrible

accident, falling down a long escalator and suffering severe brain damage. His parènts,

doctors and nurses have fought hard to keep him alive, but the prognosis is not good.

Patrick is in a minimally conscious state and is in~apable of consistent communication, fully

dependent upon others for all of the activities of daiy life. Patrick's famy has strggled to
r

find resources to pay for his care. They are also using up their retiement and other

resources 'to retrofit their home so that it wi be accessible for Patrick when they brig him

home.

Patrick took out federal loans to finance his education and also worked during the

summers to earn money for college. His federal loans were discharged based on permanent

and total disability. He also used private loans to help fil the gap. To get a better rate, his

mother co-signed on the loans. Because Patrick's Mom co-signed, they were able to get a

decent interest rate. The problem is the lack of a safety netwhen this tragedy occurred.

NCLC Report on The High Cost of Private Student Loan!?

In à March 2008 report, NCLC reviewed twenty-eight private loans issued between

2001 and 2006, looking for warning signs and potential prob1em&.3 Key findings included:

1. Pricing

All of the loans in our sUl-vey had variable rates. The lowest initial rate in our sample

was around 5% and the highestclose to 19%. The average initial disclosed annual

percentage rate (APR) for the loans in our survey was 11.5%.

3 See National Consumer Law Center, "Paying the Price: The High 
Cost ofPrIvate Student Loans aDd the

Dangers for Student Borrowers" (March 2008), available at:
http://www .studen tJoaD borrowerassistance.org/uploads/Fi I e/Report_PrivateLoans .pdf.
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Some of the margins were shockigly high. Multiple loans in our sui:ey had margins

of close to 10%. The average margi was about 4.8%. A borrower taking out a loan with a

margi of 4.8% at the tie the report was written would have an intial interest rate of 7.25%

plus 4.8% or 12.05%. . As a comparison, the average margin for one-year adjustable rate

mortgage loans in 2006 was 2.76%.

None of the loans we examined contained a rate ceilng. A few set floors. These

floors are particularly unfai for borrowers in an environment of declining interest rates.

Nearly al of the loan notes we examined stated explicitly that the borrowers school Was a

\

factor in pricing the loan. Pricing based on institution has raised concerns' about possible

discrimination against borrowers in protected racial groups.

2. Origination and Other Fees

There are no lits on origination and other fees for private student loans.

According to the loan disclosure statements we reviewed, there were origination charges in

all but about 15% of the loans. For those with origination fees, the range was from a low of

2.8% up to a high of 9.9%. The average in our survey was 4.5%. Most of the lenders in the

private student notes we surveyed reserved the right to charge additional fees for other,

services.

3. Flexible Repayment Plans

Private loan creditors may offer flexible arrangements, bul: they are not required to

do 50. None of the loan notes we surveyed specifically provided for income-based

repayment. A few stated that borrowers would be able to choose alternative repayment

plans in certain circumstances. However, the specific criteria and circumstances were not~

spelled out in the agreements. Only a few mentioned that graduated repayment was
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possible. In these cases, the loan contract stated that these plans would be offered only if .

available. Tbere is no information provided about when such plans are available. .

In our experience representing borrowers through the Student Loan Borrower

Assistance Project, we have föund private lenders tö be universally inflexible in granting
.

long-term repayment relief for borrowers. Even in cases of severe distress, the creditors we

have contacted have offered no more than short-term interest-only repayment plans or

forbearances. This experience holds true for both for-profit and non-profit lenders.

4. Postponing Payments

As with flexible repayment, private loan creditors are not requied to offer

forbearance or deferment options. In most of the loan notes in our survey, the lenders

provided an in-school deferment option. However, interest generally accrued during this

period and, borrowers were given the choice of paying the interest whie in school or

approving capitalization once they enter repayment.

No forbearance rights were specified in nearly half of the loans in our survey.

Creditors may offer these plans, but they do not inform borrowers about avail.able choices

ahead of time in the loan notes. All of the lenders \vho provided forbearances explained that

the option was available for no more than six months, regardless of the number of

forbearances requested. A number of lenders in our survey disclosed that they would charge

fees to process forbearance and deferment requests. The fees were generally up to $50 for

forbearances.

5. Work-Outs and Cancellations

In our experiences representing borrowers in financial distress, lenders, including

non-profit lenders, have not been willing to cancel loans or offer reasonable settlements.

The lenders have said they will cancel loans only in very rare circumstances. Private lenders
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context where many creditors have close arrangements with schools that allow them to

miiket thei private loan products. There have been very serious problems with some of

these schools, includig examples of schools that were not prope:ty licensed or certified,

pressuring borrowers to take out private loans.

Some lenders have sought to evade potential liabilty in these cases. They have done

so in a number of ways. Many simply do not include the Federal Trade Commission (FC)

holder notice in the loan notes. 4 Neatly 40% of the loans in our survey followed this

potentially ilegal approach. Other lenders include the notice but attempt to deny borrowers

its benefits by placing contradictory clauses in the notes. In our survey, 90% of the notes

that included the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) notice undermined it in some way by

attempting to prohibit borrowers from raising defenses.

These efforts to evade liabilty are harmful to future borrowers as welL. Contrary to

the basic purpose of the FTC holder notice, the lenders are placing the responsibility to

police the schools on the students. Yet students have no recourse if they are given

erroneous information by the schools. .

9. Misleading and Deceptive Information About Borrower B~nkruptcy Rights

St¡.dent loan creditors have pushed hard to limit the safety net for borrowers who

get in trouble One of the most notable examples is the 2005 Congressional decision to

make private student loans as diffcult to discharge in bankruptcy as federal loans. This was

. a severe blow to consumers. The rationale for limiting bankruptcy rights for federal

borrowers is also suspect, but is even less reasonable for private loan borrowers. These

4 The 
FTC notice stales ihiit any holder of a consumer credit contr¡ict Is sübject to all claim5 and defenses

which the consumer could assert against the seller. The notice must be Inserted whenever the seller fiminces a
sale or. a crecltor has a relation5hip with the seller and that creditor finances the sale. 16 C.F.R. §433.2.
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borrowers are often stuck with very high rate loans and fees. rn contrast, most other

unsecured debt is dischargeable in bankrptcy.

Lenders have argued that the bankrptcy provision was necessary to encourage

lei;ders to offer private loans at reasonable rates. In fact, there is no evidence that loans were

more expensive prior to the bankruptcy change or less expensive afterwards. Volume has

gtown steadiy throughout the years without regard to borrower bankrptcy rights, which

have oi;ly been lited for private loans since 2005.

Regardless of the rationale for the bankrptcy litations, 61 % of the loan notes in

our survey included a clause that mischaracterized a bottower's rights in bankruptcy. Whie

it is useful for borrowers to know that they may have trouble discharging the lo~ns in

bankrptcy, it is not useful, and potentially a violation of consumer protection laws, to

mislead borrowers about their rights.

10. Venue Restrictions

All of the notes in our survey stated that any actions initiated by the lender or

consumer would have to be fied 1n the lender' home state. These clauses are yet another

effort by lendets to avoid potential liabilty and prevent borrowers from challenging

improper or ilegal behavior. Clearly most borrowers with limited resources wil be unable to

me lawsuits far from where they live. These clauses apply not only in cases where borrowers

are affrmatively suing lenders, but also if thelender is suing the bonower.

Market Volatilty and Private Student Loans

There is no question that there is volatility in the private credit market. The causes

and solutions are less clear. In fact, much of the volatility should be viewed as a market

response to the growing private loan failure rate. Regardless, the changes to date in the

private market should not be overstated. Some private student lenders have announced they
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are gettig out of the business or more commonly that they wi stop making loans to the

highest risk borrowers. Ths has not yet developed into a larger trend and it may be that the

lenders wi curtail business mostly in poorly performing schools, including many

proprietary schools;

This is not only a needed market correction, but :an opportunity to curb predatory

student lending, whichis harming the very students we most want to help get into and

succeed in college. Tightening, if it OCCl,rs, is likely to shake out loans that never should

have been made and that are hari:g students. It could also force schools and lenders to

think twce before pushing these high priced products.

Policy Recomineiidations

Higher education is the gateway to a secure economic future for many Americans. It

is no Secret that access to higher education is diminished by soaring costs. More and more,'

students are riskig their financial futures by taking out expensive loans to finance education.

Unfortunately, market failures and abusive lending practices are stripping the benefits of

higher education from millons of students. This is especially true in the private student loan

market where there is little regulation despite the high cost of these loans and lack of. )
protections for borrowers.

Below is a policy framework to help preserve access to affordable higher education

by addressing problems with private student loans.

Any new student financial assistance legislation should be based on the folluwing

principles:

· Eliminate unsustainable loans and develop fair underwritig standards;

· Eliminate incentives fot sclloolsand lenders to steer borrowers to abusive loans;
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succeed in college. Tightening, if it occurs, is likely to shake out loans that never should 

have been made and that are harming students. It could also force schools and lenders to 

think twice before pushing these high priced products. 

Policy Recommendations 

Higher education is the gateway to a secure economic future for many Americans. It 

is no secret that access to higher education is diminished by soaring costs. More and more,' 

students are risking their financial futures by taking out expensive loans to finance education. 

Unfortunately, market failures and abusive lending practices are stripping the benefits of 

higher education from millions of students. This is especially true in the private student loan 

i 
market where there is little regulation despite the high cost of these loans and lack of 

) 
protections for borrowers. 

Below is a policy framework to help preserve access to affordable higher education 

by addressing problems with private student loans. 

Any new student financial assistance legislation should be based on the following 

principles: 

• Eliminate unsustainable loans and develop fair underwriting standards; 

• Eliminate incentives for schools and lenders to steer borrowers to abusive loans; 
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· Improve disclosures so that borrowers can know the tre cost of private loan
products and understand the difference between private and government loans;

· Require accurate and accountable loan servcing;

· Ensure effective rights and remedies for borrowers caught in unaffordable loans;

· Preserve essential federal and state consumer safeguards; and

· Improve assistance to distressed borrowers.

Conclusion

We are in a tie of,change, not crisis. Change understandably makes people

nervous, but it is not a cause for panic, especially since there is no evidence that the changes

in the federal loan programs are hurting students and their families.

Rather than responding to economic changes by preserving an imperfect system, it is

tie to improve access to higher education by fixing what is wrong with student financial

aid. This requires recognition that the road to equal access will not be paved with predatory

loans.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
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Lenders expect students to repay private loans even if school goes bankrupt

By BrUCèV. Bigélow
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

March 9, 2008

Hector Leon was a freshly divèJrced father with two small children
when he decided in 2006 to enroll in a helicopter flight school offered
at El Cajon's Gilespie Field by Nevada-based Silver State Helicopters.

The flight school required aU students to pay the full amount of their
$69,9ÒO tuition up front. Leon said Silver State made it easier by
arranging a private student loan for the full amount, with payments
deferred until six months after graduation.

"When I heard their ads, which said you could make upwards of
$150,000 to $180,000 a year, I thought it was the way to get a better
income and provide abetter life for my two kids," the San Diego
resident said.

But Leon's helicopter dreams beganto spin put of control when he
learned on Super Bowl Sunday that Silver State had ceased operations
and was filîng for bankruptcy liquidation in Las Vegas.

The privately held company has refused to comment since itsFeb. 4
. Chapter 7 filing, when it issued a brief statement that blamed its abrupt
liquidation on "a rapid, unprecedented downturn in the U.S. credit
markets."

JACCETAÑDEROS / union-Tribune

The credit squeeze "severely curtailed theavailabiIty of student loans" Silver State said, "and resulted in a
sharp and sudden downturn in new student enrollment."

By some accounts, Silvet State's bankruptcy was triggered after a major lender informed the company it
would no longer make loans to its students.

Now Leon and some 2,500 other Silver State students
nationwide are facing a double biiid not of their making:
fighting for scraps of their paid tuition in Silver State's

bankruptcy while battling lenders who iIJsist the students are
stil on the hook for repaying theloans. "My first reaction
was a sick feeling," said Leon, 36.

To consumer rights advocates, the sitüation is reininÌscentof
a wave in trade school scams and student loan abuses in the

http://signonsandiego.printthis. clickability .com/ptl cpt?äctiQIJ=cpt&title=S ignOnSanDiego.:.. 4122/200~X H I BIT A
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Lenders expect students to repay private loans even ifschool goes bankrupt 

By Bruce V. Bigelow 
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER 

March 9, 2008 

Hector Leon was a freshly divorced father with two small children 
when he decided in 2006 to enroll in a helicopter Right school offered 
at El Cajon's Gillespie Field by Nevada-based Silver State Helicopters. 

The flight school required all students to pay the full amount of their 
$69,900 tuition up front. Leon said Silver State made it easier by 
arranging a private student loan for the full amount, with payments 
deferred uhtil six months after graduation. 

"When I heard their ads, which said you could make upwards of 
$150,000 to $180,000 a year, I thought it was the way to get a better 
income and provide a better life for my two kids," the San Diego 
resident saId. 

But Leon's helicopter dreams beganto spin put of control when he 
learned on Super Bowl Sunday that Silver State had ceased operations 
and was filing for bankruptcy liquidation in Las Vegas. 

The privately held company has refused to comment since itsFeb. 4 
. Chapter 7 filing, when it issued a brief statement that blamed its abrupt 
liquidation on "a rapid, unprecedented downturn in the U.S. credit 
markets." 

The credit squeeze "severely curtailed the availability of student loans" Silver State said, "and resulted in a 
sharp and sudden downturn in new student enrollment." 

By some accounts, Silver State's bankruptcy was triggered after a major lender informed the company it 
would no longer make loans to its students. 

Now Leon and some 2,5.00 other Silver State students 
nationwide are facing a double bind not of their making: 
fighting for scraps of their paid tuition in Silver State's 
bankruptcy while battling lenders who insist the students are 
still on the hook for repaying the loans. "My first reaction 
was a sick feeling," said Leon, 36. 

To consumer rights advocates, the siH1ation is reminIscent of 
a wave in trade school scams and student loan abuses in the 
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1980s and early 1990S. They suggest Silver State may be an
early casualty as credit woes squeeze lenders.and pose
problems that may b-e especially painful for studenisat
PQstsecondaryvocaUQual schools a.nd private, fór-profit
exluèational institutes.

"The .new twst thistine arQttnd is that most of them have
these private student loans;" said Dei;nne LøonIn, a staff
attorney fit theN'l;tional Consumer Law Center in Boston.
Students today "don't have the sarne prötections and
remedies" available 20 years ago, whèn most education 10an,,
Were federallybacked, Loonin sß,id.

For one thing, the federal Bankruptcy Act of 2005 made it far
more diffkultfor individuals to discharge a student loan in
personal bankruptcy.

Page 2 of 4

A -California law established to protect students atpdvate postseconrlary and vocationjll schools expired
June 30,2007. Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoedlegislation to renew the program. callng the existing
statutes "fundamentally flawed.;;

At the time the law expired, Ca;Jifomia had about 2,400 postsecondary
schools, including technical-trainbig inStitutes, cosmetology, culinary
and truck-driving schools, as well as educational chains operated by
CQrinthian Colleges, Career Education Corp. and others.

Since then, there has been little if any state oversight,

The company at the center of the latest controversy was founded În
1999 in Henderson, Nev., by Jerr Airola, who rapidly expanded Silver

Suite's business to at least 33 flight schools natiùnWide. In addition to
its school in El Cajon, the compirny operated in six other California
cities: Long Beach, Camarilo, Chino, Los Banos, Oakland andSacramento: .
Many)f not most, of Silver State's students received private student
loans to cover all oTpart of their $70;000 enrollment. But because
Silver State did not participate in federal education aid programs, its
sttideiits were ineligible for federally guaranteed student loans.

After Silver State's bankruptcy, many students learned thatprivate
student lòans usually can1lt be discharged iftheir school goes out of

busine-ss - unlike federally guaranteeq education loans.

/ Union-Ù.ibÜnè
Local Silver State stljdents'êêrè among
those battling lenders who InsÎst tttat the
students are on the l1ÖOk for repay'ing'their
loans.

Shortly after the bankruptèy, Sali Diego"based Student Loan Xpress,
which worked c10sdy with Silver State's California flghtschools, indicated it had no plans to write off its
loans to Silver State borrowers.

In a statement, Student Loan Xpress urged students to contact Silver State's bankruptcy attorney to fie
individual claims fora refund on the "uneatned" p011ion of their paid tuition.

"We also encounige those students whose tuition was financed by SLX to contact us to implement mutually
satisfactory repayment plans," the lender said.

Students may have Uttle reeourse; hut Elena Ackel of tl)) Legal Aid Foundatj(ju of L0sAngeles offered one
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For one thing, the federal Bankruptcy Act of2005 made it far A bankruptcy notice was 
State Heticopters, whl~h required students to pay 

more difficultfor individuals to discharge a student loan in tuition upfrOnt. 

personal bankruptcy. 

A CalifOrnia law established to protect students at private postsecondary and vocational schools expired 
June 30, 2007. Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed legislation to renew the program, c!llling the existing 
statuteS "fundamentally flawed.;j 

At the time the law expired, CaJifornia had about 2,400 postsecondary 
schools, including technical-training institutes, cosmetology, culinary 
and tmck-driving schools, as well as educational chains operated by 
CQrinthian Colleges, Career Education Corp. and others. 

Since then, there has been little if any state oversight. 

The company at the.center of the latest controversy was founded in 
1999 in HendersQn, Nev., by Jerry Airola, who rapidly expanded Silver 
State's business to at least 33 flight schools nationWide. In addition to 
its school in EI Cajon, the compffnyopera:ted in six other California 
cities: Long Beach, Camarillo, Chino, Los Banos, Oakland and 
Sacramento: . 

Many,if not most, of Silver State's students received private student 
loans to cover all QTpart of their $70;000 enrollment. But because 
Silver State did not participate in federal education aid programs, its 
stlldents were jneligible for federally guaranteed student loans. 

After Silver State's bankruptcy, many students learned thatprivate 
student loans usually cannot be discharged if their school goes out of 
bUsine-ss - unlike federally guaranteeq education loans. 

Shortly after the bankruptcy, Sall Diego-based Student Loan Xpress, 

. Union·-Tr.ilnme: 
Local Silver State students·are among 
those battling lenders who insist t~at the 
students are on the 1100k for repaiing'their 
loans. 

which worked closely with Silver State's California flight schools, indicated it had no plans to writliJ off its 
loans to Silver State borrowers. 

In a statement, Student Loan Xpress urged students to contact Silver State's ba~kruptcy attorney to file 
individual claims for a refund on the "unearned" p011ion of their paid tuition. 

"We also encourage those students whose tuition was financed by SLX to contact us to implement mutually 
satisfactory repayment plans," the lender said. 

Students may have little recours.e, hut Elena Ackel of the Legal Aid Fonndation of Lc)SAngeles offered one 
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sliver of hope, known as "the FTC rule."

The rule, based on a Federal Trade Commission regulation, gives co~sumers the right to legally raise a
financial claim against a lender in cases where a seller and lender have a bl1Siness. arrangement, Ackel said. It

applies to private, for-profit schools and educational lenders.

To Loonin, Silver State exemplifies the sort of hidden risks the credit ct\rich has forced into the open as the
cost of education has skyocketed in the United States.

She views private student loans as one of the biggest hazards because they aren't subject to the rate caps that
fi the interest rates on most federally backed loans at 6.8 percent.

In a recent study of 28 represeiitative loans, Loonin found the average initial rate was 11.5 percent, and the
highest was nearly 19 percent. Most had origination charges that added, on average, 4.5 percent to the loanamount. .
Private loans, which were once used chiefly by graduate students, have grown dramatically, from about 5
percent of all student loans a decade to nearly 25 percent today, Loonin said. .

In 2005-06, students took out $17.3 bilion in private loans, comparedwith $1.3 biìion a decade earlier,
according to the College Board.

The dramatic growth in private student loans is due chiefly to the enormoUs profitabilty of the lightly
regulated industry, Loonin said.

As in the subprime mortgage market, one of the biggest factors driving profitabilty has involved packaging
student loans and selling thenfto hedge funds, mutual funds and other investors as "asset-based securities."

Selling "securitized" student loans has been a key source' of revenue for many lending companies, especially
those not affliated with banks.

In a recent report issued by the National Consumer Law Center, Loonin and co-author Julia Devanthery
found the market for such securitized student loans jumped from $94 bilion in 2005 to $16.6 bilioíl in
2006 - a 76 percent increase. .

ButWall Street lost its appetite for such deals as investors' bets on securitized subprime mortgages began
turning into disastrous losses last year. The resulting credit squeeze has prompted many hinders to make
drastic cutbacks and sever their ties with financially troubled schools, which apparently is what happened at
Silver State.

So¡:e lenders also have raised their loan requirements, left less-profitable loan programs and, of course,
increased their interest rates and fees.

"It an helps unmask the larger problem, which is that students are having trouble affording the cost of
education," Loonin said. "We've masked that problem by throwing all these predatory loans at them."

She contends that many postsecondary schools mislead students through aggressive marketing that makes
exaggerated promises about high-paying careers without disclosing the exorbitant costs of their classes or
the burdensome nature of private student loans.

Like a receding tide, the industry's cutbacks have exposed some hazards that students face. But nowhere has
this reef been exposed more clearly than in Silver State's bankruptcy. .

In the hierarchy of bankruptcy law, students rank as iinsecured creditors who stand near the end of the line
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of people who hope to get their money back. Silver State has said in its filings that it does not expect any
proceeds will be left ¿ver from its liquidation to reimburse such creditors. .

Stil, Michael Berger, a Beverly Hils bankrptcy lawyer who is intervening on behalf of hundreds of students
iii California and elsewhere, said there are fraudulent aspects of the case he intends to challenge.

"Wèhave students who got their loans funded the day before the bankruptcy, the day of the bankrptcy and
the day after the bankrptcy," Berger said.

He also asserted thatfederal investigators and attorneys general in several states, including California, have
launched inquiries into Silver State's operations.

Meanwhile, Leon and other students say they are learning details about their loans - such as higher interest
rates - that they knew nothing about before now.

Leon said the interest rate on the $69,900 loan he signed in 2006 was supposed to be 10 percent. But after
'looking over his paperwork, Leon discovered that his rate had jumped to 14 percent and that another lender,
American Education Servces, was servcing his loan.

Another Silver State student; Tony Vaca of Long Beach, said as many as 70 Silver State students in California
also have discovered to their surprise that someone had co-signed their student loans, presumably to help
them qualify. But the co-signer's name was not fami1ar to any of them - and they all had the samé co-signer.

Vaca and Leon said they plan to attend a key creditors meeting in Silver State's bankruptcy case that is set
for tomorrow afternoon in Las Vegas, and theypl:;n to fight however they can.

"A lot of students are just sort of throwing up their hands .., not knowing that those $70,000 student loans
are going to be following them around for the rest of their lives," Vaca said.

. Bruce Bigelow: (619) 293-1314; bruce.bigelowl!uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://ww.signonsandiego.com/news/business/20080309-.9999-lz1b9Ienders.html

í Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.

~, Copyright 2007 Union.Tribune Publishing Co. ? A Copley Newspaper Site
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He also asserted thatfederal investigators and attorneys general in several states, including California, have 
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Fueling Sham Trade Schools
stephen Surd *May 1, 2008 . 1:20am

We have Written a iof recently about Silver State,Helicopters, a Nevada-based company that left the2,SQO students who attended its flght academies ïn the
lurch when it Shut its doors without warning on Super BoWl Sunday and fied for bankruptcy liquidation.

As we noted yesterday, Silver States' entire êxìstence depended on the willngness of loan cornp¡mles -- in
this, case, the Infamous Student Loan Xpressand the. pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency
(PH EM) through its nationafbrand American Education Services -- to make and servic;e high-cost private
loans to help students C'over the $70,000 CQstthat they were required to pay up front to altend the
unllcensed.and unaccredited ftghtschools. Unfortunately, Silver State students are now stuck repaying
Ihase private loans for training they did not ultimately receive.

Silver State is hardly an isolated case.

There has been In recent years a proliferation of unlicensed aM unaccredited trade schools that d.o not
participate in the federal studenlaidprograms ànd therefore go largely unregulated. Their growth has been
fueled by lenders that have Willngly and irresponsibly "partl)ere¡l" with' these instiutions to provide

expensive private. loans tolhe a.t-risk students these schools tend to attract. The I,endershave then turned around and, like subprime mortgage lenders,
sécuritized the loans, shifting the' risk of the loans onto unsuspecting investors.

Reviving Trade School Scams

. These practices first came to light several years ago when dozens. of unaccreditedcol1puter training schools unexpectedly shutdown, leaving their students
without training an1 with heavy private Ipan debt. Just like Silver State, thesesclÍools (owned by now-defunc;t chains such as Ameritrain, Solid Computer
Decisions, and The Academy Schools, among others) had forged sweetheart deals with the loan giants Salle Mae and Key Bank to provide their students
with tens of thousands Of dollar.s Of private loans to cover the full cost of tuition upfront before any classes wer.e provided.

Consumer lawyer Tom Domonoske exposed the.se deals in an artcle entitle,d "The Finance Industry Fuels Revival ofTrade School Scams," which renin late
2003 in the trade journal The Consumer Advocate but received little attention at the time. In the article, Domonoske explained how the easy availabilty of

,private loans helped disreputable schpolsthrive by allowing them to attract students without having to worry about being regulated by the federal government.

In the late 19.80'sand the early 1990's, the federal government was forced to take emergency actions to crack down on an explosion of fly-by-night tradE¡
scMols set up solely for the' purpose of reaping profits from the feder.a! student aid programs, To avoid another student loan-proprietary schooi debacle,
policymakers began requiring schools that participate in the Jederal student ioan program to demonstrate, among other things,tllat they are financially stable.
The schools must show that they do not pose:a danger of closing precipitously.

Butdisreputable trade school owners found a Way to around these rules -- by staying out .Of the federál aid programs and pushing private loans totl)eit
students. Meanwhile, lenders, Domonoske wrote, have proved more than willng to províde "liquidity" to these sham schools, "(The current problem of school
closures in the computer.tralning field wouid not exist If entiIes like Salle Mae and Key Bank were applying simiiar restric,tìons" to those of tliegovernment,
Domonoske wrote at the time. .
The Loaillndustry's Complicity

Under pressure from consumer advocates, Sallie Maa evenlually agreed to stop serving unlicensed schools. But Key Bank apparently continues to do so.
And, in light of the Silver State Helicopters case, other lenders, like Student Loan Xpress and tiie non "profi state agency, PHEÄA, appear to have picked up
the slack.

Why would lenders' ever agree to make such risky loans in the fìrst place? Don't loan, providers pay a price for making loans to students attending sham
schools? Notlf they securitize the loans and get them off their books. As Domonoske puts It:

"Key Bank's wilingness to fund had loans seems at first glance to be counterproductive for its own bottom lihe. However, Key BCink does
not intend to hold all the loans during their repayment period; instead it pools and sells the loa.ns to investors. Throi)gh a process called
"asset-backed securitization," Key Bank obtains full value for the loans by sellng them to an investment trust. It sells the loans as if they
were honest and legitimate transactions solicited by schools that were actirig prope.rly...Consequently, the investors pay full vaiuewithout a
disclosure of the inherent defects in the loan."

In other words, by providing huge private loans to students attending unlicensed, unaccredited schools and then securitizing the debt, the lenders have not
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We have Written a lof recently about Silver State·Helicopters, a NeVada-based company that left the 2,5QO stUdents who attended its flight academies fn the 
lurch when it shut its doors without warning on Super BoWl Sunday and filed for bankruptcy liquidation. 

As we noted yesterday, Silver States' entire existence depended on the willingness of loan cOnip,mles -- in 
this case, tt]e Infamous Student Loan Xpressand the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency 
(PHEAA) through its nationaL brand American Education Services -- to rnake and service high-cost priVate 
loans to help students cover the $70,000 CQslthat they were required to pay up frOnt to attend ttre 
unlicensed·and unaccredited ftlghtschools. Unfortunately, Silver State students are now stUck repaying 
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There has been in recent years a prOliferation of unlicensed a,nd unaccredited trade schools. that d.o not 
participate in the federal student aid programs and therefore go largely I.mregulated. Their growth has been 
fueled by lenders that have Willingly and irresponsibly "partl1erep" with' these institutions to provide 

expensive private. loans to ihe a.t-r/.sk studenfs these schools tend to attract. The I.eridershave then turned around and, like subprime mortgage leriders, 
securitized the loans, shifting the' risk of the loans onto unsuspecting investors. 

Reviving Trade Seho.ot Scams 

. These practices first came to light several years ago when dozens· of unaccredited computer training schools unexpectedly shut down, leaving their students 
without training am;! with heavy private Ipan debt. Just like Silver State, these .schools (owned by now-defunct chains such as Ameritrain, Solid' Computer 
DeCiSions, and The Academy Schools, among others) had forged sweetheart deals with the loan giants Sallie Mae and Key Bank to provide their students 
with\ens of thousands Of dollars of priVate loans to cover the full cost of tuition upfront before any class.as were provided. 

Consumer lawyer Tom Domonoske exposed the.sa deals in an article entitle,d "The Finance Industry Fuels Revival of Trade School Scams," which ran in late 
2003 in the trade journal The Consumer Advocate but received little attention at the time. In the article, Domonosil:e explained how the easy availability of 

. private loans helped disreputable schpolsthrive by llilowing tHem to attract stUdents without having to worry about being regulated by the federal government. 

In the late 19.80'sand the early 1990's, the federal government was forced to take emergency actions to crack down on an explosion of fly-by-night trade 
schools set up solely for the' purpose of reaping profits from the federal student aid programs, To avoid another student loan-proprietary school. debacle, 
policymakers began requiring schools that participate in the federal student ioan program tp demonstrate, among other things, that they are financially stable. 
The SChools must show that they do not pose:a danger of closing precipitously. 

But-disreputable trade school owners found a w.ay to around these rules -- by staying out .of the federal aid programs and pushing private loans to .IOeir 
students. Meanwhile, lenders, Domonoske wrote, have proved more than willlnd to proVIde "liquidity" to these sham schools, "[Tlhe cur~ent problem of school 
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Domonoske wrote at the time. . 

The Loaillndustry's Complicity 

Under pressure from consumer advocate.s, Sallie Maa eventually agreed to stop serving unlicensed schoolS. Bu!' Key Bank apparently continues to do so. 
And, in light of the Silver State Helicopters case, other lenders, like Student Loan Xpress and tile non-profit state agency, PHEAA, appear to have. picked up 
the slack. 

Why would lenders' ever agree 10 make such risky loans in the first place? Don't loan. providers pay a price for making loans to students attending sham 
schools? Not If they securitize the loans and get them off their books. As Domonoske puts It: 

"Key Bank's willingness to fund bad loans seems at first glance to be counterproductive for its own bottom lihe. However, Key Bank does 
not intend to liold all the loans during their repayment period; instead it pools and sells the loa.ns to investors. Through a process called 
"asset-backed securitization," Key Bank obtains full value for the loans by selling them to an investment trust. It sells the loaos as if they 
were honest and legitimate transactions solicited by schools that were acting properly ... Consequently, the investors pay full value without a 
disclosure of the inherent defects in the loan." 

In other words, by providing huge private loans to students attending unlicensed, unaccredited schools and then securitizing the debt, the lenders have not 
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only caused great harm to students but have also deliber¡¡tely misled investors.

As policymakers consider a bail oùi the student loan industry from the Credit crunch beyond legislation passed in the Senate yesterday, they need to
remember that lenders have brought a gOÖd part of these problems onto themselves. Lenders have dumped lots of bad private student loans onto the
marketplace, knowing full well that much ofthis debt was likely to go into default. Is It any wonder that investors are now wary of student loans?) . .
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Al~J.~lllg Piløl$ TãêlÇlePe~t Fi,lløwÌfig$JlV'ør$tàte HeJie,øpters BankruptøyA~:tiøn' '
By Roger Weeder
First Coast News

JACKSONVilLE, FL- Students who teamed up with Silver State Helicopters to
becòme pilots are now dealing with mountains of student loan debt.

The flght school at Craig Air Field closed suddenly in early February leaving ne¡;rlya
hundred aspiring pilots in limbo. '
Cameron Ford is one of them. The Middleburg father of three had invested nearly 18
monthS learning to fly.

"I have 55 hours of flghttime and nothing to show for it," said Ford from his home that's currently up for sale.

Ford who is unemployed says the best news he got recently is that he doesn't have to start paying on his student loan, at

least not yet.

"It is stil building interest, accrues interest at the rate of about 600-800 dollars a month on top of the original $70,000
loah."

Ford says he. has yetta join a class action lawsuit that has been initiated by former students of Silver State Helicopters.
He says becoming part of that legal action is an option.

Silver State Helicopters came under scrutiny following several fatal crashes across the country including one that
happened on the First Coast in the spring of 20Q7. That accident in Ponte Vedra killed both an! instructor and student.

The Las Vegas based flght school has fied for bankruptcy.

The Florida Attorney Generals Offce is investigating the school's operations to determine if Silver States Helicopters
misrepresented its services to students.

First coast News

htt://ww.firstcoastnews.com/printfullstory .aspx?storyid= 108362
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studenlsLeft Hanging By Silver State Closure

February 5,2008
By Meredith Saini,
Managing Editor

Shocked by the downfall of Silver StateJ::elicopters¡ the Nevada-based flight school
that declared bankruptcy earlier this week, former students and employees are tellng
AVweb they face major financial losses. Silver State Helicopters abruptly shut down
operations at its 34 nationwide locations on Sunday afternoon, leaving more than 800
employees withoutjobs and more than 2,500 flight students saddled with millions in
debt. Cömpany présìdent and founder Jerry Airoia has yet to speak publicly on the
event, but a statement released by the company alleges that "a rapid, unprecedented
downturn in the U.S. credit markets" curtailed the availability of student loans for the
company's stud~nts and resulted in a "sharp and sudden downturn in new student .'
enrölment." Tony and Heather Sullivan told AVweb they were at a Super Bowl party Whehll1eygÖHhe news.
Heatherwas employed as a receptionist and flght dispatcher at Silver State's Houston fäCility, where her
husband was a student. To date Tony has logged just 81 of the 200 hours he signed up to receive, and said he
does not know how he is going to complete his training. Tony, who works full time as a human resources
manager for a construction company, said he has an outstanding loan through American Education Services
(AES) for approximately $70,000, the, cost of the 18-month program designed to get students through their
private, commercial, instrument and initial flght instructor certificates. Mike Reiber, spòkesperson for AES, told
A Vweb that AES is one of several companies that originated and serviced loans made to Silver State students.
"Effective this past Monday we are no longer dispersing money to Silver State Helicopters," he Said. "Any
disbursements that were sent out are. being returned." Reiber said that AES is awaiting direction from Student
Lpan Xpress, the guarantor of the loans. Student Loan Xpress spokeswoman Jenn Stark said Silver State should
pay unused tuition back. "As a result of Silver State Helicopter School's decision to file for bankruptcy protection,
weare currently working with its students to ensure that their loans are managed properly until the bankruptcy
court decides upon a course of action to assist them." she wrote in an email to AVweb. She said affected students
can contact Student Loan Xpress for information, at 888-568-2429, between the hours of 8 a.m.-5 p.m. EST.
Silvet State Helicopters is a member oUMe HelicopterAssociation International (HAl). In an undated membership
prQfile on HAl's website, Silver State lists a flJ;et of 195 helicopters including 138 two-place Robinson R22s and
43 four-place R44s. HAl president Mafthew Zuccaro told AVweb that the loss of such a large flight school will be
feltfhroughout the industry. "It's certainly of concern to us,")e said. Jerry Aimla founded Silver State HeHcopters
in 1999 and quickly bepame known throughout the industry for using aggressive sales tactics to recruitstudents to
the prograrr.

Copyright Aviation Publishing Group. All rights resèrvèd
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If you think protective orders are esoteric, ethereal creations of the
judiciary and academia, think again. As a consumer advocate, there are
impOiiant public policy concerns you need to know about, as well as
practical realities you need to consider.

Every time a court refuses to compel discovery of "pattern evidence,"

rejects your request to inspect a predatory lender's procedures, or orders
. that records remain "confidential" or "sealed" during the litigation, the
court is effectively granting a protective order. In short, every order that
denies an opportunity to conduct discovery is a protective order. These
orders are neither esoteric nor ethereaL. Rather, protective orders barring
discovery put the "smoking gun" beyond the reach of the plaintiff.
Likewise, protective orders which seal court records preclude other
plaintiffs from using this same "smoking gun" evidence and prevent the
public from protecting itself from further harm.

Properly used, protective orders shield parties from abusive

discovery, and keep them from running amok in discovery practice. But,
m9st often in consumer litigation these orders stand as the first line of
defense of a bad actor who hopes to create a safe harbor for widespread
wrongdoing. To an inexperienced attorney, the mere assertion that
discovery materials are "confidential" can pollute the litigation with
unnecessary motion practice and impenetrable procedure. Protective
orders are the things that most often stand between the plaintiff and the
"smoking gun" evidence of willful misconduct. If you stipulate to an
unwarranted protective order, you agree to limit your ability to obtain and
use the very information that you wil need to effectively present your
case.

If the information you are seeking is worth the battle for the
defendant, it is doubly so for the plaintiff. It effects both the settement
value of your case and the ability to present evidence at triaL.

By refusing to agree to overly broad orders, you will be able to
present a better case, put more pressure on the defendant to settle, show
the court during discovery that the defendant's conduct is egregious and
unworthy of judicial protection, inform the public of widespread

wrongdoing, and ultimately save yourself the cost of fighting for
admission of the documents down the road. On the other hand, by
agreeing to a protective order, you may keep public from knowing uf
wrongdoing, render evidence inadmissable, cost your client money, and
place yourself in a poor posture for settlement and triaL. This article
addresses the proper limits on use of prutective orders and some
strategies to get past the defendant's unwarranted demands.
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This is my 22th issue as your editor. It wil be my last for now. Since
JanUary 2000, I have enjoyedworkjng with more than 150 of you who have
contributed to these pages. I want to thank every single person who has
given time and talent to The Consumer Advocate. Just as i took the reins
from the able hands of Dick Rubin, i am happy to report that I pass them on
to two experienced editors, Deborah Zuckerman and Steve Gardner. Both
Steve and Deborah have beén a great help to me behind the scenes for
years, so I expect the change to be seamless. Please welçome them to the
job and send them your ideas and ,articles. After years of outsourcing layoutand production) we
now have the fulltime desktop publishing services óf the talented Cynthia Reddersen in NACA's
Washington, D.C. offce. Cynthia wil continue to work her magic, I'm sure.

From the Editor

Nancy Barron is a
partner in the SC'in

Francisco law firm,
Kemnitzer, Anderson,
Barron & Ogilvie

This newsletter is just one way NACA seeks to serve its members. It is authored and edited
by vol,l)nteers. I believe the process of sharing our knowledge, experience, opinions and ideas is
what makes NACA unique. In "sixties" jargon, I sometimes think of it as an enormous legal co-op.

The generosity of spirit and professional respect among our members has made our common
advocacy stronger, more successful, and a lot more fun.

I have tried to balance our issues with a mixture of news items,legal briefs, policy pieces,
legislative testimony, practice pointers and technogical advances in office management. Trhis
issue is no different, with a variety of articles which demonstrate the breadth of our common efforts
in education, legislation and litigation on behalf of consumers.
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With this in mind, consumer advocates should be
aware of the limits, uses and procedure governing these
orders.

How THE PROBLEM ARISES

Battles over protective orders arise following a

plaintiff's request for discovery of the defendant's

documents. If the result of those requests would amount

to public disclosure of evidence of the corporate

wrongdoer's pattern of willful misconduct, the fear of
further civil or criminal action will drive the defendant to
refuse to produce relevant evidence unless a protective
order is entered. The proposed orders may limit the use
and disclosure of the documents, seal the court's record,
or require that any proceedings involving these

documents be kept secret. All the while, the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure do not permit a defendant to use
proof of its own wrongdoing or the possibility of further
litigation as the justification for sealing the court's record
from public scrutiny. As such, the rules - . if properly
construed - will rarely allow for many of the confidentiality
dictates of the corporate wrongdoers. Simply put,
protective orders cannot be issued for the sole purpose of
hiding a "smoking gun".1

vvith this in mind, consider the following scenario:

Upon filing of the lawsuit, plaintiffs counsel will forward
discovery requests which - if carefully drafted - should
result in the production of the "smoking gun" evidence of
wrongdoing and a general practice of malfeasance. In
response, the defendant wil fail to respond to the
discovery. After several weeks of patient waiting,
plaintiffs counsel will call to follow up and be. told that that
answers ate in the maiL. Upon inspection, plaintiffs
counsel learns that no documents of any importance or
relevance have been produced, and that the defendant
has asserted that all damning documets are "confidential"
or "trade secrets" and will only be produced under a
protectiive order. If only for the purpose of heading off a
discovery motion, plaintiff will stipulate to a protective
order requiring the documents beheld as confidential, not
used outside the litigation, and only be submitted to the
court if the Plaintiff files a motion under seal requesting to
be able to use them. This tactic is simply wrong, as well
as unnecessary. .

RIGHT AFFECTD: THINK BEFORE YOU STPULATE

Before you agree to a protective order, recognize that
these orders severely affect not only your client's rights,
but your rights, and those of the public at large. Most

often, protective orders wil either deny the plaintiff access
to discovery or prevent disclosure of the evidence

obtained. If the discovery you are seeking is "pattern"
evidence of widespread misconduct, then such a

protective order will insure, that the evidence of
misconduct will never seè the light of day. Consequently,

the effect of a protective order may b1 to insure that the
defendant wil continue its wrongful practices, unimpeded
by the possibility that its conduct wil be remedied through
the justice system. By the same token, if the court orders
that all materials be sealed permanently, then you

effectively limit your own Jirst améndment right to publicly
speak about the defendant's misconduct, as well as the
public's right to supervise the proceedings.2

So, for example, when thedefendan¡t Înstructs you
that you will need to consent to an iron~clad protective

order before you can see all the other certificates of title
which it has forged, think twice about whether you wish to
forfeit you client's right to put forward evidence obtained
through discovery, your right to free speech, and the
opportunity of the press to write about the misconduct and
the court's handling of your case. At the same time, you
limit the right of other plaintiffs who have been harmed to
use the evidence from your clients.3

If these important constitutional considerations are
not enough, consider the cost of these orders to you and
your client down the road. Most often, the protective
orders proffered by defendants will require that any
materials disclosed through discovery must remain

confidential and cannot be used in the litigation absent a
court order. By agreeing to this, you have guaranteed
that your trial preparation time will be consumed with
motion practice over the relevancy of the "confidential"
documents you have receiiÍed, because you have
effectively stipulated that the documents are
presumptively irrelevant or cannot be admitted without a
further order of the court. While defendants routinely

require protective orders before producing any discovery,
there is simply no basis for this procedure in the rules.
Stipulating to an overly broad protective order may

expedite getting the documents you need in the short run,
but in the long run they are costly.

WHAT IS THE COURT'S AUTHORITY?

Demands for protective orders often dissolve into
unprincipled arguments over what one party does or does
not feel like dìsclosing. The proper limits of the court's

authority lie in Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and provide an answer to the defendant's
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With this in mind, consumer advocates should be 
aware of the limits, uses and procedure governing these 
orders. 

How THE PROBLEM ARISES 

Battles over protective orders arise following a 
plaintiff's request for discovery of the defendant's 
documents. If the result of those requests would amount 
to public disclosure of evidence of the corporate 
wrongdoer's pattern of willful misconduct, the fear of 
further civil or criminal action will drive the defendant to 
refuse to produce relevant evidence unless a protective 
order is entered. The proposed orders may limit the use 
and disclosure of the documents, seal the court's record, 
or require that any proceedings involving these 
documents be kept secret. All the while, the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure do not permit a defendant to use 
proof of its own wrongdoing or the possibility of further 
litigation as the justification for sealing the court's record 
from public scrutiny. As such, the rules - . if properly 
construed - will rarely allow for many of the confidentiality 
dictates of the corporate wrongdoers. Simply put, 
protective orders cannot be issued for the sole purpose of 
hiding a "smoking gun".1 

vvith this in mind, consider the following scenario: 
Upon filing of the lawsuit, plaintiff's counsel will forward 
discovery requests which - if carefully drafted - should 
result in the production of the "smoking gun" evidence of 
wrongdoing and a general practice of malfeasance. In 
response, the defendant will fail to respond to the 
discovery. After several weeks of patient waiting, 
plaintiff's counsel will call to follow up and be told that that 
answers ate in the mail. Upon inspection, plaintiff's 
counsel learns that no documents of any importance or 
relevance have been produced, and that the defendant 
has asserted that all damning documets are "confidential" 
or "trade secrets" and will only be produced under a 
protectiive order. If only for the purpose of heading off a 
discovery motion, plaintiff will stipulate to a protective 
order requiring the documents be held as confidential, not 
used outside the litigation, and only be submitted to the 
court if the Plaintiff files a motion under seal requesting to 
be able to use them. This tactic is simply wrong, as well 
as unnecessary .. 

RIGHTS AFFECTED: THINK BEFORE YOU STIPULATE 

Before you agree to a protective order, recognize that 
these orders severely affect not only your client's rights, 
but your rights, and those of the public at large. Most 

often, protective orders will either deny the plaintiff access 
to discovery or prevent disclosure of the evidence 
obtained. If the discovery you are seeking is "pattern" 
evidence of widespread misconduct, then such a 
protective order will insure, that the evidence of 
misconduct will never see the light of day. Consequently, 
the effect of a protective order may b1 to insure that the 
defendant will continue its wrongful practices, unimpeded 
by the possibility that its conduct will be remedied through 
the justice system. By the same token, if the court orders 
that all materials be sealed permanently, then you 
effectively limit your own first amendment right to publicly 
speak about the defendant's misconduct, as well as the 
public's right to supervise the proceedings:2 

So, for example, when the defendan;t instructs you 
that you will need to consent to an iron~clad protective 
order before you can see all the other certificates of title 
which it has forged, think twice about whether you wish to 
forfeit you client's right to put forward evidence obtained 
through discovery, your right to free speech, and the 
opportunity of the press to write about the misconduct and 
the court's handling of your case. At the same time, you 
limit the right of other plaintiffs who have been harmed to 
use the evidence from your clients.3 

If these important constitutional considerations are 
not enough, consider the cost of these orders to you and 
your client down the road. Most often, the protective 
orders proffered by defendants will require that any 
materials disclosed through discovery must remain 
confidential and cannot be used in the litigation absent a 
court order. By agreeing to this, you have guaranteed 
that your trial preparation time will be consumed with 
motion practice over the relevancy of the "confidential" 
documents you have receii/ed, because you have 
effectively stipulated that the documents are 
presumptively irrelevant or cannot be admitted without a 
further order of 'the court. While defendants routinely 
require protective orders before producing any discovery, 
there is simply no basis for this procedure in the rules. 
Stipulating to an overly broad protective order may 
expedite getting the documents you need in the short run, 
but in the long run they are costly. 

WHAT IS THE COURT'S AUTHORITY? 

Demands for protective orders often dissolve into 
unprincipled arguments over what one party does or does 
not feel like disclosing. The proper limits of the court's 
authority lie in Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure and provide an answer to the defendant's 
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demand for an overreaching protective order. Given the
express limitations on the court's authority, you need not
stipulate to a protective order which exceeds the scope of
Rule 26 or which improperly limits anyone's constitutional
rights.

While Rule 26 provides limits on the court's authority,
additional constraints arise from the Constitution. In order
to understand the court's authority and its limits,
advocates must recognize the inherent tension between
discovery rules designed to facilitate trial preparation and
the need to have open proceedings as required by the
constitution and common law. On the one hand,
meritorious lawsuits should not be used as the
justification for unwarranted prying into the private affairs
of the litigants - a fact of which we are acutely aware
when our own client's credit reports and tax returns are
subpoenaed or made part of the public record.4 On the
other hand, when the courts uncover widespread

wrongdoing, the public's. right to access the court's
findings becomes a constitutionssl matter.

That is to say, the courts serve as a branch of the
government, which like all others, is open to public
scrutiny. As such, the public and press alike have a right
to review the activities of the courts to insure their integrity
and proper functioning.5 Evidence elicited from the
proceedings belongs to the public at large and may be
used in other proceedings. Thus, the courts recognize

the public's right of access. At the same time, the courts
have been willing to carvé out exclusions from this
general rule for activities which do involve the disposition
of the merits of cases and controversies under Article ILL

of the Constitution.

In order to reconcile this tension, the courts have
been willng to recognize that discovery is generally a

(
matter of public record, but not all discovered information
will become evidence. While discovery is a part of the
Government's legitimate function, and is presumptively
subject to open access,6 any limitations. flow from the
court's authority under Rule 26 to control and limit
discovery using the court's solmddiscretionJ Under
Rule 26, the courts enjoy discretion to limit requests for
and the use of discovery materials which the parties have
not yet put before the court for the purpose of determining
the merits of the case or approving settlements.8 Simply
put, the parties may request that the court exercise its
discretion to limit public access to the discovery phase of
litigation where justice so reqLlires. However, once the
court begins the review of evidence in the exercise of its

Article ILL powers, that evidence and the proceedings are
presumptively public matters, absent some compelling
justifcation.9

Once discovery material is set before the court for the
purpose of resolving the case or controversy, the public's
right to know becomes paramount. This right to know is
expressed through the litigant's right to speak publicly
about the proceedings, the press's right to access and
write about the proceedings, the public's right to
supervise thejudicial activities of its lifetime tenured
jUdges,10 the need of the public to understand the

operation of the courts,11 and right of liigants to a public
triaL. As such, any limitations on the sealing of the court's
records from public view becomes subject to
constitutional scrutiny which requires à far higher
justification than simply limiting the litigant's ability to
publicize discovery documents which would not ultimately
be admittedinto evidence at the trial.12

REQUIREMENTS FOR I SSUANCE OF
A PROTECTIVE ORDER

While Rule 26 provides a generously broad set of
justifications for the issuance of a protective order, the

Rule's requirements must be met.

Spec:fic and Timely Objection

As with all other discovery matters, the responding

party must respond to the discovery in a timely fashion
and object to the disclosure in a timely fashion. The
failure to raise timely objections to the discovery before it
is due waives the objections. At the same time, any such
objections must be specific and identify a clear basis for
the objections. C:eneralized, boilerplate objections do not

satisfy the discovery rules.13

Timely Motion

Rule 26's procedures for obtaining a protective order
are not self-executing. A defendant cannot simply assert
that the material sought is not discoverable, thereby

seeking to withhold discovery based on an objection
without also moving for the protective order. Even i~ such
objections are accompanied by the offer to provide the
documents once a protective order is entered, this does
not constitute compliance with the rule. A party may not
simply agree to make documents available at a later date
restrictions which~in its, unilateral judgment-it regards
as reasonable compliance with discovery.14
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demand for an overreaching protective order. Given the 
express limitations on the court's authority, you need not 
stipulate to a protective order which exceeds the scope of 
Rule 26 or which improperly limits anyone's constitutional 
rights. 

While Rule 26 provides limits on the court's authority, 
additional constraints arise from the Constitution. In order 
to understand the court's authority and its limits, 
advocates must recognize the inherent tension between 
discovery rules designed to facilitate trial preparation and 
the need to have open proceedings as required by the 
constitution and common law. On the one hand, 
meritorious lawsuits should not be used as the 
justification for unwarranted prying into the private affairs 
of the litigants - a fact of which we are acutely aware 
when our own client's credit reports and tax returns are 
subpoenaed or made part of the public record.4 On the 
other hand, when the courts uncover widespread 
wrongdoing, the public's. right to access the court's 
findings becomes a constitutionSlI matter. 

That is to say, the courts serve as a branch of the 
government, which like all others, is open to public 
scrutiny. As such, the public and press alike have a right 
to review the activities of the courts to insure their integrity 
and proper functioning.5 Evidence elicited from the 
proceedings belongs to the public at large and may be 
used in other proceedings. Thus, the courts recognize 
the public's right of access. At the same time, the courts 
have been willing to carve out exclusions from this 
general rule for activities which do involve the disposition 
of the merits of cases and controversies under Article III 
of the Constitution. 

In order to reconcile this tension, the courts have 
been willing to recognize that discovery is generally a 

( 

matter of public record, but not all discovered information 
will become evidence. While discovery is a part of the 
Government's legitimate function, and is presumptively 
subject to open access,6 any limitations· flow from the 
court's authority under Rule 26 to control and limit 
discovery using the court's sound discretion.? Under 
Rule 26, the courts enjoy discretion to limit requests for 
and the use of discovery materials which the parties have 
not yet put before the court for the purpose of determining 
the merits of the case or approving settlement~.8 Simply 
put, the parties may request that the court exercise its 
discretion to limit public access to the discovery phase of 
litigation where justice so requires. However, once the 
court begins the review of evidence in the exercise of its 

Article III powers, that evidence and the proceedings are 
presumptively public matters, absent some compelling 
justification.9 

Once discovery material is set before the court for the 
purpose of resolving the case or controversy, the public's 
right to know becomes paramount. This right to know is 
expressed through the litigant's right to speak publicly 
about the proceedings, the press's right to access and 
write about the proceedings, the public's right to 
supervise th~. judicial activities of its lifetime tenured 
judges,10 the need of the public to understand the 
operation of the courts,11 and right of litigants to a public 
trial. As such, any limitations on the sealing of the court's 
records from public view becomes subject to 
constitutional scrutiny which requires a far higher 
justification than simply limiting the litigant's ability to 
publicize discovery documents which would not ultimately 
be admitted into evidence at the trial. 12 

REQUIREMENTS FOR I SSUANCE OF 
A PROTECTIVE ORDER 

While Rule 26 provides a generously broad set of 
justifications for the issuance of a protective order, the 
Rule's requirements must be met. 

Specific and Timely Objection 

As with all other discovery matters, the responding 
party must respond to the discovery in a timely fashion 
and object to the disclosure in a timely fashion. The 
failure to raise timely objections to the discovery before it 
is due waives the objections. At the same time, any such 
objections must be specific and identify a clear basis for 
the objections. G)eneralized, boilerplate objections do not 
satisfy the discovery rUles. 13 

Timely Motion 

Rule 26's procedures for obtaining a protective order 
are not self-executing. A defendant cannot simply assert 
that the material sought is not discoverable, thereby 
seeking to withhold discovery based on an objection 
without also moving for the protective order. Even it such 
objections are accompanied by the offer to provide the 
documents once a protective order is entered, this does 
not constitute compliance with the rule. A party may not 
simply agree to make documents available at a later date 
restrictions which~in its. unilateral judgment~it regards 
as reasonable compliance with discovery.14 
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The fundamental principle of Rule 26 that defendants
routinely ign6re is that the withholding party must either
provide the discovery or move the court to issue a

protective order. Consequently, a party who refuses to
provide discovery based on the assertion pf the need for
a protective order has engaged in self help, and usurped
the court's authority. It is improper to refuse to provide
the required discovery without having received, or at
least applied for, a protective order. If a party fails to
timely move for a protective order, the order should be
denied.15 The pröper time for such a motion is before
the discovery is due, rather than after.16

Good Cause

r'

The party seeking the protective order must show
good cause for the issuEínce and maintenance of the

order.17 As with all discovery, generalized blanket
objections are not sufficient reason to withhold

discovery. 18 Rather, the moving party must articulate

"specific facts" showing "Clearly defined and serious
injury" resulting from the discovery sought; conclusary

allegations of harm are not sLJfficient.19 However, a
party seeking to resist discovery may assert any of the
reasons listed in Rule 26(c) as a basis for resisting
disclosures. Most often in the context of consumer

litigation, the defendant will assert that the documents
constitute a trade secret. 20

Information which allows a business to gain a
competitive advantage through exClusive use is a trade
secret.21 While courts may protect against the
dissemination of these secrets if obtained through

discovery, there is no absolute privilege for trade secrets
or similar confidential information.22 Rather, trade
secrets must be disClosed if they fall within the general
scope of discovery unless the court issues its protective
order. Therefore, a party may not unilaterally designate
the information as a trade secret.23

To the contrary, the party seeking to withhold

discovery of trade secrets must first establish that the
information is, indeed, a trade secret or other confidential
research, development, or commercial information.
Additionally, the party must also demonstrate that
disclosure of this information might be harmfuL. Only
after the defendant establishes both trade secret and
harm ~oes the burden shift to the party seeking discovery
to establish that disClosure is relevant and necessary to
the action. If the information is necessary to the litigation,
the court must then fashion its order by balancing the
need for discovery against the possibility of harm.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In dealing with protective orders, plaintiffs counsel
should heed the föllowing caveats rather than simply
signing away the right to litigate the case.

. The protective. order should be the process of

careful negotiation, not simple accession to the desires of
the defendant. Review the limitations carefully and make
sure the defendant's order complies with the law

governing the protective orders. If the defendant could
hOt properly obtain the relief by an adversarial motion,

there is no need to stipulate to that relief.

. Never agree to the confidentiality of documents

you have not seen. The protective order should have a
procedure for designation and objection to the
confidentiality of the documents. The agreement should
require that the defendant retains the burden of moving to
maintain confidentially in the event of disagreement over
the designation applied to particular documents. Do not
agree to shift the burden to the plaintiff. While you can
agree to hold these documents as confidential during the
objection procedure, the defendant must have a deadline
for moving to keep the documents protected, and the
failure to move in a timely manner waives confidentiality.

. Do not agree to seal the court's record at triaL.
Courts may only seal the record in the most extreme of
cases, and in so doing, the public is denied its rights to
know of wrongdoing and to supervise the courts.
Moreover, during the discovery phase of the trial - long
before the parties know how the case will be presented at
trial- it is exceedingly unlikely that the court could know
whether the documents wil need to be sealed from public
view. Rather, the protective order should require the

defendant to' move to seal the record upon notice that a
confidential document will be used in a dispositive phase
of the case.

. If the defendant refuses to agree to discovery

without an lInreasonable protective order, bring the issue
to the court promptly. The passage of time favors the
defendant, so you must act dilígently to get the

documents and do not waste excessive amounts of time
negotiating fruitlessly. Simply narrow the issues of
disagreement for presentation to the judge, and only bring
those issue in disagreement to the court. The major

points for negotiation are whether the trial record is to
remain sealed, whether plaintiff can challenge an
improper designation of confidentiality, and who will
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The fundamental principle of Rule 26 that defendants 
routinely ign6re is that the withholding party must either 
provide the discovery or move the court to issue a 
protective order. Consequently, a party who refuses to 
provide discovery based on the assertion pf the need for 
a protective order has engaged in self help, and usurped 
the court's authority. It is improper to refuse to provide 
the required discovery without having received, or at 
least applied for, a protective order. If a party fails to 
timely move for a protective order, the order should be 
denied. 15 The proper time for such a motion is before 
the discovery is due, rather than after.16 

Good Cause 

The party seeking the protective order must show 
good cause for the issuance and maintenance of the 
order.17 As with all discovery, generalized blanket 
objections are not sufficient reason to withhold 
discovery. 18 Rather, the moving party must articulate 
"specific facts" showing "Clearly defined and serious 
injury" resulting from the discovery sought; conClusary 
allegations of harm are not sufficient. 19 However, a 
party seeking to resist discovery may assert any of the 
reasons listed in Rule 26(c) as a basis for resisting 
disclosures. Most often in the context of consumer 
litigation, the defendant will assert that the documents 
constitute a trade secret. 20 

Information which allows a business to gain a 
competitive advantage through exClusive use is a trade 
secret.21 While courts may protect against the 
dissemination of these secrets if obtained through 
discovery, there is no absolute privilege for trade secrets 
or similar confidential information.22 Rather, trade 
secrets must be disClosed if they fall within the general 
scope of discovery unless the court issues its protective 
order. Therefore, a party may not unilaterally designate 
the information as a trade secret.23 

To the contrary, the party seeking to withhold 
discovery of trade secrets must first establish that the 
information is, indeed, a trade secret or other confidential 
research, development, or commercial information. 
Additionally, the party must also demonstrate that 
disclosure of this information might be harmful. Only 
after the defendant establishes both trade secret and 
harm ~oes the burden shift to the party seeking discovery 
to establish that disClosure is relevant and necessary to 
the action. If the information is necessary to the litigation, 
the court must then fashion its order by balancing the 
need for discovery against the possibility of harm. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In dealing with protective orders, plaintiffs counsel 
should heed the following caveats rather thEm simply 
signing away the right to litigate the case. 

• The protective, order should be the process of 
careful negotiatiqn, not simple accession to the desires of 
the defendant. Review the limitations carefully and make 
sure the defendant's order complies with the law 
governing the protective orders. If the defendant could 
not properly obtain the relief by an adversarial motion, 
there is no need to stipulate to that relief. 

• Never agree to the confidentiality of documents 
you have not seen. The protective order Should have a 
procedure for designation and objection to the 
confidentiality of the documents. The agreement should 
require that the defendant retains the burden of moving to 
maintain confidentially in the event of disagreement over 
the designation applied to particular documents. Do not 
agree to shift the burden to the plaintiff. While you can 
agree to hold these documents as confidential during the 
objection procedure, the defendant must have a deadline 
for moving to keep the documents prQtected, and the 
failure to move in a timely manner waives confidentiality. 

• Do not agree to seal the court's record at trial. 
Courts may only seal the record in the most extreme of 
cases, and in so doing, the public is denied its rights to 
know of wrongdoing and to supervise the courts. 
Moreover, during the discovery phase of the trial - long 
before the parties know how the case will be presented at 
trial- it is exceedingly unlikely that the court could know 
whether the documents will need to be sealed from public 
view. Rather, the protective order should require the 
defendant to move to seal the record upon notice that a 
confidential document will be used in a dispositive phase 
of the case. 

• If the defendant refuses to agree to discovery 
without an unreasonable protective order, bring the issue 
to the court promptly. The passage of time favors the 
defendant, so you must act diligently to get the 
documents and do not waste excessive amounts of time 
negotiating fruitlessly. Simply narrow the issues of 
disagreement for presentation to the judge, and only bring 
those issue in disagreement to the court. The major 
points for negotiation are whether the trial record is to 
remain seal\3d, whether plaintiff can challenge an 
improper designation of confidentiality, and who will 
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ultimately bear the burden of showing whether or not the
documents are confidentiaL.

CONCLUSION NACA's Board of Directors
The issuance of protei:tive orders affects the rights of

the parties, their attorneys and the public at large.
Therefore, before an advocate agrees tothe Îssuance of
a protective order, the attorney should be certain that the
protective order is justifie.d by the disclosures, and that
the order does not go beyond the bounds of what is
proper. Advocates should never agree to allow the court

to lend its imprimatur to orders which exceed the court's
authority. While corporate wrongdoers may seek to have
all of the "smoking gun" documents designatedas

secrets, many of these documents fail to meet the
requirements of Rule 26(c). For the sake ofthe client, the
public and your freedom of speech, the expediency of
obtaining. the documents should neVer be allowed to
outweigh the requirements of the rule. After all, a

spurious claim of trade secrets most often cloaks the

smoking gun, and a concealed weapon can be the most
dangerous kind.
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ultimately bear the burden of showing whether or not the 
documents are confidential. 

CONCLUSION 

The issuance of prote~tive orders affects the rights of 
the parties, their attorneys and the public at large. 
Therefore, before an advocate agrees tothe issuance of 
a protective order, the attorney should be certain that the 
protective order is justified by the disclosures, and that 
the order does not go beyond the bounds of what is 
proper. Advocates should never agree to allow the court 
to .lend its imprimatur to orders which exceed the court's 
authority. While corporate wrongdoers may seek to have 
all of the "smoking gun" documents designated as 
secrets, many of these documents fail to meet the 
requirements of Rule 26(c). For the sake of the client, the 
public and your freedom of speech, the expediency of 
obtaining the documents should never be allowed to 
outweigh the requirements of the rule. After all, a 
spurious claim of trade secrets most often cloaks the 
smoking gun, and a concealed weapon can be the most 
dangerous kind. 

Ian Lyngklip is a partner in the 
firm of Lyngklip & Taub 
Consumer Law Group of 
Southfield, Michigan. He is a 
long term member of NACA. 
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The. Finànce Industry Fuels Revival
at, Trade School Scams

by Tom Domonoske

History repeats itself. Student loan scams are back.
As the trade-school problem prevalent in the 1980s and
early 1990s returns, it is important for consumer

advocates to understand how' the financial industry
creates and enables the deceptive practice. This article
explores the problem and considers what needs to be
done about it.

"Unfair and deceptive vocational and correspondence

school practices area tremendous source of frustration,
financial loss and loss of opportunity for consumers,

particularly low-income consumers hoping to break out of
poverty," states NCLC's Student Loan Law manual.1
Focusing on the widespread abuses of the 1980s and

early 1990s, the author continues, "The abuses were
fueled by a federal student loan system that created a con
artist's dream. Schools were able to pressure vulnerable
and low~income' consumers into signing documents,
obligating them to thousands of dollars. Many schools
promised that students would not have to repay loans
until they got high paying jobs. The schools tnen literally
took the money and ran, leaving loan collection to third
parties and the government." Id.

The fuel that created the con artist's dream was the
federal student loan program that fed the dollars into the
system. The stream of àvailable dollaars was both the
source of the problem and the solution. Afterthe earlier
problems were identified, the federal student loan
program was modified to allow for discharge for closed
schools, and to require FTC Holder rule language in loans
made to for-profit Schools under the Federal Family
Education Loan program. The image of a stream of
dollars functioning as liquid fuel that ignites explosive

growth properly captures the financial industry term for
the. same concept; the availability of funding is called
"liquidity." When liquidity is properly controlled, the fuel is

,used for economic growth, and where it is uncontrolled it
fuels economic dysfunction, fraud and abuse. Because of
increased liquidity that is now being made available
through private, non-federally guaranteed loans, and
because'that liquidity is not being properly controlled, the
trade school problem has returned.

The new version' of this problem is most pronounced
in the computer training field, and two of the main players
prbviding the necessary liquidity are Sallie Mae and Key
Bank. Sallie Mae is commonly associated with the federal
government and federally guaranteed student loans, .and
it enjoys a national' reputation. Rather than a

governmental entity, Salle Mae is actually a private
corporation with several subsidiaries, and only one of its
subsidiaries retains its status as a govemment~

sponsored-entiy (GSE). Key Bank is a competitor of
Salle Mae in the business of arranging, pooling, selling
and serviciiig ,student loans. Elecause their methods have
differed, these two financial entities both achieved the
same result: providing large amounts of cash to sham.
ilegal or incompetent computer training schools that left
thousands of consumers with loans to repay for which
they received litte or no value.

Because of the business arrangements between the
computer training schools and entities like Key Bank and
Sallie Mae, all students affected by closed computer
training schools should easily obtain relief under the FTC
Holder Rule. Because Key Bank and Salle Mae' each

refused to honor the FTC Holder Rule, victims of the
schools were denied the benefit of the FTC Holder Rule.
Lawsuits filed in several states are currently challengin~f
Jhe practice of both Key Bank and Sallie Mae. Unlike the
prior trade school problem which could be corrected by
modifications to the federally guaranteed loan programs,
this new problem can only be addressed by challenging
the actions of the private entities.

Extent of the Computer Training School Problenn

The availability of private non-federally guaranteed
student loans for trade schools has created the same
problems as federally guaranteed student loans created
in the 1980s. The con artists' dream world exists again,
especially in the computer training field. The proliferation
of trade schools is a nightmare for state regulators

because those offces cannot adequately supervise the
industry. Officials with the North Carolina Community
College System, which is charged with regulating trade
schools, recently identified approximately 300 unlicensed
trade schools operating in that state. "'We still cannot
track all of them," says Kenneth W. Chandler, the director
for proprietary schools for the system. The system is
budgeted at one and a half people to oversee licensing of
proprietary schools, and officials say that's not enough to
undertake significant investigations. "2 Consequently,
state regulators cannot manage the growth of these trade
schools and are unable to ensure basic eligibility criteria
are met.

The growing number of closed computer training
schools has drawn the attention of the state regulators. A
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2003 survey of the members of the National Association
of State Administrators & Supervisors of Private Schools
(NASASPS), that included only 23 states, showed that in
2002 over 100 computer training schools closed in their
states.3 Of those closed schools, only 25 schools

provided any advance notice, of the closing. For the
remaining schools, the lack of advance notice meant that
students came to a building expecting to attend class and
found only locked doors.

The 2003 survey is extremely limited because it does
not include states like California, Virginia, North Carolina,
and Florida that have suffered extensive computer

training school closings. The victims of one closed school
in Virginia, Ameritrain, have a website, ww.asfb.org (for
"Ameritrain Students Fight Back") that also lists some of
the closed schools in these other states. Consequently,

the total number of closed schools and the total number
of students affeçted by these closings is unknown. In the
NASASPS surv~y, Texas predicts an "increased number
of closings until only a small number of the most
successful are left." At the time of the survey, Texas had
59 approved schools, of which 10 closed in 2002.

Wisconsin and Georgia made the identical prediction.

The problem of school closures in the computer

training field is normally associated with the poor
economy and the downturn in the information technology
field. However, the rise of the private non-federally

guaranteed loans for computer training must be
i understood in relation to the protections provided by the

federal guaranteed loan program. As a result of the prior
abuses, the federal programs contain eligibility
requirements regarding financial and administrative
capacities; and it places restrictions on commissions,
bonuses, and other incentives offered to school

recruiters. In January 2001, a major computer training
school, Computer Learning Center (CLC) of Virginia, was
forced to close its doors and file for bankruptcy. CLC
enrolled more than 3,800stLidents in about 25 schools
around the country and employed 1,900 people. It closed
after the Department of Education determined it no longer
met fiscal responsibility standards, and after it had

ordered it to rebate $187 million for illegal commissions
given to admissionsofficers.4 . "

The Department of Education's action against CLC
shows why a start-up computertraining school, especially
an under-funded or an unlicensed school, needs to tap
into non-federally guaranteed loans to prey on its victims.
Entities like Sallie Mae and Key Bank have been
providing sham schools with the liquidity that the federally
guaranteed program denies them. Consequently,the

current problem of school closures in the computer

traîning field would nqt exist if entities like Sallie Mae and
Key Bank were applying similar restrictions. Instead, both

Sallie Mae and Key Bank were providing loans to
unlicensed and under-funded schools, and were
providing the total tuition amount to the schools before
any classes were provided.

In the NASASPS computer training school survey,
Maryland accurately described the problem. "Many of the
newly approved schools first operated without approval,
and they keep reverting to their non-compliant ways.
Private lenders continue to exacerbate the situation and
create substantial problems. Students are encouraged to
enroll and pay for multiple programs to be taken
sequentially. Student loans from SLM and Key Bank stil
are disbursed to the schools in single payments made in
àdvance of training. . . Unapproved training. providers
also continue to have access to private lending." (As more
fully explainêd below, SLM Financial, a division of Sallie
Mae, has modified its payment process since that report
appeared).

The computer training sohools advertise their abiliy
to tap into the liquidity provided by these private lenders
by helping the students obtain their loans. One school's
website contains the following:

"Our education consultants can help Netcom
Information Technology students obtain loans from
various'lenders.

.:. Sallie Mae IT Training Loan

.:. IT Skills Loan program

.:. Key CareerLoan for IT

.:. NetCom's TFC Loan program

.:. WCC Training Fund Program

With our multiple IT loan partnerships from
variol,s vendors above, your chances of gettng
approved for an IT loan increases dramatically.

The quickest and easiest way to get
preapproved is online-Click here now. Or you can
contact one of our educational consultants today

for help in financing your IT education. You can use
the student loan calculator on the right to get an
estimate on your monthly payments." 5

One of the many computer training schools that
closed was Solid Computer Decisions (SCD). In most
states SGD was not licensed to operate as a school, and
it always' illegally promised people jobs if they signed up
for the training. Many of SCD'svictims were lured to it by
job advertisements and never even intended to be
enrolling in training or taking out a loan. The
unsuspecting job seeker thought she or he was attending
a job interview, but that was merely a pretense to subject
them to a hard sales pitch. The aggressive sales pitch
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was this: to promise the job and a high salary, to explain
that training was required, to urge the target not to worry
about the cost, to promise the job seeker that SCD could
arrange a loan, andto convince the target that the future
salary would easily pay the loan. In this way, SeD turned
job seekers into debtors and primarily solicited loans for
Sallie Mae. After taking more than $21 million in loans
from Sallie Mae, SeD simply closed its doors, filed
bankruptcy, and left its victims out in the,cold. For just this
one school, these loans from Sallie Mae should have
repl!~sented a $21 millon investment providing substantial
rewards to individuals, communities, and our over¡:11
economy. The $21 million potential investment in a
stronger economy became instead a $21 milion dagger
cutting its Way through individual finances. A large debt
with no benefit can ruin a struggling family and, because
the loans are not federally guaranteed, no other
protection exists. Rather than job opportunities and

economic growth, the credit provided by Salle Mae to this
one school shattered hopes and dreams in more than
fifteen states.

If students at computer training schools were

receiving valid training at reasonable prices, then the
loans would each be a benefit to each student and to the
economy as a whole. This type.of good investment credit
woulpincrease the job skils of all students, and would
increase both the earning and spending power of each
student. Given the massive job loss in our country in the
past two years, increasing the job skils in any community
and the earning potential of employees is vital to the
strength of our economy. Thus, proper liquidity made
available to legitimate training schools is the type of credit
that provides strength to our market economy and allows
people to improve their situation. Similarly, providing
liquidity to sham training schools fundamentally harms
our system. The computer training school closures, and
their consequences that reverberate throughout our
system, are afunction of private lenders providing liquidity
to bad actors.

The Salle Mae System

As one of Sallie Mae's fastest growing divisions, SLM
Financial works closely with computer training school to
obligate people on Sallie Mae's non-federally guaranteed
student loans. SLM Financial, and certain banks involved
in the process, use the trade schools to solicit loans. SLM
Financial coordinates the entire process and provides all
the loan documents to the training schools. The
consumer-students interact only with the school, and SLM
Financial and those banks then receive the benefit of an
enforceable loan.

SLM Financial selects the schools that it will use to
increase its portfolio and its contract with the schools
allows it to monitor the school's accreditation. SLM

Continued on Page 20

From the Library of NCLC..

Student Loan Law

Collections, Intercepts, Deferments;
Discharges, Repayment Plans, and Trade
School Abuses

Millions of Americans, delinquent on their
student loans, often because of financial
hardship or trade school fraud, feel the full
brunt of federal collection:

Tax Refund Intezcepts

Administrative Wage Garnishment

Seizure of Social Security 8enefìts

Shockingly High Collection Fees

Private Collector Harassment

8ad Credit Records

The Good News

NCLC's STUDENT LOAN LAw legal practice

manual comprehensively analyzes, for the
first time, all the remedies and strategies for
students delinquent on their loans.

Everything You Need in this Book&' CD-Rom
. Discharge, deferment, forbearance, and loan consolidation

forms

. Numerous sample pleadings from requesting an affordable

repayment plan to challenging debt collection harassment

. 40-page Financial Aid Guide (2001-2002) in both English and

spanish

. Important Department of Education guidance letters

. Key Federal statues, regulations, and proposèd regulations.

.

$70 398 Pages with 2002 CD-Rom ISBN 1-931697-29-9

Call NCLC at (617) 542-9595" Ext. 1

To Order
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Exerpts from Testimony Before the Subcommittee
on Financial Institutions And Consumer Credit

Fair Credit Reporting Act:
How it Functions for Consumers and the Economy

June 4, 2003

by Leonard A. Bennett, on. behalf of NACA

lAtter introducing himself and NA CA 's interest to the
commitee, Len Bennett focused the argument...)

... The position of both the financial services
industry and the credit bureaus is essentially the same -
the FCRA system is perfect and you should not allow

preemption to expire. The reality is far from these mis-
truths. The Credit Reporting system remains seriously

flawed and under present trends wil only get worse. And
the fear of the preemption sunset is blown out of

proportion and would not jeopardize what national
standards the FCRA has established.

Unlike sorTe consumer protection statutes, the FCRA
is not targeted to protect any particular group of

Americans. It protects all of us. Wealthy and those of
modest means alike. Husband and wife. Father and Son.
It protects those of us in the South as much as those of
you from any other region. I practice primarily in Hampton
Roads, Virginia. . As a result, I have had the privilege to
represent countless members of the United States Armed
Forces. I represented several consumers in pending

cases while they proudly served our country in Iraq. And
whether an enlisted or an officer, the law protects each
the same. The FCRA's protections do not know party line
or ideology. It is a unique statute for a unique problem.

The law must protect our privacy. It should help maintain
the security of our information. It could help expand a
frictionless economy. And ideally it would better
guarantee that those who have earned good credit are
able to keep the fruits of their efforts and responsibility.

Beyond the importance of the FCRA to consumers,
you must also consider its benefits to our economy and
American business. In its original adoption of the FCRA,
Congress Jound that "the banking system is dependent
upon fair and accurate credit reporting. Inaccurate credit
reports directly impair the efficiency of the banking

system, and unfair credit reporting methods undermine
the public confidence which is essential to the continued
functioning of the banking system." 15 U.S.C. Section
1681 (a)(1). In considering the 1996 Amendments to the
Act, Representative Kennedy explained, "(i)f these reports
are not accurate, or if they are distributed without a

legitimate purpose, then our whole society suffers.
Consumers may be unfairly deprived of credit,
employment, and their privacy. And businesses may lose
out on the opportunity to gain new cUstomers." 140 Congo
Rec. H9809, September 27, 1994. These insights are still

true today. Accurate information is critical for a
functioning economy. I am a believer in the free market
system. The more accurate the information, the better the r
decisions made by our economy's actors. One of the
principals I was taught in my undergraduate years
studying the stock and investment markets is a concept
titled "the efficient market hypothesis." The idea is that
the investment markets wil be fluid and frictionless only if
perfect and equal information is available to all market
participants. The same may be said for the consumer
credit markets. Businesses need more accurate and
complete information with which to make better lending
decisions. Whether for the financing ofanautQmobile, a
home, or a department store purchase, sellers and
lenders need access to accurate credit information so that
they may transact business safely and with lower risk.
These include large consumer lenders such as the credit
card industry or mortgage lenders. But, it also includes
more modest-sized businesses without the large margins
for error available to institutional creditors. Credit file
inaccuracies are damaging to businesses in both

directions. Inaccurate credit reports may misstate the
quality of a consumer's cre,dit in a manner which could
cause a potential seller or lender to inappropriately extend
credit. The rise in consumer bankruptcies is one of the
results of this false positive. On the other side of the coin,
inaccurate derogatory information will keep businesses
from selling and financing goods and services to
consumers with otherwise excellent credit. The growing
flaws in the credit system are endangering American

businesses in both ways. Credit risks are inappropriately
getting credit, while responsible consumers are often
saddled with inaccurate derogatory histories, that keep
them from doing the same. The irony of the credit
industry's opposition to FCRA improvement is the fact
that the industry stands to gain as much as any other
participant in this debate.

You have heard or will hear from countless witnesses
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Exerpts from Testimony Before the Subcommittee 
on Financial Institutions And Consumer Credit 

Fair Credit Reporting Act: 
How it Functions for Consumers and the Economy 

June 4,2003 

______ ----" ________ by Leonard A. Bennett, on behalf of NACA 

[After introducing himself and NACA's interest to the 
committee, Len Bennett focused the argument .. .] 

... The position of both the financial services 
industry and the credit bureaus is essentially the same -
the FCRA system is perfect and you should not allow 
preemption to expire. The reality is far from these mis
truths. The Credit Reporting system remains seriously 
flawed and under present trends will only get worse. And 
the fear of the preemption sunset is blown out of 
proportion and would not jeopardize what national 
standards the FCRA has established. 

Unlike some consumer protection statutes, the FCRA 
is not targeted to protect any particular group of 
Americans. It protects all of us. Wealthy and those of 
modest means alike. Husband and wife. Father and Son. 
It protects those of us in the South as much as those of 
you from any other region. I practice primarily in Hampton 
Roads, Virginia .. As a result, I have had the privilege to 
represent countless members of the United States Armed 
Forces. I represented several consumers in pending 
cases while they proudly served our country in Iraq. And 
whether an enlisted or an officer, the law protects each 
the same. The FCRA's protections do not know party line 
or ideology. It is a unique statute for a unique problem. 
The law must protect our privacy. It should help maintain 
the security of our information. It could help expand a 
frictionless economy. And ideally it wOLJld better 
guarantee that those who have earned good credit are 
able to keep the fruits of their efforts and responsibility. 

Beyond the importance of the FCRA to consumers, 
you must also consider its benefits to our economy and 
American business. In its original adoption of the FCRA, 
Congress found that "the banking system is dependent 
upon fair and accurate credit reporting. Inaccurate credit 
reports directly impair the efficiency of the banking 
system, and unfair credit reporting methods undermine 
the public confidence which is essential to the continued 
functioning of the banking system." 15 U.S.C. Section 
1681 (a)(1). In considering the 1996 Amendments to the 
Act, Representative Kennedy explained, "[ilf these reports 
are not accurate, or if they are distributed without a 

legitimate purpose, then our whole society suffers. 
Consumers may be unfairly deprived of credit, 
employment, and their privacy. And businesses may lose 
out on the opportunity to gain new customers." 140 Congo 
Rec. H9809, September 27, 1994. These insights are still 
true today. Accurate information is critical for a 
functioning economy. I am a believer in the free market 
system. The more accurate the information, the better the r 

decisions made by our economy's actors. One of the 
principals I was taught in my undergraduate years 
studying the stock and investment markets is a concept 
titled "the efficient market hypothesis." The idea is that 
the investment markets will be fluid and frictionless only if 
perfect and equal information is available to all market 
participants. The same may be said for the consumer 
credit markets. Businesses need more accurate and 
complete information with which to make better lending 
decisions. Whether for the financing of an automobile, a 
home, or a department store purchase, sellers and 
lenders need access to accurate credit information So that 
they may transact business safely and with lower risk. 
These include large consumer lenders such as the credit 
card industry or mortgage lenders. But, it also includes 
more modest-sized businesses without the large margins 
for error available to institutional creditors. Credit file 
inaccuracies are damaging to businesses in both 
directions. Inaccurate credit reports may misstate the 
quality of a consumer's cre,dit in a manner which could 
cause a potential seller or lender to inappropriately extend 
credit. The rise in consumer bankruptcies is one of the 
results of this false positive. On the other side of the coin, 
inaccurate derogatory information will keep businesses 
from selling and financing goods and services to 
consumers with otherwise excellent credit. The growing 
flaws in the credit system are endangering American 
businesses in both ways. Credit risks are inappropriately 
getting credit, while responsible consumers are often 
saddled with inaccurate derogatory histories. that keep 
them from doing the same. The irony of the credit 
industry's opposition to FCRA improvement is the fact 
that the industry stands to gain as much as any other 
participant in this debate. 

You have heard or will hear from countless witnesses 
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TESTIMONY: continued from Paae 10

all who express the policy view of their respective
organizations or trade groups. Few if any of your
witnesses will have any live experience actually using or
enforcing the statute. Throughout the history of the
consumer credit lâws, attorneys such as myself have
been titled "private attorneys general" by courts and
commentators. It is our role to bring private enforcement
actions to ensure complîance with laws such as the
FORA. Without these efforts, the FTO would need an
army of regulators to perform the function - a possibility
an advocate of limited government such as myself could
not aocept. You have now met one of the individuals who
aotually goes into federal oourt to implement the laws that
you enact. I and other members of NAOA see the flaws
in the FORA firsthand. We face the walls and obstacles
pia oed in the way of full enforcement by the credit
bureaus and their army of lawyers. We faoe the
limitatiorrs and restrictions of the FORA on a daily basis.
I would like to take this opportunity to better inform the
sub-committee on the mechanics of the FORA system
and some of the flaws within it....

(You can find the full text of this extensive testimony
on NACA's website, at this address:

http://www.naca.net/BenneftF CRA Testimony. pdt)
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National Association of Consumer
Advocates

1730 Rhode Island Avenue, NWf'
Suite 805

Washington, DC 20036

202-452-1989
FX 202-452-0099

www.naca.net

NACA Elections

The NACA Nominating
Committee recommends the
following candidates for the

Board in 2003-2004:

Paul Bland

Cary Flitter

Laura McDowell

Janet Varnell

.... ........

The NACA Nominating
Committee recommends the

following as officers
for 2003-2004:

Paul Bland as Co-Chair

Nancy Barron as Co-Chair

Bob Hobbs as Treasurer

Cathy Mansfield as Secretary

Vote and Make a
Difference!
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TESTIMONY: continued from Page 10 

all who express the policy view of their respective 
organizations or traae groups. Few if any of your 
witnesses will have any live experience actually using or 
enforcing the statute. Throughout the history of the 
consumer credit laws, attorneys such as myself have 
been titled "private attorneys general" by courts and 
commentators. It is our role to bring private enforcement 
actions to ensure compliance with laws such as the 
FCRA. Without these efforts, the FTC would need an 
army of regulators to perform the function - a possibility 
an advocate of limited government such as myself could 
not aooept. You have now met one of the individuals who 
aotually goes into federal oourt to implement the laws that 
you enaot. I and other members of NACA see the flaws 
in the FCRAfirsthand. We faoe the walls and obstacles 
plaoed in the way of full enforoement by the credit 
bureaus and their army of lawyers. We faoe the 
limitations and restrictions of the FCRA on a daily basis. 
I would like to take this opportunity to better inform the 
sub-oommittee on the meohanics of the FCRA system 
and some of the flaws within it. ..• 

[You can find the full text of this extensive testimony 
on NACA's website, at this address: 

http://www.naca.net/BennettF CRA Testimony. pdf] 
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MINORITY AUTO BUYERS BENEFIT
FROM NMAC SETTLEMENT

Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp. (NMAC) and minority
oar buyers recently finalized the settlement of a lawsuit
charging that NMAC's credit financing policy resulted in
African Americans and Hispanics paying more in finance
charges than whites. COnSumer and civil rights groups
called the settement a significant step in their efforts td
eliminate the industry practice' of hidden markups that
lead to discriminatory auto lending rates.

The/case, Cason et. al. v. Nissan Motor Acceptance
Corp. was filed in U.S. District Court for the Middle District
of Tennessee at Nashville.

The lawsuití filed in 1998, alleged that car dealers
were more likely to increase or "mark up" the interest rate
charged to black or Hispanic car buyers. The suit' also
contended thatwhen a markup was charged, the average
markup for black and Hispanic car buyers was greater
than for white buyers with similar financial backgrounds.

"This settlement is important as it marks the first time
a finance company has stepped up to be part of the
solution to discriminatory lending practices in auto

financing," commented
Stuart Rossman, an
attorney with the National

Consumer Law Center who
represented the plaintiffs in
this suit. "However;"
Rossman noted, "NMAC is
only one small player in the

NACA member stuart RÓ$snìan auto finance industry. We

are hopeful that this
settlement will serve as a starting point for other lenders
as we continue our wOrk to eliminate discriminatory
lending practices."

Under the terms .of the settlement, NMAC will offer
preapproved "no markup" loans based on customer

creditworthiness to hundreds of thousands of current and
potential black and Hispanic Nissan owners. The
company will also limit how much it raises the interest
rates charged to car buyers above the minimum
acceptable rate (the markup), and will contribute
$1 milion over the ,next five years to low-income and
minority consumer education programs.

'This settlement provides real value for car buying

consumers," said Rossman. "The preapprovedlban
program together with funding for consumer education
gives us an important opportunity to demystify the
financing process for car buyers...as a result of this
settlement, hundreds of thousands of minority car buyers
will be informed of the lowest interest rate they qualify
armed with this knowledge, they will now be able to
negotiate their finance rate just like they negotiate the
car's purchase price."

"Recognizing that disparities exist in the auto

financing arena is' an important step toward ensuring fair
treatment for all consumers, regardless of race and
ethnicity. We hope and expect that the NMAC case will be
a pioneering example that other companies in the industry
will soon follow, " said Ràul Yzaguirre, National Council of '
La Raza President.

"America's underserved consumers need to be
armed with the realities of automotive financing. The
NMAC settlement serves as a proper first step towards
acknowledging the inequities within the industry," said

Bonita Parker, National Director of Rainbow/Push, 1000
Churches Connected program a national financial literacy
program for African American churches.

An important aspect of the settlement is the $1 millor¡
in grants to national consumer and minority consumer
education programs. Through this lawsuit, the plaintiffs
sought a major commitment to consumer education

around ways to avoid these charges. Funds will be
granted to Consumer Federation of America's "America
Saves" program, National Council of La Raza's financial
edûcation initiative and the Rainbow/Push Coalition's
1000 Churches Connected program.

NACA members Wyman "Gil" Gilmore and Gary
Klein were among the plaintiff's co-counsel in this case.

"A set of Frequently Asked Questions regarding the

lawsuit and settlement agreement can be viewed at:
http://www.nclc.orglin iti atives/ cocou nsel i ng/ co nte nt/N MA
CFAQ.pdf

An outline of the settement agreement can be viewed '
at: http://www.nclc. org/i n iti atives/ cocou nsel i n g/ content/-
outline.pdf

Continued on Paae, 13
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MINORITY AUTO BUYERS BENEFIT 
FROM NMAC SETTLEMENT 

Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp. (NMAC) and minority 
oar buyers recently finalized the settlement of a lawsuit 
charging that NMAC's credit financing polioy resulted in 
African Americans and Hispanics paying more in finance 
charges than whites. Consumer and civil rights groups 
called the settlement a significant step in their efforts td 
eliminate the industry practice' of hidden markups that 
lead to discriminatory auto lending rates. 

The,case, Cason et. al. v. Nissan Motor Acceptance 
Corp. was filed in U.S. District Court for the Middle District 
of Tennessee at Nashville. 

The lawsuit, filed in 1998, alleged that car dealers 
were more likely to increase or "mark up" the interest rate 
charged to black or Hispanic car buyers. The suit' also 
contended that when a markup was charged, the average 
markup for black and Hispanic car buyers was greater 
than for white buyers with similar financial backgrounds. 

"This settlement is important as it marks the first time 
a finance company has stepped up to be part of the 
solution to discriminatory lending practices in auto 

financing," commented 
Stuart Rossman, an 
attorney with the National 
Consumer Law Center who 
represented the plaintiffs in 
this suit. "However;" 
Rossman noted, "NMAC is 
only one small player in the 

NACA member Stuart Rdssman auto finance industry. We 
are hopeful that this 

settlement will serve as a starting point for other lenders 
as we continue our work to eliminate discriminatory 
lending practices." 

Under the terms ,of the settlement, NMAC will offer 
preapproved "no markup" loans based on customer 
creditworthiness to hundreds of thousands of current and 
potential black and Hispanic Nissan owners. The 
company will also limit how much it raises the interest 
rates charged to car buyers above the minimum 
acceptable rate (the markup), and will contribute 
$1 million over the next five years to low-income and 

. minority consumer education programs. 

"This settlement provides real value for car buying 
consumers," said Rossman. "The preapproved loan 
program together with funding for consumer education 
gives us an important opportunity to demystify the 
financing process for car buyers ... as a result of this 
settlement, hundreds of thousands of minority car buyers 
will be informed of the lowest interest rate they qualify 
armed with this knowledge, they will now be able to 
negotiate their finance rate just like they negotiate the 
car's purchase price." 

"Recognizing that disparities exist in the auto 
financing arena is' an important step toward ensuring fair 
treatment for all consumers, regardless of race and 
ethnicity. We hope and expect that the NMAC case will be 
a pioneering example that other companies in the industry 
will soon follow, " said Raul Yzaguirre, National Council of ' 
La Raza President. 

"America's underserved consumers need to be 
armed with the realities of automotive financing. The 
NMAC settlement serves as a proper first step towards 
acknowledging the inequities within the industry," said 
Bonita Parker, National Director of Rainbow/Push, 1000 
Churches Connected program a national financial literacy 
program for African American churches. 

An important aspect of the settlement is the $1 million 
in grants to national consumer and minority consumer 
education programs. Through this lawsuit, the plaintiffs 
sought a major commitment to consumer education 
around ways to avoid these charges. Funds will be 
granted to Consumer Federation of America's "America 
Saves" program, National Council of La Raza's financial 
education initiative and the Rainbow/Push Coalition's 
1000 Churches Connected program. 

NACA members Wyman "Gil" Gilmore and Gary 
Klein were among the plaintiff's co-counsel in this case. 

"A set of Frequently Asked Questions regarding the 
lawsuit and settlement agreement can be viewed at: 
http://www.nclc.orglinitiatives/cocounseling/content/NMA 
CFAQ.pdf 

An outline of the settlement agreement can be viewed -
at: http://www.nclc. org/i n iti atives/ cocou nsel i n g/ content/
outline.pdf 
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Mississippi Supreme Court Rules That
Major Poultry Producer Cannot Force

Family Farmers' into Arbitration

The Supreme Court of Mississippi ruled on June 26,
2003 that Sanderson Farms, Inc. (Sanderson)-one of
the top seven poultry producers¡ in the United States-
wrohgfully de hied family farmers Roy and Nelda Gatlih of
Jones County, Mississippi, the right to have their day in
court, when the company terminated the couple's
production conOtact prematurely, then breached its
promise to pay half the $11,000 estimated costs for an
arbitration hearing.

The Court affirmed by a 6-3 vote the ruling of the
Circuit Court of Jones County, which found that
Sanderson had violated its own arbitration clause and, in
so doihg, waived its ability to force the farmers ihto
arbitration. Trial Lawyers for Public Justice (TLPJ) Staff
attorney Michael J. Quirk, wrote the Gatlins' brief on
appeal, arguing that the arbitration ,clause was

unconsciohable for imposing significaht costs and
depriving the farmers of their right to recover punitive

damagèsor participate in class actions.
,

"Arbitration costs exceeding $10,000 are shocking to
the conscience," said Quirk. "The Court's decision tells

companies that they cannot
spring unexpected ahd
excessive arbitration costs on
family farmers to prevent

them from getting access to
justice."

"The Court's decision, in
both the majority and
dissenting opinions, shows
that arbitration should be
used as an alternative
method for resolving
disputes, not as a weapon for
depriving people of a forum

Miçhaal J. Quirk,Staff attorney for for resolving disputes," said J.
Trial Lawyers for Public Justice
Photo Credit: Herman Farrer Dudley Butler of Jackson,

Mississippi, co-lead counsel
for the Gatlins. "Arbitration is a valuable tool when
properly used, but is all too often abused by corporations
seeking to insulate themselves from defenses such as
fraud, duress, and unconscionability. Arbitration should be
permitted only when the parties knowingly and voluntarily

agree to it; it should not be imposed through power and
chicanery."

Independent farmers Roy and Nelda Gatlin first
contracted with Sanderson to raise broiler chickens in
1980, when the couple bought their farm in Jones County,
Mississippi. Later,Sanderson authorized them to build
two additional broiler houses on their farm, based on their
ranking in the top 50% of the company's growers. The
Gatlins pledged their farm, which included their home and
four broiler houses, as security on a mortgage of over
$250,000 so tney could perform their contract with the
company. In January 1997, Sahderson presented a new
15-year contract to Roy Gatlin, which for the first time
contained a mandatory arbitration clause. The arbitration
clause provided that costs arbitration were to be divided
equally among the parties. .

Some time after Gatlin and Sanderson signed the 15-
year contract, Gatlin was told that Sanderson would find

a way to terminate the contract because of Gatlin's earlier
questioning of the company's management procedures.
Oh Christmas Day, 1997, Sanderson called Gatlin and
told him to come to its office the next day. Sanderson
informed the Gatlins on December 26, 1997 that it was
going to terminate their contract effective January 1,
1998, with 14 years remaining on the contract. Sanderson
Farms then took its most recent shipment of chickens

from the Gatlins and delivered them to another grower.

The Gatlins immediately contacted every poultry
processing company in their area, but all of them refused
to deliver chickens to the Gatlins.

In February 1998, Roy Gatlin filed a demand for
arbitration against Sanderson and paid half the $2,750
arbitratior¡ filing fee to the American Arbitration
Association (AAA), the private legal system chosen by
Sanderson Farms. But Sanderson refused to pay any of
the filing fee when AAA requested payment of the
balance, claiming that its arbitration clause's reference to
the "cost of arbitration" did not include the filing fee. Gatlin
paid the full $2,750 filing fee to AAA. In July 1999, less
than two weeks before the arbitration hearing was to be
held, Gatlin received a billing statement from AAA
requiring him to pay an additional $8,250 in arbitration

costs, including $6,900 in arbitrators' qompensation and
$1,000 in arbitrators' expenses. Adding this to his prior

payi;ents, Roy Gåtlin would have been required to pay at
least $11,000 even before getting his arbitration hearing.

. Unable to afford these costs, he was forced to abandon
the arbitration.
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Mississippi Supreme Court Rules That 
Major Poultry Producer Cannot Force 
Family Farmers into Arbitration 

The Supreme Court of Mississippi ruled on June 26, 
2003 that Sanderson Farms, Inc. (Sanderson)-one of 
the top seven poultry producersi in the United States
wrongfully denied family farmers Roy and Nelda Gatlin of 
Jones County, Mississippi, the right to have their day in 
court, when the company terminated the couple's 
production con"tract prematurely, then breached its 
promise to pay half the $11,000 estimated costs for an 
arbitration hearing. 

The Court affirmed by a 6-3 vote the ruling of the 
Circuit Court of Jones County, which found that 
Sanderson had violated its own arbitration clause and, in 
so doing, waived its ability to force the farmers into 
arbitration. Trial Lawyers for Public Justice (TLPJ) Staff 
attorney Michael J. Quirk, wrote the Gatlins' brief on 
appeal, arguing that the arbitration . clause was 
unconscionable for imposing significant costs and 
depriving the farmers of their right to recover punitive 
damages or participate in class actions. 
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"Arbitration costs exceeding $10,000 are shocking to 
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fraud, duress, and unconscionability. Arbitration should be 
permitted only when the parties knowingly and voluntarily 
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agree to it; it should not be imposed through power and 
chicanery." 

Independent farmers Roy and Nelda Gatlin first 
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1980, when the couple bought their farm in Jones County, 
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two additional broiler houses on their farm, based on their 
ranking in the top 50% of the company's growers. The 
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15-year contract to Roy Gatlin, which for the first time 
contained a mandatory arbitration clause. The arbitration 
clause provided that costs arbitration were to be divided 
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Farms then took its most recent shipment of chickens 
from the Gatlins and delivered them to another grower. 
The Gatlins immediately contacted every poultry 
processing company in their area, but all of them refused 
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HomeNACA is a member-based organization which
achieves its effectiveness through the participation
of many good people. While the 12-member Board
meets monthly or more to further the administration
of NACA, discuss allocation of Jesources, and
coordinate policy with the Executive Director, a great
deal of exciting work goes on at the committee level.
Non-Board members are welcome and encouraged to participate in committee work at every level. Variation
in experience and time commitment is the norm, not the exception. Members interested in serving on the

Dear NACA Members:

As we approach our annual conference, I'd like to
update you on of NACA's recent activities and plans for
the upcoming year. i continue to be amazed by the
breadth and depth of our members' accomplishments and
excited about our potential for contributing to a nation
where consumer justice is not merely a pipedream but a
reaiity.

Legislative Activities
On mortgage lending issues, we continue to be

actively involved in several ways. The federal Ney Bill
attempts to undo all the good work consumer advocates
have done in states on predatory lending seems to be
dead for this Congressional year. Unfortunately, strong

state mortgage legislation is being threatened by the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), which
has set its sights on preempting all state laws that affect
national banks and their operating subsidiaries. We're
currently engaged in a coordinated effort to stop the OCC,
offering comments on their proposed regulations and are
helping with amicus briefs on cases whereOCG is
attempting to expand its preemptive powers. Finally, and
maybe most hQpefully, we remain in active conversation
with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac about developing
model state predatory lending legislation that we all can
support. It is my optimistic belief, that because these
companies have a special federal charter that gives them
an important public purpose (although all too often they
have to be reminded of this), we have a great opportunity
to make this model legislation happen. Equally important,
I remain hopeful that we can move these companies to
adopt .business practices that wil strongly influence other
businesses in the consumer marketplace.

We continue to be actively engaged in the ¡FGRA
legislative battle, where industry is seeking to prevent
states from providing their citizens with additional credit
reporting and financial privacy protections. A bad bill has
passed the House, but we remain hopeful because we
count among our potential allies, powerful Senators
Shelby and Sarbanes. Additionally, we remain a central
player in the morass that is RESPA reform. What started
out as our attempt to force HUD to proactively fix the yield
spread premium problem (after they harmed consumers
and their advocates with their infamous 2001 Opinion
Letter), has turned into a free-for-all as various industry
groups are fighting tooth and nail amongst themselves to
preserve their piece of the real estate settlement

goldmine (again for more details see www.naca.net). We
remain in there fighting for "fair and balanced" RESPA
reform (I know enough lawyers so I feel safe in using that
term), but with an administration not often sympathetic to
the needs of American consumers, I rernain extremely
nervous about what HUD will ultimately do.

Because of the enormous potential of our
organization to wage these important battles, we are now
beginning to explore, whether we need to hire a staff
person to work exclusively on our legislative agenda. I am
particularly interested in raising the political profile of what
we all know to be the current biggest threat to consumer
justice: mandatory arbitration. If we can develop a stable
funding source (and with all your help, the possibilities are
there), I believe this is something we can and will make
happen.

Conferences
Because we seriously listen to your feedback, we

have decided that the FCRA and Autofraud conference
wil be annual events that occur around the same time
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Pages Board in the future most often begin by

serving on one of more commitees. Active
involvement is clearly an example of gettng
back what one gives. The experience of
working intensively with other seasoned
advocates keeps the learning curve steep and
the professional edge sharp. Volunteers,

interested in working with any of the following committees are invited to email NACA Administrative Director
Phyllis Roderer at phylls((naca.net. -Ed.

each yeár. To provide sufficient time between the events,
we intend to have the Autofrccud Conference in February
and the FCRA conference in May. The FCRA steering
committee, led by the indomitable Ian Lyngklip, has

already begun building on last year's conference and we
can expect another great event. Aurora Harris has
already begun the planning process for the Autofraud
conference to focus on the financing of the car deaL.

Mènnbership Benefits
One of our central missions is to make NACA

membership a valuable resource for all of our members.
We are always looking for ways to help our members
måke their practice of law easier, more enjoyable and
more profitable. To this end, you should or wil be
receiving our first venture into publishing, "Practice of

Consumer Law," a joint effort with our close friends at
NCLC. This book, free to all our members, has lots of
incredibly helpful practical ideas, and if all goes well, will
be supplemented on a yearly basis. In addition to this
book, we have successfully moved all our discussion
groups to our own server. This will enable us to attach
important pleadings to our shared messages and allow us
to build and develop carefully developed archives of
important substantive materiaL. Additionally, thanks to a
generous cy pres award to NACA and NCLC from an
anonymous member, we together wil soon begin building
a comprehensive database of information for members
practicing Fair Credit law.

Finally, because of your concern about the increase
and/or cancellation of malpractice insurance for private
consumer lawyers, We have been working diligently to
find away to help our members obtain affordable
insurance. While all the details have not been finalized, I

am confident enough to announce that we have arranged
to make malpractice insurance available to all interested
members. We expect to have the opportunity to purchase
this insurance by the time of the Annual conference. If you
can't wait until then-feelfree to contact me now.

Thank You

NACA continues to flourish because of the incredible
generosity of our members. I'm repeatedly honored when
we are told that we have been chosen as a cy pres
recipient. In the last month, besides the anonymous cy
pres donation, we received word of a wonderful award
from Tom Campbell of Campbell and Baker in
Birmingham, Alabama. Additionally, we recently received
a tremendous cy pres award from Stacy Bardo, Brian
Bromberg, Lance Raphael and Paul Sod. Their incredible
kindness will allow NACA to fund all the scholarship
requests we have received from our members for the
Annual Conference.

Thank you all again and I look forward to talking with
everyone in Oakland. .

~
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TECHNOLAWYER.COM:

NO STRINGS ATTACHED: CUTTING THE CORD WITH

A WIRELESS LAW PRACTICE

by Ross L. Kodner

INTRODUCTION

Those frustrating cables --they're everywhere!

Intertwining and connecting seemingly plug-incompatible
gadgets in our laptop cases; tangling purses and

briefcases in a snakelike mass of plastic-encased cords;
connecting Palms to PCs; going from heccdsets to cell
phones; "conveniently" linking Us to printers (when

sometimes the cables weigh more than the laptop);
stretching to scanners; retracting (or not) from
telephones; coiling like a garden hose around the legs of
our chairs while connecting us to a netwôrk. Arrgh!

Enough!

It's time to banish the cable headache once and for
all. Wireless technology is the answer. It's hard not to
hear about the rise in wireless devices today. From
network connectións for our laptops and Palms to
wireless earphones for our cell phones, wireless e-mail,
wireless Internet "hot spots," the practice of "warchalking"
sidewalks to note wireless Internet access points in metro
areas-we're walking in a wireless wonderland, and just
in the nick of time.

What kinds of wireless devices make sense for
lawyers? Why! many pragmatic wireless devices and
applications exist for lawyers and their staff, for firms of all
sizes and for practices of all types. Several key wireless
technologies recently have gone past being de rigueur
and have morphed into "múst haves." What sort of setup
makes sense for you? Different methods for wireless
connections, including WiFi (otherwise ,known as
"Wireless Ethernet") and its short~range cohort, Bluetooth
technology, have appealing features that may serve you
well.

WIRELESS NETWORKING

Most law firms with more than one PC have them
networked together to share data, programs, and
peripherals such as printers and bccckup systems.

Traditionally, this network has involved some kind of
interconnecting device (typically referred to asa "hub" or
a "switch") and cables to actually connect the device to

. the PCs. Firms that planned ahead and installed network
cable outlets in many places throughout their offces have
had the luxury of being able to sit and work, connected to
their networks (and via them to the Internet) at any of
these "cable points."

But what happens when one of the lawyers wants to
sit in the library with laptop in hand and get work done,
surf the Net, and so forth? How about the office's kitchen
area? What if there aren't any cable points there? The
localized nature of cable points has meant there has been
no practical way to access from all points in an offce the
network documents, calendars, the Internet, or even e-
maiL. And that, today, just isn't acceptable.

Switch gears and consider computing in your home.
In more and more families, all members have their own
PCs. Add a speedy new cable modern to access the
Internet and you end up with a chaotic logjam-everyone
wants to access th1e Net at the same time. Spending
hundreds, if not thousands, to run network cabling in an
existing home is not an appealing option. In the interest
of family harmony, if not just plain convenience, finding a
way to wirelessly share printers and Internet connections

'... becomes a necessity.

Wireless networking technology isn't new. For a
number of years there have been methods, usually
oriented to home users, for connecting PCs without the
need for a physical cable connection. Until relatively
recently, however, none of these methods has been very
workable or reliable ... or affordable. With the advent of a
new generation of wireless network technology, based on
the virtually ubiquitous Ethernet system for connecting
PCs and peripherals, a new era for wireless connectivity
has dawned. Many predict that those leveraging some
version of 802.11 x wireless network technology (often
referred to as WiFi) may eventually outnumber the corded
set among us.

WiFi, currently available in several numerical flavors,
is the most popular wireless networking technology, A
cableless derivative of tried-and-true Ethernet network, it
is now standard equipment in many laptops, some

printers, some Palm-sized devices, and even some LCD
projectors. The technology is successfulbecaùse, well, it
actually works. The most common form is called 802.11 b.
This system sends and receives information via a device
called a wireléss access point at 11 Mbps (megabits per
second: remember to divide by 8 to get "megabytes per
second"), with some systems capable of "turbo"mode at ,
double that speed. If you purchased a laptop in the last
18 months that has wireless capability, it likely uses the
802.11 b transmission standard. Practical operating
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ranges extend to about 1,000 feet under perfect
conditions, but actually more líke 200 feet inside a
building-'more than adequate to take t;me's laptop
outside onto the deck at home or into the office's
conference, rooms.

A wireless access point is cc small box that connects
to your existing network. It adds the whole network to
communicate wirelessly with the wireless-equipped
devices on your network. Some wireless access points,
often designed for home use, also incorporate a router to
allow shared access to a cable modem or DSL Internet
connection and often standard network hub capabilities to
interconnect cabled network components. They
sometimes include Internet firewall capabilities as well:
consider them the multifunction devices of the networking
world. Popular makers incl,ude Linksys, D-Link, U.S.
Robotics, Netgear, Orinoco (Lucent Technologies), Cisco,
3COM, and even Microsoft. Typically, a wireless acce!'s
poinUcable and DSL router/network hub wil cost between
$90 and $200 for home~oriented units to as much as
several thousand for high-capacity, high~security units
intended for larger offices.

The next piece of the puzzle is the wireless "card"-
the component either built into a PC or printer, or added
to one that communicates with the wireless access poìnt.
More and more laptops, and even several higher-end

Palm-sized devices, have wireless capability (generally
following the 802.11 b standard) built-in. Ifnot, a wireless

PC card can be added to a laptop for between $50 and
$150. For desktop PCs, the options are internal PCI
cards or external USB wireless adapters, which cost
between $50 and $125. It is also possible to connect non-
PCs wirelessly -- devices with thernet networkability such
as printers, some scanners, and yes, even the new
"Internet-enabled refrigerators." This is done with a

, device called a "wireless bridge," offered for about $100
by companies such as Linksys -:http://ww.linksys.com::.

Security is allNays an issue with a network, so it is
even more so when all those bits and bytes float through
the air.' The 802.11 b standard uses a security system
called WEP (wired equivalent privacy). Unfortunately, this
method hasn't lived up to its acronym and has been
proven to be penetrable. Even though WEPis only
somewhat effective at securing wireless network
transmissions, it is stil far better to turn it on than not.
Also, every wireless network has a special identifier called
an SSID. This is essentially an identifying code that is

exchanged between the wireless accesS point and PCs
trying to connect with it. It is critical to reset the SSID on
a new wireless access point (and on the PCsconnecting
to it) to something other than the default setting, At a
minimum, this can prevent unauthorized wireless-
equipped users from "leveraging" YQur wireless networkconnections. '

The newer 802.11 g systems employ far more
sophisticated security capabilities-WEP on steroids so
to speak. While some clever hacker may someday

'demonstrate that the security of the "g" system can be
broken, it hasn't happened yet. This, along with
connection speeds nearly fives times faster, is a
compelling reason to invest in a "g" system.

J The future of WiFi? More and more companies are

embedding WiFi capability into an ever-widening array of
devices. Wireless access points in public locations are
multiplying rapidly. Hotels are exploiting 802.11 b

technology to create wireless zones in their properties,
which is much less costly than offering high~speed

Internet access to guests by installing physical cabling to
every guest room. Companies like Wayport are leading
the charge in hotels. Many Starbucks locations' around
the country are offering T -Mobile's version of 802.11 b

access, with online charges offered daily or by monthly
subscription. Services like Boingo -:http://w.boingo.com/::

offer a flavor of 802.11 b at hundreds of access locations
nationwide. Laptop ,\aker Toshiba is teaming up with

Circle K convenience' stores to offer wireless zones.
(Hmm ... high-speed Net access, a tank full of unleaded
premium, and Twinkies: why does that combination seem
so dangerous?) Expect to see more and more 802.11 b

access points nationwide.

A LONG VIEW ON A SHORT APPROACH

WiFi is not the only wireless system for çonnecting
electronic gizmos. A standard called Bluetooth has been
in the offng for years and is now coming to fruition.
Bluetooth is a short-range transmission system intendéd
for interconnecting personal devices into what some have
referred to as a PAN (pérsonalarea network). Examples
of Bluetooth capabilities include cordless communication
between an earphone/headset and a cell phone. Or how
about a cell phone and a PDAthat "talk" to each other
when they're in range and automatically synchronize their
contact lists? Consider a Bluetooth-enabled PDA that can
print its content to a Bluetooth-equipped laser printer.
Bluetooth devices hav6an effective transmission range of
about 30 feet. Future possibilities could include
capabilities that would synchronize a PDA's street map
software to a future Bluetooth-equipped car's in-dash

navigation system.

Another short-range wireless connection approach is
infrared (IR) technology. Familiar to many as the system
that makes your TV's remote control work, the technology
has been available in PCs for some time. Most PDAs
have an infrared system. This can be used to beam
information between PDÄs or to connect PDA and PC,
sans, cables, to synchronize their information. Some
printers also have IR capabilty, allowing an IR-equipped
laptop or PDA to print without a bulky parallel cable or
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the country are offering T -Mobile's version of 802.11 b 
access, with online charges offered daily ot by monthly 
subscription. Services like Boingo <http://www.boingo.com/> 
offer a flavor of 802.11 b at hundreds of access locations 
nationwide. Laptop maker Toshiba is teaming up with 
Circle K convenience' stores to offer Wireless zones. 
(Hmm ... high-speed Net access, a tank full of unleaded 
premium, and Twinkies: why does that combination seem 
so dangerous?) Expect to see more and more 802.11 b 
access points nationwide. 

A LONG VIEW ON A SHORT APPROACH 

WiFi is not the only wireless system for ~onnecting 
electronic gizmos. A standard called Bluetooth has been 
in the offing for years and is now coming to fruition. 
Bluetooth is a short-range transmission system intended 
for interconnecting personal devices into what some have 
referred to as a PAN (personalarea network). Examples 
of Bluetooth capabilities include cordless communication 
between an earphone/headset and a cell phone. Or how 
about a cell phone and a PDAthat "talk" to each other 
when they're in range and automatically synchronize their 
contact lists? Consider a Bluetooth-enabled PDA that can 
print its content to a Bluetooth-equipped laser printer. 
Bluetooth devices have.an effective transmission range of 
about 30 feet. Future possibilities could include 
capabilities that would synchronize a PDA's street map 
software to a future Bluetooth-equipped car's in-dash 
navigation system. 

Another short-range wireless connection approach is 
infrared (IR) technology. Familiar to many as the system 
that makes your TV's remote control work, the technology 
has been available in PCs for some time. Most PDAs 
have an infrared system. This can be used to beam 
information between PDAS or to connect PDA and PC, 
sahs, cables, to synchronize their information. Some 
printers also have IR capability, allowing an IR-equipped 
laptop or PDA to print without a bulky parallel cable or 
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Financial closely tracks the volume of loans that each
school generates for it, and provides recognition to the
schools generating a large volume of loans. With these
contracts, SLM Financial should be able to determine the
legitimacy of the schools it is using to solicit its portfolio.

Furthermore, because of the FTC Holder Rule notice
in each loan, SLM Financial would in theory have a strong
incentive to ensure that the students do not have claims
against the schools. The FTC Holder Rule is simple and
clear that any claim or defense the student has against
the school is claim or defense against the loan. Under
this federally reauired clause, if the school closes, each of
its students is theoretically protected. Additionally, if the
school, like SCD, Was not licensed or engaged in fraud,
the loans would simply be unenforceable. Given that
SLM Financial had the contractual ability to monitor
schools like SCD, the FTC Rule properly places on SLM
Financial the exposure flowing from the schools

misconduct.

The problem is that SLM Financial has shown flagrant
disregard of FTC Holder Rule. In each loan document
that included the FTC Holder Rule, SLM Financial
included an additional clause that negated the FTC
Holder Rule. This clause states that the student agrees
that the loan is enforceable even if the student is unhappy
with the services provided by the schooL. When victims of
a computer school fraud complained to Sallie Mae, Sallie
Mae recited this provision back to them and demanded
full payment of the loan. Conseauently, students who'
received no training and no job were told by Salle Mae
they stil had to pay all the loan. When students

complained to various legislators, Salle Mae quoted this
paragraph and convinced Senators and members of
Congress that the students still owed the full amount due.

SLM Financial also put a second clause in each of the
loans: an arbitration clause with an anti-class action
provision. With this arbitration clccuse, Sallie Mae has
obtained a shield for the behavior of its fastest growing
division. When students have\filed lawsuits in an effort to
enforce their federal rights, Sallie Mae and its related
banks have enforced the arbitration clause. Lawsuits
have been filed in several states and SLM Financial
always enforces the clause. In this way, SLM Financial is
able to avoid answering for its decision to use unlicensed
computer training schools to increase its portfolio. In one
of the cases filed in Virginia, Glassman v. SLM Financial,
SLM Financial's lawyer agreed that the plaintiff might
have a case if he had stayed in court, and then stated "i
do not think there is any likelihood at all that an arbitrator
is going to punish SLM Financial forthe misdeeds of a
bankrupt school."6

With the arbitration clause to shield it from judicial

review, Sallie Mae has been incredibly upfront about its
disregard for the FTC Holder Rule in the loan contracts.

Beginning with the CLC closing in January 2001, Sallie
Mae did not consider it had any obligation to forgive loans
for classes that were never provided, and instead offered
only minor interest deferments. "The deferment means
students are not responsible to make payments during
those periods on current or delinquent loans. Borrowers
will not àccrue interest during the two-month period either.
Loans eligible for the deferment period are non-federal,
non-guaranteed loans owned by Salle Mae and serviced
by its affilate, SLM FinanciaL" 7

As more schools closed, Salle Mae still refused to
honor the FTC Holder Rule. For instance, in response to
a studentofSCD who asked SLM Financial to cancel the
loan, SLM Financial's Quality A$suran¿e Manager wrote
as follows in a letter dated October 29, 2002.

"Your allegations concerning SCD's licensing
ccre completely irrelevant. The promissory note
does' not make any representation that SCD is a
licensed schooL. Nor does the promissory note
include any promises of employment
opportunities with SCD upon the completion of
the training. You chose to attend SCD on your
own." 8

To another SCD victim in a letter dated May 16, 2002,
Sallie Mae's Senior Vice President wrote similarly.

"Neither SLM Financial nor the Student Loan
Marketing Association is responsible for SCD's
alleged misrepresentations concerning post-
training employment opportunities. Moreover,

your allegations concerning SCD's licensing are
completely irrelevant. The promissory note does
not make' any representation that SCD is a
licensed schooL. Nor does the promissory note
ihclude any promises of employment
opportunities with SCD upon the completion of
training." 9

On June 12, 2002, SLM Financial sent a similar letter to a
student from a school called Advanced Computer
Technology Training (ACTT) that stated the same

defiance of th:: FTC Holder Rule. "You chose to attend
ACTT on your own. SLM is a private loan company and
has never been responsible for the actions of such
schools as ACTT." 1 0

Sallie Mae thus never planned on being responsible
for any Of the bad conduct of the schools it was using to
solicit its loan portfolio. Because it intended to defy the
FTG Holder Rule, it had no incentive to exercise its
contractual rights to monitor the schools.
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Financial closely tracks the volume of loans that each 
school generates for it, and provides recognition to the 
schools generating a large volume of loans. With these 
contracts, SLM Financial should be able to determine the 
legitimacy of the schools it is using to solicit its portfolio. 

Furthermore, because of the FTC Holder Rule notice 
in each loan, SLM Financial would in theory have a strong 
incentive to ensure that the students do not have claims 
against the schools. The FTC Holder Rule is simple and 
clear that any claim or defense the student has against 
the school is claim or defense against the loan. Under 
this federally required clause, if the school closes, each of 
its students is theoretically protected. Additionally, if the 
school, like SCD, was not licensed or engaged in fraud, 
the loans would simply be unenforceable. Given that 
SLM Financial had the contractual ability to monitor 
schools like SCD, the FTC Rule properly places on SLM 
Financial the exposure flowing from the schools 
misconduct. 

The problem is that SLM Financial has shown flagrant 
disregard of FTC Holder Rule. In each loan document 
that included the FTC Holder Rule, SLM Financial 
included an additional clause that negated the FTC 
Holder Rule. This clause states that the student agrees 
that the loan is enforceable even if the student is unhappy 
with the services provided by the school. When victims of 
a computer school fraud complained to Sallie Mae, Sallie 
Mae recited this provision back to them and demanded 
full payment of the loan. Consequently, students who " 
received no training and no job were told by Sallie Mae 
they still had to pay all the loan. When students 
complained to various legislators, Sallie Mae quoted this 
paragraph and convinced Senators and members of 
Congress that the students still owed the full amount due. 

SLM Financial also put a second clause in each of the 
loans: an arbitration clause with an anti-class action 
provision. With this arbitration clause, Sallie Mae has 
obtained a shield for the behavior of its fastest growing 
division. When students have,filed lawsuits in an effort to 
enforce their federal rights, Sallie Mae and its related 
banks have enforced the arbitration clause. Lawsuits 
have been filed in several states and SLM Financial 
always enforces the clause. In this way, SLM Financial is 
able to avoid answering for its decision to use unlicensed 
computer training schools to increase its portfolio. In one 
of the cases filed in Virginia, Glassman v. SLM Financial, 
SLM Financial's lawyer agreed that the plaintiff might 
have a case if he had stayed in court, and then stated "I 
do not think there is any likelihood at all that an arbitrator 
is going to punish SLM Financial for the misdeeds of a 
bankrupt school."6 

With the arbitration clause to shield it from judicial 

review, Sallie Mae has been incredibly upfront about its 
disregard for the FTC Holder Rule in the loan contracts. 
Beginning with the CLC closing in January 2001, Sallie 
Mae did not consider it had any obligation to forgive loans 
for classes that were never provided, and instead offered 
only minor interest deferments. "The deferment means 
students are not responsible to make payments during 
those periods on current or delinquent loans. Borrowers 
will not accrue interest during the two-month period either. 
Loans eligible for the deferment period are non-federal, 
non-guaranteed loans owned by Sallie Mae and serviced 
by its affiliate, SLM FinanciaL" 7 

As more schools closed, Sallie Mae still refused to 
honor the FTC Holder Rule. For instance, in response to 
a student ofSCD who asked SLM Financial to cancel the 
loan, SLM Financial's Quality Assurance Manager wrote 
as follows in a letter dated October 29, 2002. 

"Your allegations concerning SCD's licensing 
are completely irrelevant. The promissory note 
does' not make any representation that SCD is a 
licensed school. Nor does the promissory note 
include any promises of employment 
opportunities with SCD upon the completion of 
the training. You chose to attend SCD on your 
own." 8 

To another SCD victim in a letter dated May 16, 2002, 
Sallie Mae's Senior Vice President wrote similarly. 

"Neither SLM Financial nor the Student Loan 
Marketing Association is responsible for SCD's 
alleged misrepresentations concerning post
training employment opportunities. Moreover, 
your allegations concerning SCD's licensing are 
completely irrelevant. The promissory note does 
not make any representation that SCD is a 
licensed school. Nor does the promissory note 
ihclude any promises of employment 
opportuni!ies with SCD upon the completion of 
training." 9 

On June 12, 2002, SLM Financial sent a similar letter to a 
student from a school called Advanced Computer 
Technology Training (ACTT) that stated the same 
defiance of the FTC Holder Rule. "You chose to attend 
ACTT on you; own. SLM is a private loan company and 
has never been responsible for the actions of such 
schools as ACTT." 1 0 

Sallie Mae thus never planned on being responsible 
for any of the bad conduct of the schools it was using to 
solicit its loan portfolio. Because it intended to defy the 
FTC Holder Rule, it had no incentive to exercise its 
contractual rights to monitor the schools. 
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The Key Bank System

Similar to Sallie Mae, Key Bank provides liquidity to
computer training schools without regard to the
misrepresentations made by theschool orits unlicensed
status. Similar to Sallie Mae, Key Bank does not want to
be bound by the FTC Holder Rule even though it uses the
schools to solicit its loans and to present its loan
dQcuments to the students. Key Bank's business plan is
very simple: it simply refuses to place the FTC Holder
Rule clause in the loan document. Key Bank claims that
because the clause is not in any of the loans, none' of the
luans are subject to any claims based on the schools'
misconduct.

Because the FTC regulates the sellers and not banks,
the FTC places an affrmative duty on the school not to
accept proceeds from a non-compliant loan, rather than
placing a duty on the Key Bank not to prepare a non-
compliant loan. Because of the relationship between the
schools and Key Bank, no dispute exists that the loans
from Key Bank are covered by the FTC Holder Rule.11

Therefore, . Key Bank's system places each school in
violation of the FTC Holder Rule by not placi~g the Holder
Notice in the contract. At the time each loan is disbursed,
Key Bank knows each school is violating federal law by
accepting the proceeds, and intends to deny the student
the benefit of the FTC holder rule.

Key Bank's legal justification for knowingly placing the
schools in violation of the FTC Holder Rule is simply that
the FTC does not regulate banks and that Key Bank
bears no responsibility for each schools' violation of the
Holder Rule. Key Bank simply does not care that each
loan is solicited by an entity that is violating federal law,
and does not care that the students are being denied this
fundamental federal consumer protection.

Similar to Salle Mae, Key Hank's system disclaims
any responsibility for illegal conduct by the schools. If the
school is unlicensed or if it makes misrepresentations to
trick the ttudents into signing up for classes and taking
the loan, Key Bank repeats its mantra that it is not

responsible for the actions of the schooL. Because Key
Bank intends to cutoff any liability for the schools'
misconduct, it has no incentive to ensure it is providing
liquidity to legitimate schools. Instead, contrary to the
basic purpose of the FTC Holder Notice, Key Bank places
the entire responsibility to police the conduct of the
schools on the students. On its computer training loan
program website, it informs all students that, "It is your
responsibility to determine the quality of the institution and
the programs offered."12

Given that satisfied customers are more likely to
repay loans, Key Bank's willingness to fund bad loans

seems at first glance to be counterproductive for its own
bottom line. However, Key Bank does' not intend to hold
all the loans during their repayment period;" instead it
pools and sells its the loans to investors. Through a
process called "asset-backed securitization," Key Bank
obtains full value for the loans by selling them to an
investment trust. It sells the loans as if they were honest
and legitimate transactions solicited by schools that were
acting properly. Key Bank does not disclose the loans
were based on illegal conduct or that the loans should be
subject to all claims and defenses each cons.umer hccd

against each schooL. Consequently, the investors pay full
value without a disclosure of the inherent defects in the
loan.

Thus, Key Bank's complete system is to create a
product (a loan pool), through a series of unlawful
transactions (school's violating the FTC Holder Rule), and
sell that product for as much money as possible to an
unsuspecting buyer (an investment trust comprised of
duped investors). This is a classic fraud in the
marketplace, like selling a car with a rolled back

odometer, only done on a large scale through the
securitization process. By providing liquidity that fuels the
growth of computer training school abuses, Key Bank is
harming legitimate training schools that lose potential
customers to sham schools, harming the students who
are. left with loans but no training, and harming investors
who buy into the investment trusts without complete
disclosure of the violations qf law.

Key Bank's practice is very successful because it
does not incur the expense of monitoring and curbing the
illegal behavior of the schools its uses to solicit its loans.
In fact, by placing the schools in violation of the FTC
Holder Rule by accepting the proceeds of a Key Bank
loan, Key Bank is encouraging the schools to disregard
consumer protection laws. By reducing its overhead to
produce its product (the loan pool), it gains an advantage
in the marketplace. Key Bank is committed tó this
system,and is aggressively cJefending the several cases
that have been filed in an effort to curb its defiance of the
FTC Holder Rule. It claims that its practice, is normal
banking practice.

The Efforts to Enforce the FTC Holder Rule

By refusing to honor the FTC Holder Rule, creditors
like Key Bank and Sallie Mae exercise tremendous power
to harm the lives of victims of these closed schools.
Some of the students have been forced into bankruptcy,
while others have been forced to refinance their debts to
pay the high interest loccn for which they received no
benefit., If the victims simply assert the FTC Hólder Rule
and refuse to pay the loan, negative information is
reported to their credit that ruins their credit score. By the
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The Key Bank System 

Similar to Sallie Mae, Key Bank provides liquidity to 
computer training schools without regard to the 
misrepresentations made by the school or its unlicensed 
status. Similar to Sallie Mae, Key B~mk does not want to 
be bound by the FTC Holder Rule even though it uses the 
schools to solicit its loans and to present its loan 
documents to the students. Key Bank's business plan is 
very simple: it simply refuses to place the FTC Holder 
Rule clause in the loan document. Key Bank claims that 
because the clause is not in any of the loans, none of the 
loans are subject to any claims based on the schools' 
misconduct. 

Because the FTC regulates the sellers and not banks, 
the FTC places an affirmative duty on the school not to 
accept proceeds from a non-compliant loan, rather than 
placing a duty on the Key Bank not to prepare a non
compliant loan. Because of the relationship between the 
schools and Key Bank, no dispute exists that the loans 
from Key Bank are covered by the FTC Holder Rule. 11 

Therefore, Key Bank's system places each school in 
violation of the FTC Holder Rule by not placi~g the Holder 
Notice in the contract. At the time each loan is disbursed, 
Key Bank knows each school is violating federal law by 
accepting the proceeds, and intends to deny the student 
the benefit of the FTC holder rule. 

Key Bank's legal justification for knowingly placing the 
schools in violation of the FTC Holder Rule is simply that 
the FTC does not regulate banks and that Key Bank 
bears no responsibility for each schools' violation of the 
Holder Rule. Key Bank simply does not care that each 
loan is solicited by an entity that is violating federal law, 
and does not care that the students are being denied this 
fundamental federal consumer protection. 

Similar to Sallie Mae, Key Bank's system disclaims 
any responsibility for illegal conduct by the schools. If the 
school is unlicensed or if it makes misrepresentations to 
trick the ~tudents into signing up for classes and taking 
the loan, Key Bank repeats its mantra that it is not 
responsible for the actions of the school. Because Key 
Bank intends to cutoff any liability for the schools' 
misconduct, it has no incentive to ensure it is providing 
liquidity to legitimate schools. Instead, contrary to the 
basic purpose of the FTC Holder Notice, Key Bank places 
the entire responsibility to police the conduct of the 
schools on the students. On its computer training loan 
program website, it informs all students that, "It is your 
responsibility to determine the quality of the institution and 
the programs offered."12 

Given that satisfied customers are more likely to 
repay loans, Key Bank's willingness to fund bad loans 
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seems at first glance to be counterproductive for its own 
bottom line. However, Key Bank does not intend to hold 
all the loans during their repayment period; instead it 
pools and sells its the loans to investors. Through a 
process called "asset-backed securitization," Key Bank 
obtains full value for the loans by selling them to an 
investment trust. It sells the loans as if they were honest 
and legitimate transactions solicited by schools that were 
acting properly. Key Bank does not disclose the loans 
were based on illegal conduct or that the loans should be 
subject to all claims and defenses each consumer had 
against each school. Consequently, the investors pay full 
value without a disclosure of the inherent defects in the 
loan. 

Thus, Key Bank's complete system is to create a 
product (a loan pool), through a series of unlawful 
transactions (school's violating the FTC Holder Rule), and 
sell that product for as much money as possible to an 
unsuspecting buyer (an investment trust comprised of 
duped investors). This is a classic fraud in the 
marketplace, like selling a car with a rolled back 
odometer, only done on a large scale through the 
securitization process. By providing liquidity that fuels the 
growth of computer training school abuses, Key Bank is 
harming legitimate training schools that lose potential 
customers to sham schools, harming the students who 
are left with loans but no training, and harming investors 
who buy into the investment trusts without complete 
disclosure of the violations qf law. 

Key Bank's practice is very successful because it 
does not incur the expense of monitoring and curbing the 
illegal behavior of the schools its uses to solicit its loans. 
In fact, by placing the schools in violation of the FTC 
Holder Rule by accepting the proceeds of a Key Bank 
loan, Key Bank is encouraging the schools to disregard 
consumer protection laws. By reducing. its overhead to 
produce its product (the loan pool), it gains an advantage 
in the marketplace. Key Bank is committed to this 
system, and is aggressively defending the several cases 
that have been filed in an effort to curb its defiance of the 
FTC Holder Rule. It claims that its practice is normal 
banking practice. 

The Efforts to Enforce the FTC Holder Rule 

By refusing to honor the FTC Holder Rule, creditors 
like Key Bank and Sallie Mae exercise tremendous power 
to harm the lives of victims of these closed schools. 
Some of the students have been forced into bankruptcy, 
while others have been forced to refinance their debts to 
pay the high interest loan for which they received no 
benefit. If the victims simply assert the FTC Holder Rule 
and refuse to pay the loan, negative information is 
reported to their credit that ruins their credit score. By the 
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sirnple act of reporting the IQan debt on each victim's
credit, Salle Mae and Key Bank can coerce payment on
these loans. Unless Salle Mae and Key Bank choose to
fully comply with the FTC Holder Rule, these victims will
need consumer advocates to take up their cause to
enforce their rights.

i

From interviews with dozens of these victims, finding
consumer advocates to assert their rights is extremely
difficult. They have tried state Attorney General offices,
state Consumer Protection officéS, the Better Businéss
Bureau, state and federal legislators, ccnd private lawyers.
Given the arbitration clause in the Salle Mae loans and
the absence of the FTC Holder Rule in the KéY Bank
loans, most of the victims were unable to find private
lawyers who were able to hélp them. The amount of
misinformation being given out also hampers their efforts.
For example, the official website for Central Piedmont
Community College of North Carolina supposedly
providès information to victims of SCD. It states:13

. Since SCD closed and took all of my money

with them, am i still expected to pày for my
student loan that I received from SLM, and/or Key
Bank?

Both financing institutions, Sallie Mae/SLM, and
Key Bank, are holding students responsible for
paying the loans back under the terms of the
original loan agreement.

. As a student that did not receive what they

paid for, nor what SCD promised, what legal
rights do i have?

CPCC in no way is involved in any legal dealings
with the closing of Solid Computer Decisions. If a
former student of SCD wishes to seek legal
action, students are expected to handlé that
situation personally.

No mention is made of the FTC Holder Rule that is in
all the Sallie Mae loans. Furthermore, because it is a
state official website, its answer to the question, "Am i stil
expected to pay for my student loan?" appears to be state
approval of the idea that the full loan must stil be repaid.

i

Similarly, by letter dated August 23, 2002, one victim
of a closed school received the following information from
her United States Senator regarding her obligation to
repay a loan for classés she never received. "Your loan,
with SLM Financial, is a private loan and therefore does
not carry the same rights for borrowers as would a

government-backed student loan. Therefore, regardless
of your school's actions, you are bound by. the terms
spelled out in the promissory note. signed at loan

issuance."14 Consequently, even a United States

Senator, who states he had repeated conversations with
the Ombudsman for Salle Mae and with the Quality
Assurance Division of SLM Financial, Was misled about
the existence and efféct of the FTC Holder Rule in all the
Sallie Mae loans.

Even the FTC has been unable or unwilling to make
Sallie Mae 'comply with its own Holder Rule notice.
Several victims and the National Consumer Law Center
have alerted the FTC about the situation. Despite these
efforts. on May 30, 2003, Salle Mae Servicing sént a
letter to the Better Business Bureau in response to a
complaint made by a victim, of Ameritrain in Georgia.
After acknowledging that Ameritrain of GeOrgia closed
before the student couid complete her training, the letter
stated "Sallie Mae Servicing is unablé to accept any
reduced amount as payment in full for you account. By
signing the promissory note, (you) agreed to pay in full the
principal and valid interest that accrues on the account."15

Non-litigation efforts to address Key Bank's system
have been similarly unsuccessfuL. State Attorney General
offices are told they have no power to regulate a national
bank. Because of a forum shifting clause that requires all
claims to be brought in the locality of the principal place of

business of the holder of the note, and because the
holder in a securitized transaction is hard to determine,
private lawyers have a diffcult time determining where
any action should be filed. Consequently, victims of both

Key Bank and Sallie Mae have spent months and even
years trying to find an advocate to help thém.

Lawyers in several states have filed lawsuits against
both Key Bank and Sallie Mae on behalf of victims who
obtainéd loans for computer training schools. In addition "
to raising the FTC Holder Rulei$$ues, the lawsuits also
raise claims under various statutes, including the Truth in
Lending Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and state
UDAP statutes. Fraud and conspiracy claims are also
included. Some of the lawsuits include hundreds of
named plaintiffs, some just one or two, and some are fied
as class actions. The primary goal is to have Key Bank
and Sallie Mae honor the FTC Holder Rule.

For the Key Bank lawsuits, NACA members Dan
Clark (Florida), Michael Ferry (Missouri), Ron Burdge
(Ohio),' and Dale Pittman and Tom Domonoske
(Virginia), have filed a series of cases against Key Bank
and the other entities involved in the securitization
process. Dan Clark has brought a national class action
on behalf of students who were enrolled at Solid
Computer Decisions, and most of the cases have been
transferred to Ohio under a forum shifting clause. Other
lawyers from states like Alabama and Maryland are
bringing case ccnd several state Attorney General öffices

are looking into the issue. Key Bank continues to assert
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simple act of reporting the loan debt on each victim's 
credit, Sallie Mae and Key Bank can coerce payment on 
these loans. Unless Sallie Mae and Key Bank choose to 
fully comply with the FTC Holder Rule, these victims will 
need consumer advocates to take up their cause to 
enforce their rights. 
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From interviews with dozens of these victims, finding 
consumer advocates to assert their rights is extremely 
difficult. They have tried state Attorney General offices, 
state Consumer Protection offices, the Better Business· 
Bureau, state and federal legislators, and private lawyers. 
Given the arbitration clause in the Sallie Mae loans and 
the absence of the FTC Holder Rule in the Key Bank 
loans, most of the victims were unable to find private 
lawyers who were able to help them. The amount of 
misinformation being given out also hampers their efforts. 
For example, the official website for Central Piedmont 
Community College of North Carolina supposedly 
provides information to victims of SCD. It states:13 

• Since SCD closed and took all of my money 
with them, am I still expected to pay for my 
student loan that I received from SLM, and/or Key 
Bank? 

Both financing institutions, Sallie Mae/SLM, and 
Key Bank, are holding students responsible for 
paying the loans back under the terms of the 
original loan agreement. 

• As a stUdent that did not receive what they 
paid for, nor what SCD promised, what legal 
rights do I have? 

CPCC in no way is involved in any legal dealings 
with the closing of Solid Computer Decisions. If a 
former student of SCD wishes to seek legal 
action, stUdents are expected to handle that 
situation personally. 

No mention is made of the FTC Holder Rule that is in 
all the Sallie Mae loans. Furthermore, because it is a 
state official website, its answer to the question, "Am I still 
expected to pay for my student loan?" appears to be state 
approval of the idea that the full loan must still be repaid. 
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Similarly, by letter dated August 23, 2002, one victim 
of a closed school received the following information from 
her United States Senator regarding her obligation to 
repay a loan for classes she never received. "Your loan, 
with SLM Financial, is a private loan and therefore does 
not carry the same rights for borrowers. as would a 
government-backed student loan. Therefore, regardless 
of your school's actions, you are bound by· the terms 
spelled out in the promissory note· signed at loan 
issuance."14 Consequently, even a United States 
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Senator, who states he had repeated conversations with 
the Ombudsman for Salle Mae and with the Quality 
Assurance Division of SLM Financial, was misled about 
the existence and effect of the FTC Holder Rule in all the 
Sallie Mae loans. 

Even the FTC has been unable or unwilling to make 
Sallie Mae 'comply with its own Holder Rule notice. 
Several victims and the National Consumer Law Center 
have alerted the FTC about the situation. Despite these 
efforts, on May 30, 2003, Sallie Mae Servicing sent a 
letter to the Better Business Bureau in response to a 
complaint made by a victim. of Ameritrain in Georgia. 
After acknowledging that Ameritrain of Georgia closed 
before the student could complete her training, the letter 
stated "Sallie Mae Servicing is unable to accept any 
reduced amount as payment in full for you account. By 
signing the promissory note, [you] agreed to pay in full the 
principal and valid interest that accrues on the account."15 

Non-litigation efforts to address Key Bank's system 
have been similarly unsuccessful. State Attorney General 
offices are told they have no power to regulate a national 
bank. Because cif a forum shifting clause that requires all 
claims to be brought in the locality of the principal place of 
business of the holder of the note, and because the 
holder in a securitized transaction is hard to determine, 
private lawyers have a difficult time determining where 
any action should be filed. Consequently, victims of both 
Key Bank and Sallie Mae have spent months and even 
years trying to find an advocate to help them. 

Lawyers in several states have filed lawsuits against 
both Key Bank and Sallie Mae on behalf of victims who 
obtained loans for computer training schools. In addition .. 
to raising the FTC Holder Rule issues, the lawsuits also 
raise claims under various statutes, including the Truth in 
Lending Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and state 
UDAP statutes. Fraud and conspiracy claims are also 
included. Some of the lawsuits include hundreds of 
named plaintiffs, some just one or two, and some are filed 
as class actions. The primary goal is to have Key Bank 
and Sallie Mae honor the FTC Holder Rule. 

For the Key Bank lawsuits, NACA members Dan 
Clark (Florida), Michael Ferry (Missouri), Ron Burdge 
(Ohio),' and Dale Pittman and Tom Domonoske 
(Virginia), have filed a series of cases against Key Bank 
and the other entities involved in the securitization 
process. Dan Clark has brought a national class action 
on behalf of students who were enrolled at Solid 
Computer Decisions, and most of the cases have been 
transferred to Ohio under a forum shifting clause. Other 
lawyers from states like Alabama and Maryland are 
bringing case and several state Attorney General offices 
are looking into the issue. Key Bank continues to assert 
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that its system is normal banking practice and wants to
win judicial approval for evading the FTC Holder Rule. If
it is successful, all other private lenders can be expected
to adopt its system.

For the Sallie Mae lawsuits, Dan Clark, Dale Pittman,
and Tom Domonoske have fied a series of cases against
Sallie Mae subsidiaries. In each Sallie Mae's lawyers

have pursued arbitration and have succeeded in sending
some cases to arbitration. At this time, none of the cases
have actually proceeded to arbitration because
settement discussions ate ongoing. Although Salle Mae
initially acted like Key Bank and claimed the right to
continue in its defiance of the FTC Holder Rule,Salle
Mae has now changed its position and is acknowledging
some responsibility under the FTC Holder Rule. It states
it is willng to cancel loans for classes that were never
provided. At issue stil is how much responsibility Sallie
Mae bears for misrepresentations of the school or for
other types of claims against the schools, and whether
Sallie Mae is providing that relief to all victims, or just
those lucky enough to have found counsel willing to take
the case.

The Effect of Sallie Mae Modifying Its Practices

As Salle Mae recognizes some responsibility under
the FTC Holder Rule for the actions ofthe schools, it then
necessarily responds to how it provides liquidity to
computer training schools. Sallie Mae has reported that it
no longer provides loans to unlicensed schools and that it
no longer provides the full amount of the tuition up front
for a sequence of courses. In this way, the goal of the
FTC Holder Rule is beginning to be implemented. Asthe
negative effects of providing liquidity to bad actors is
captured internally within the financial structure, Sallie
Mae has the proper financial incentive to ensure that it is
not creating the con artists' dream world that fuels the
creation of sham schools. When Sallie Mae fully
implements the FTC Holder Rule and recognizes that
other claims against the schools, whether based on
misrepresentations by the school or violations of state
UDAP laws are also claims or defenses to the loans, it
can be expected to adopt additional controls on who it
funds.

Because Key Bank is stil committed to outright
defiance ofthe FTC Holder Rule, it has no incentiveadopt
any of these controls. As a consequence, sham
computer training schools will continue to obtain liquidity
from Key Bank to fuel their illegal behavior, and wil
reduce their use of Sallie Mae. Anexccmple of this switch
already exists in Alabama with Aspreôn TeclinQlogie~ that
closed in May of this yepr. Like many other sham

schools, Aspreon operated without a license but projected
a huge expansion. After doing approximately $2 milion of

business in 2002, it, announced a projected revenue of
$200 millon in 2003. It opened up locations outside of
Alabama and then suddenly closed. Steve Halsey

(Alabama) has identified over 110 students affected by
the closure, and of that amount only 5 or 6 are Salle Mae
loans. When Sallie Mae stopped providing the full
amount of the loan upfront, Aspreonplaced the vast
majority of its students with Key Bank, Who would provide
the full amount of the loan upfront. This ratio of
approximately five or six Salle Mae loans to more than
100 Key Bank loans is exactly the reverse of the clients of
Dale Pittman's office. For loans made in 2001 and the
first part of 2002, his office has seen approximately 100
Sallie Mae clients for each seven or eight Key Bank
clients. As Sallie Mae continues to adopt appropriate

controls, the bad actors wil increase their reliance on Key
Bank or entities who adopt Key Bank's current system.

Conclusion

Like many of the deceptive business practices
consumer advocates face, trade schôol scams could not,
and would not, happen without the essential fuel of easy
money. Banks are behind these scandalous practices of
empty promises and dream-defeating deception. By
providing liquidity that fuels the growth of computer
training school abuses, banks, such as Key Bank, which
are part of the deceptive system, are harming legitimate
training schools that lose potential customers to sham
schools, harming the students who are left with loans but
no training, and harming investors who buy into the
investment trusts without complete ,disclosure of the
violations of law. NACA attorneys are at the forefront of
the effort to address these unlawful practices through
litigation. The news that Sallie Mae is modifying its
practices is'one move in the right direction.

Unless and until Key Bank decides oris forced to
honor the FTC Holder Rule"it will continue to have no
incentive to monitor the computer training schools feeding
on the liquidity it offers. The FTC Holder Rule has a
simple theory-providing liquidity to bad actors is harmful
to the economy. The only hope for the victims of the bad
actors that wil necessarily proliferate by defíance of the

FTC Holder Rule are knowledgeable consumer
advocates willng to represent these individuals, whether
in court, or in arbitratio(1. Entities like Key Bank have
plenty of lawyers eager to collect fees to help it
implement and profit from its anti?consumer agenda. The
corporatists who create these anti-consumer business
practices and claim they are normal banking practices are
truly, different from the advocates who choose to help
people harmed by such corporate practices. The
corporatists, who are the necessary functionaries to
implement such practices, drain the vitality from our
economy by skewing the market forces that keep it
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that its system is normal banking practice and wants to 
win judicial approval for evading the FTC Holder Rule. If 
it is successful, all other private lenders can be expected 
to adopt its system. 

For the Sallie Mae lawsuits, Dan Clark, Dale Pittman, 
and Tom Domonoske have filed a series of cases against 
Sallie Mae subsidiaries. In each Sallie Mae's lawyers 
have pursued arbitration and have succeeded in sending 
some cases to arbitration. At this time, none of the cases 
have actually proceeded to arbitration because 
settlement discussions are ongoing. Although Sallie Mae 
initially acted like Key Bank and claimed the right to 
continue in its defiance of the FTC Holder Rule,Sallie 
Mae has now changed its position and is acknowledging 
some responsibility under the FTC Holder Rule. It states 
it is willing to cancel loans for classes that were never 
provided. At issue still is how much responsibility Sallie 
Mae bears for misrepresentations of the school or for 
other types of claims against the schools, and whether 
Sallie Mae is providing that relief to all victims, or just 
those lucky enough to have found counsel willing to take 
the case. 

The Effect of Sallie Mae Modifying Its Practices 

As Sallie Mae recognizes some responsibility under 
the FTC Holder Rule for the actions of the schools, it then 
necessarily responds to how it provides liquidity to 
computer training schools. Sallie Mae has reported that it 
no longer provides loans to unlicensed schools and that it 
no longer provides the full amount of the tuition up front 
for a sequence of courses. In this way, the goal of the 
FTC Holder Rule is beginning to be implemented. Asthe 
negative effects of providing liquidity to bad actors is 
captured internCjlly within the financial structure, Sallie 
Mae has the proper financial incentive to ensure that it is 
not creating the con artists' dream world that fuels the 
creation of sham schools. When Sallie Mae fully 
implements the FTC Holder Rule and recognizes that 
other claims against the schools, whether based on 
misrepresentations by the school or violations of state 
UDAP laws are also claims or defenses to the loans, it 
can be expected to adopt additiohal controls on who it 
funds. 

Because Key Bank is still committed to outright 
defiance of the FTC Holder Rule, it has no incentive adopt 
any of these ,controls. As a consequence, sham 
computer training schools will continue to obtain liquidity 
from Key Bank to fuel their illegal behavior, and will 
reduce their use of Sallie Mae. An example of this switch 
already exists in Alabama with Aspreon Technologies that 
closed in May of this yepr. Like many other sham 
SChools, Aspreon operated without a license but projected 
a huge expansion. After doing approximately $2 million of 

business in 2002, it announced a projected revenue of 
$200 million in 2003. It opened up locations outside of 
Alabama and then suddenly closed. Steve Halsey 
(Alabama) has identified over 110 students affected by 
the closure, and of that amount only 5 or 6 are Sallie Mae 
loans. When Sallie Mae stopped providing the full 
amount of the loan upfront, Aspreonplaced the vast 
majority of its students with Key Bank, Who would provide 
the full amount of the loan upfront. This ratio of 
approximately five or six Sallie Mae loans to more than 
100 Key Bank loans is exactly the reverse of the clients of 
Dale Pittman's office. For loans made in 2001 and the 
first part of 2002, his office has seen approximately 100 
Sallie Mae clients for each seven or eight Key Bank 
clients. As Sallie Mae continues to adopt appropriate 
controls, the'bad actors will increase their reliance on Key 
Bank or entities who adopt Key Bank's current system. 

Conclusion 

Like many of the deceptive business practices 
consumer advocates face, trade school scams could not, 
and would not, happen without the essential fuel of easy 
money. Banks are behind these scandalous practices of 
empty promises and dream-defeating deception. By 
providing liquidity that fuels the growth of computer 
training school abuses, banks, such as Key Bank, which 
are part of the deceptive system, are harming legitimate 
training schools that lose potential customers to sham 
schools, harming the students who are left with loans but 
no training, and harming investors who buy into the 
investment trusts without complete disclosure of the 
violations of law. NACA attorneys are at the forefront of 
the effort to address these unlawful practices through 
litigation. The news that Sallie Mae is modifying its 
practices is'one move in the right direction. 

Unless and until Key Bank decides oris forced to 
honor the FTC Holder Rule, it will continue to have no 
incentive to monitor the computer training schools feeding 
on the liquidity it offers. The FTC Holder Rule has a 
simple theory-providing liquidity to bad actors is harmful 
to the economy. The only hope for the victims of the bad 
actors that will necessarily proliferate by defiance of the 
FTC Holder Rule are knowledgeable consumer 
advocates willing to represent these individuals, whether 
in court or in arbitrati0tl. Entities like Key Bank have 
plenty of lawyers eager to collect fees to help it 
implement and profit from its anti?consumer agenda. The 
corporatists who create these anti-consumer business 
practices and claim they are normal banking practices are 
truly different from the advocates who choose to help 
people harmed by such corporate practices. The 
corporatists, who are the necessary functionaries to 
implement such practices, drain the vitality from our 
economy by skewing the market forces that keep it 
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healthy. The corporatists' agenda is not only anti-
consUmer, but the intentional spreading of dysfunction
throughout the economy is fundamentally anti-American.
To achieve the intended benefit of the laws designed to
keep the economy strong, consumer advocates must
stand up for the basic principle of the FTC Holder Rule,
and challenge these practices, both in courts and in
arbitration proceedings. As shown by the changes
ongoing at Sallie Mae, corporate practices can be brought
into compliance with the law, and the change in those
prcccticeS does have a major effect in the marketplace.

Tom Domonoske holds a' BA
from Hastings College of
Law; He has worked as a
legal aide lawyer, and taught
at the University of North

Carolina Law School and
Duke University Law School
where he was a Senior
Lecturing Fellow. He is now
in private practice in Virginia,

and a current member of the
NACA Board of Directors.
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"The Mississippi Supreme Court's ruling is truly a
thrillng victory for the public interest," said Lawrence E.
Abernathy III of Laurel, Mississippi, co-lead counsel for
the Gatlins. "Companies cannot force family farmers out
of court and into private arbitration, then break their
promise to share in the arbitration costs."

TLPJ's key legal brief in Sanderson Farms, Inc. v.
Gatln is posted on its website, www.tlpj.org.

PERSEVERANCE PAYS OFF IN OHIO

Dean Young & Rocco Yeàrgin from the Akron, Ohio,
office of Young and McDowall got a verdict in June 2003
against a man who hccd fraudulently transferred assets to
avoid paying a previous judgment. In December 2000,
the same law firm had received a judgment of
approximately $200,000 against the dealership entity,
Rollng Acres Dodge. In the June 2003 trial, the jury
awarded $210,000, which wil be trebled to $630,000
under Ohio's UDAP statute.

In order to avoid paying the December 2000
judgment against it, the owner of Rollng Acres Dodge set
up another corporation, transferred assets, sold cars

belonging to Rolling Acres

Dodge, put the proceeds into
the account of the new
company, and eventually sold
the dealership and filed for
bankruptcy. Laura McDowall

reports, "We filed this suit
against the owner directly,
alleging that he violated Ohio's

UDAP statute by continuing to
engage in consumer
transactions while the judgment
was unpaid. i would especially

NACA Member John Blàufuss like to thank John Blaufuss,
practices consumer law in extraordinary lawyer from
Toledo, Oiiio. Toledo Ohio, who set up this

cause of action in a case he handled, which allows us to
treble the damages in our case." .

www.naca.net
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healthy. The corporatists' agenda is not only anti
consumer, but the intentional spreading of dysfunction 
throughout the economy is fundamentally anti-American. 
To achieve the intended benefit of the laws designed to 
keep the economy strong, consumer advocates must 
stand up for the basic principle of the FTC Holder Rule, 
and challenge these practices, both in courts and in 
arbitration proceedings. As shown by the changes 
ongoing at Sallie Mae, corporate practices can be brought 
into compliance with the law, and the change in those 
practices does have a major effect in the marketplace. 
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against a man who had fraudulently transferred assets to 
avoid paying a previous judgment. In December 2000, 
the same law firm had received a judgment of 
approximately $200,000 against the dealership entity, 
Rolling Acres Dodge. In the June 2003 trial, the jury 
awarded $210,000, which will be trebled to $630,000 
under Ohio's UDAP statute. 

In order to avoid paying the December 2000 
judgment against it, the owner of Rolling Acres Dodge set 
up another corporation, transferred assets, sold cars 

belonging to Rolling Acres 
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the account of the new 
company, and eventually sold 
the dealership and filed for 
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against the owner directly, 
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was unpaid. I would especially 
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cause of action in a case he handled, which allows us to 
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Expert Class Action Writer Available! 

Ken Bresler is available as an eXpert witness on 
"Plain EngliSh," to write notices for class action 
settlements, and for other plain English services. 
Ken is a former prosecutor for the Justice 
Department in Boston, MA and author of "Kissing 
Legalese Goodbye," 'as well as the forthcoming 
"Writing Tips DeSigned to Stick." 

If you Would like more information, contact Ken 
through his Website at WWW.ClearWriting.net.To 
SUbscribe to his newsletter on clear writing tips, 
send an e-mail tOSubscribe@ClearWriting.net 

The newsletter is concise and comes tWice a 
Week. Best of all, it's free! 
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USB connection. Very convenient to be sure, but it is also
very short range, and it requires a direct line of sight
between connected device, unlike Bluetooth and WiFi,
which are radio frequency transmission systems with no
direct line of sight required.

THE WIRELESS NET

Let's take wireless a step further into the realm of
portable Internet Web and e-mail access. While the
capabilities of cell-like Net arrangements, as well as
paging systems, have been available for quite Some time,
we are just now seeing fast enough speeds to make the
effort worthwhile. Using the platform of 2.5G and 3G cell
transmission systems, companies like Verizon are
offering relatively highNspeed wireless Internet access in a
growing number of metro areas around the country. This
access really does work and uses a PC card with an
antenna. However, it requires another monthly fee, and
the coverage areas are currently limited. Expect this
approach, with its staggering costly infrastructure, to likely
lose out to much more economical wireless WiFi access
points in many public locations. But if you need an often-
on Internet connection, these systems are worth
exploring.

Devices thi;t lóok either like traditional alphanumeric
pagers or like PDAs have become very popular. The
most popular items in this category are made by RIM
Technologies and use a thumb board tö enter text (you
type with your thumbs -- although it sounds silly, it's
possible to quickly become quite speedy). The name
"Blackberry" has become synonymous with these devices
that send and receive Internet i;-mail and can provide
PDA-like functions. .:http://www.blackberry.net/::.
Blackberry is one of the software systems used by the
RIM e-pager devices. Costs range from $300 to $600 for

the deVices with monthly service fees from $20-$60. A
Blackberry competitor of note is the product from Good
Technology with service offered by Cingular Wireless.
This product is worth a look for its cradle-free real-time
synchronization with firms using Microsoft Outlook and
Exchange Server software .:http://ww.good.com/::.

CONCLUSION

So whether WiFi, Bluetooth, or Infrared, or Wireless
Net or the Blackberry e-pager approach, the future of
wireless technology is not only bright, but also growing
explosively. The lure of a cordless world is one that few
can resist and one that all well-connected lawyers should
explore.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ross Kodner, a lawyer, is the founder of MicroLaw,
Inc., a legal technology consultancy
.:http://www.microlaw.com::. He is a member of the
GP/Solo Technology & Practice Guide Editorial Board,
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Legal Technology Consultant of the Year Award as well as
2002's Contributor of the Year Award. You can contact
Ross via e-mail .:mailto:rkodner~microlaw.com::.
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NACA is a non-profit association of attorneys and consumer advocates committed to representing

consumers' interests. Our members are public andlSrivate sector attorneys, legal services attorneys, law

professors and law students whose prima!;..,$ . '. and representation of consumers; NACA

also has a charitable and educational fuld incorpo d under iection 501 (c)(3).
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networking, and information sharing among ates across the country and by serving as a
voice for its members and consumers in the ongoing struggle to curb unfair and abusive business practices

that adversely affect consumers.
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USB connection. Very convenient to be sure, but it is also 
very short range, and it requires a direct line of sight 
between connected device, unlike Bluetooth and WiFi, 
which are radio frequency transmission systems with no 
direct line of sight required. 

THE WIRELESS NET 

Let's take wireless a step further into the realm of 
portable Internet Web and e-mail access. While the 
capabilities of cell-like Net arrangements, as well as 
paging systems, have been available for quite some time, 
we are just now seeing fast enough speeds to make the 
effort worthwhile. Using the platform of 2.5G and 3G cell 
transmission systems, companies like Verizon are 
offering relatively high-speed wireless Internet access in a 
growing number of metro areas around the country. This 
access really does work and uses a PC card with an 
antenna. However, it requires another monthly fee, and 
the coverage areas are currently limited. Expect this 
approach, with its staggering costly infrastructure, to likely 
lose out to much more economical wireless WiFi access 
points in many public locations. But if you need an often
on Internet connection, these systems are worth 
exploring. 

Devices that look either like traditional alphanumeric 
pagers or like PDAs have become very popular. The 
most popular items in this category are made by RIM 
Technologies and use a thumb board to enter text (you 
type with your thumbs -- although it sounds silly, it's 
possible to quickly become quite speedy). The name 
"Blackberry" has become synonymous with these devices 
that send and receive Internet e-mail and can provide 
PDA-like functions. <http://www.blackberry.net/>. 
Blackberry is one of the software systems used by the 
RIM e-pager devices. Costs range from $300 to $600 for 
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the devices with monthly service fees from $20-$60. A 
Blackberry competitor of note is the product from Good 
Technology with service offered by Cingular Wireless. 
This product is worth a look for its cradle-free real-time 
synchronization with firms using Microsoft Outlook and 
Exchange Server software <http://www.good.com/>. 

CONCLUSION 

So whether WiFi, Bluetooth, or Infrared, or Wireless 
Net or the Blackberry e-pager approach, the future of 
wireless technology is not only bright, but also growing 
explosively. The lure of a cordless world is one that few 
can resist and one that all well-connected lawyers should 
explore. 
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Ross via e-mail <mailto:rkodner@microlaw.com>. 
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The National Consumer Law Center announces its
12th Annual,Consumer Rights Litigation Conference

October 24- 27, 2003 -' Oakland, CA

Mini-Conference- Saving Homes: Predatory Mortgage Litigation (Intermediate) - October 24
Mini-conference - Getting Started in Consumer Law - October 24

Class Action Symposium - October 26-27
Predatory Lending strategy Update - October 27

Special Guest Speakers :
US Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA)

Bil Lockyer (California Attorney General)
And many national leaders and prominent litigators in the field of consumer law

Sessions wil include: auto fraud, FDCPA, predatory. lending, FCRA, student loan abuses,
TILA HOEPA, trial practice, credit counseling, furnisher liabilty, credit reporting,credit
discrimination, mortgage servicing, identity theft, and much more that's sure to interest you.

NA CA members save on registration fees!

Continuing Legal Education credits

Don't miss the NACA annual meeting October 25 during the conference.

Download a conference brochure and registration forms
from NCLC's Website www.nclc.org

The National Consumer Law Center
77 Summer Street, 10th FI.

Boston, MA 02110

617-542-8010
www.nclc.org
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The National Consumer Law Center announces its 
12th AnnuaLConsumer Rights Litigation Conference 

October 24-27,2003 -' Oakland, CA 

Mini-Conference - Saving Homes: Predatory Mortgage litigation (Intermediate) - October 24 
Mini-conference - Getting Started in Consumer Law - October 24 

Class Action Symposium - October 26-27 
Predatory Lending Strategy Update - October 27 

Special Guest Speakers: 

US Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA) 
Bill Lockyer (California Attorney General) 

And many national leaders and prominent litigators in the field of consumer law 

Sessions will include: auto fraud, FDCPA, predatory lending, FCRA, student loan abuses, 
TILA HOEPA, trial practice, credit counseling, furnisher liability, credit reporting,credit 
discrimination, mortgage servicing, identity theft, and much more that's sure to interest you. 

NA CA members save on registration fees! 

Continuing Legal Education credits 

Don't miss the NACA annual meeting October 25 during the conference. 

Download a conference brochure and registration forms 
from NCLC's Website www.nclc.org 

The National Consumer Law Center 
77 Summer Street, 10th FI. 

Boston, MA 02110 
617-542-8010 
www.nclc.org 
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, ri;i APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

, '
I wìsh to become a member of the Natìonal Assocìatìon of Consumer Advocates.

I represent by my signature b.elow that I am an attorney, law professor, law student, or consumer advocate; that i am
committéd to advocating thé interests of consumers; that Ido not profit from or have a substantial part of my work engaged
in representing interests opposing consumers; and that I am not currently, nor have I ever been suspended or disbarred
by any bar association which has licensed me to practice.

If applying for membership as a Legal Services Attorney Member, i represent that I am currently employèd as an attorney
fora legal service program.

If applying for membership as a Law Professor Member, I representthat I ama faculty member of a chartered law schooL.

If applying for membership as a Law Student Member, I représent that I am a student attending a chartered law schooL.

Signature of Applicant Date
(Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions regarding qualifications for membership) '\

I have enclosed a check or signed below to authorize annual NACA membership dues to be debited
from my MC, VISA, or AMEX in the amount and level of membership checked below.

o 1. Platìnum Club Member

o 2. Gold Club Member

o 3. Benefactor

o 4. Patron

o 5. Sponsor

o 6. Member

o 7, Legal Servìces Attorney Member

08. Law Professor Member

o 9. Law Student Member

$5,000.
2,500. .

1,250.
550.
250.
100.

50.

75.

25.

Credit Card Authorization
Type Card No.
Signature
Printe,d Full Name
Firm Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
Email Address

Exp.

The term of membershìp ìs one year from the date payment ìs receìved.

NACA
National Association of Consumer Advocates
1730 Rhode Island Ave., NW; Suite 805
Washington, DC 20036

First Class
U.S. Postage
PAl D

Columbia, MD
Permit No. 334
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Signature of Applicant Date _____ _ 
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Type Card No. 
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NACA 
National Association of Consumer Advocates 
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Washington, DC 20036 
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Columbia, MD 
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Bankrupt Helicopter School Shoots Down
Student ASpiratiorrs

Questiøn: Are those student loans ,stil due?
By JoanE. Llsantè
ConsumërAffairS.com

May 28, 2008

Silver State Helicopters
vocational school, the largest
private helicopter flght aèademy
in the C01Jtr, has parked its last
chopper in the hanger.

The schooL, which operated in 12

states and enrolled- over 2,400
students, fied for Chapter 7
bankruptcy protection after closing
its doors in Febt\ary,

Aside from being earthbound with
their education plans dashed, many
students had bankrolled their
h'aining though loans from
KeyBank USA N,A., based in . Bankrupt Helicopter School

Cleveland, Ohio. Since th,e school Shoots Down Student Aspirations

required full tution for its 18-month. ;os:~~e~:c~b:~~~~~~h~::;rees
prograin to be paid up front, many . Nèinet Agrees to End Payoffs to

$5 Alumni Associationsstudents borrOwed over 0,000, . Cuomo Corrals More Student

SilverState helped students apply Lenders

for private lóans, providing access to ~~~~ntr~~tins Se~les Student

sources such as KeyBank. .Wells Fargo Agrees to Clean Up
StUdent Loàn Practiæs

. New York Sues Drexel.Over
Student Loans
. Salle Mae SettleS'Student
Lending Pro"e
. Financial Aid Probe Focuses On
Johns Hopkins Offcial '
. Colleges Agree to'Clean Up
SiudentLending Practices

Al h h h ... NY's Cuomo Blasts "Unholy. t oug - t ,e ín0JiY was' oweu to Allance" of Colleges, Lenders
the school, Silver State and KeyBank . Scams Target Students Seeking

worked closely enough, that r~~~~~I~i~ens Probe of

KeyBankcould, according to the ,Student Loan Industry
students' cláss action lawsuit fied- in . House Approves Cuttirg

CaJfornia be considered a "holder Student Loàh Interest Rates
. ' " " : " . Study Endorses Cutting Student
il due course, of the financmg Loan Rates in Half

contract. " , January Is Time to Subm~
Student Aid Info
. Congress Jacks Up Cost of
Student Loans
. About Student Financial Aid
. TimelÎne

Here's the hitch:Ordinarìly,

students are protected by Fed-eral

Trade Commission (FTC)rùles from
being stuck with a loan for, an
institution that fio longer 'exiSts,

The FTC "Holder Rule" protetts
consumers when their financing
contracts are soid to another-
creditor. Ih thl case, the rule . Why Does College Cost So

preserves any legal' claims Or Much? .,
defeI1es the student had against tte school and allows him to use
those claims and defenses againt the bank:

Federal law requires that consumer credit contracts contain the
following language, in bold, 10'point (or larger) type:

Notice

Any holder of this èonsumer credit contract is subject to all
claims and dßfanses which the debtor could assert against
the seller of goods or services obtained pursuant hereto or
With the proceeds hereof. Recovery hereunder by the
debtpr shall not exceed amounts paid by the. debtor.

EXHIBIT A
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Bankrupt Helicopter School Shoots Down 
Student Aspirations 

Question: Are those student loans ·still due? 

By JoanE. Llsante 
ConllumerAffairs.com 

May 28,2008 

Silver State Helicopters 
vocational school, the largest 
private helicopter flight academy 
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chopper in the hanger. 

The school, which operated in 12 
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bankruptcy protection after closing 
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California be considered a "holder Student Loiih Interest Rates 

, .. • Study Endorses Cutting Student 
in due course" of the financing Loan Rates in Half 
contract. .. , January is Time to Submtt 

The FTC "Holder Rule" protects 
consumers when their financing 
contracts are sold to another" 

Student Aid Info 
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Student loans 
• About Student Financial Aid· 
• Timeline 

creditor. In this case, the rule . Why Does College Cost So 

preserves any legal· claims or Much? .. 

defenses the student had against the school and allows him to use 
those claims and defenses againSt the bank: 

Federal law requires that consumer credit contracts contain the 
following language, in bold, iO-point (or larger) type: 

Notice 

Any holder of this consumer credit contract is subject to all 
claims and defenses which the debtor could asser! against 
the· seller of goods or services obtained pursuant hereto or 
With the proceeds hereof. Recovery hereunder by the 
debtor shaH not exceed amounts paid by the debtor. 
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Not only did thestunents' contracts with KeyBiink fail to cont¡¡in
this notice, but students allege that KeyBank deliberately
incorporated in Ohio because state laws" exempt Ohio-domiciled
banks from that stiite;s consW1er protection laWs."

Looks like Silver State's students were sIInned not just once; but
perhaps twce. And if a student refuses to pay; the lender can
report negative information about hin to a credit bureau, ruing
thiit student's credit score,

If Key Ban is trly a "holder", students should be protected by

the FTC rule despite Key Bank's end run arou,nd th¡¡t protection.

Rip~ for abuse

Author Cathy Lessor Mansfield; writig in the Wake Forest Làw

Reviro, hig1ûghts a simation ripe for abu.e,

When a student needs a lo¡¡n, hi college or vocational school

chooses one or two lenders and frequently processes the loan for
the student. If (or when) the school bows out of the. pieture; the
fiancial ihtitution goes after the student, even though the

student is the aciiial victim.

Mansfield argues that the FTC defiiûtelyhas power over such
situ¡¡tions; because student-loan quali as the type of loan
("purchase money loans possessing a fiance charge") covered by
the FTC's Holder Rule,

Unfortunately, the Silver State sitUation isn't uiûque, Schools,
especially unicensed vocational schools, have a habit of closing
suQ.enly, leaving students holding the fiancial bag,

Aggressive lending

Complaints abound against aggressive lenders including Salle
Mae, the formerly government-affiiated lender that is now
privately oWned,

In one case involving Salle Mae; Mark Powell of Alexandria,
Virgina enrolled in a computer-traiiûng school called Amerilrain,
which ran seven computer-tra,ihing f¡¡cilties in five states, The
schoolaw'arded certiicates at the end of trainig, aimed at
students gettng commercial software jobs.

Shortly before PQwell fitthed his course, the school closed and

fied for bankuptcy. Students Were stunned to learn that Salle
Mae did not consider itself a "creditor" within the meaiûng of the
FTC rules and planned to collect on the loans. '

Powell .and other students hired counsel in hopes of pursuing a
class àction, They found outtwo distùrbing thngs:

1) promissory notes they signed forbade litigation inIavor of
mandatory arj:itration and

2) Ameritraì wasn't the first unlcensed schobl Salle Mae had
done business with.

congressionai a,ction Ir

, Congress tried to offer students protection by amending the
Higher Education Act, giving students with guaranteed loans the
same protections as those contained in the FTC holder rule and
make sure lenders checked out the legitiinacy of schools whose
students borrowed mOhey,

Tö make things more dodgy, private 10ahS (regulated by state and
federal consumer protection and baiiing laws rather than the
HEA) have skyrocketed since the late 90;s, now representig
approx.20 percent of student 10ahS,

,

TIs situation iIush'ates the crx of the problem: the explosion of
private lending, together with "partnering" of schools and piivate
lenders, most often banks,

Private loaii frequently have more restrictive terms than federal
stude,nt loaii and tend to be more expehSive, And, contráry to EXHIBIT A
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what you'd think, a bank loaning mOney to students at a
sUbstandard school doesn't necessarily put itself at risk. Many
private loan. are sold to investors, who are usualy clueless about
the defects lurking in the loan.

Federally-sponsored loan programs contain elìgibilty
requirements for sçh061s its students attend, to lessen the chance
that a school is understaffed or doesn't meet state lìcensing

requiements, No such vettg takes place among private lenders,

and students someties fid out about their school's inadequacies
when the doors close for good.

More protection

Wlúle the SilverState students battle it out in Cälìforía Superior
Court, the Project on Student Debt, a project of the Institute for
,College AcceSs & Success, suggests measures to protect stÙdents
borrowing through private lenders. (approx. 20% of all student
loans,) Among)hem:

. Exttnd borrower proteCtions and remedies in the FTC's Holder
Rule to cpver sttdents at all types of colleges and universitíes (not
just private fpi'-profitschools as imder current law,) and all types
of smdentloans and loan holders.

. Require colleges to clearly distiguish private from federal

loans in financial a,id aWards and other materials, Require lenders
ard colleges to tell 'prospective borrowers about federailoan,
before they sign for a private loan, and emphasize that private
loans ââe not baçked by the federal government and can cost
more.

. RJ!quie rate quotes for private loans to include full APR and
other items required by the Truth in Lending Act (TLA) and
make sure borrowers have accurate quotes before they sign a
promissory note,

\. Require a minimum cooling-off period during ",lúch the

borrower can cancel the loim with no prepayment penalty.

.' Amend current federal bankuptcy law so that private student
loans have to meet the same criteria as other forms of consumer
debttobe exempted from discharge, Fed,eral student loans come
with soine borrower protections for econoinic hardslúp,
unemployment death or disabilty, whereas private loans do not.
Slúelding private loans ftombankruptcy means that repayment
demands can essentially extend forever.

Formore iruormation, projectonstudentdebt.org.

JoanE. Lis¡¡nte is an attorney who writes frequently on consumer
issues,

Report Your Experience
If you've had a bad experience -- or a good one n with .a. consunner product or

/ serv¡c~. weld ¡¡keto hear about it: All complaints are reviewed by class action
attorneys and are considered for publication- on our $ite. Knowledge is power!
Help spread the word," File your consumer report n?w.

Back to the top I

Find this article at:
http://ww.co"n5umeráffalrs.èom/ne~s04/2008/05/helicopter__loans.html

o Check the box to include the list of links fefe.renced in the_article.

ConsumerAffaa, Inc.
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